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to Rome to be classed evangelical), the Established Church of Scotland, and the
American Episcopal Methodists, who have
very recently obtained a foothold here.
With good Christian people in all of these
denominations it has been my good fortune
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ofthe
the Church of England * (low-church of in the burnt district is also a portion “of the his own exertions, to the yery su
course, for high church here is teo far over city which sadly needed such purification as organic scale; and the fact of fis having

A WEEKLY RELIGIOUS NEWSPAPER

<i...

N.. s.

perhaps only five could give it. Here
clustéred together many of the worst dens
of thieves and prostitutes khownto the city,

thus risen, instead of having been aboriginally placed there, may give him hopes for a

and while they will still be the same dan-

*

gerous outcasts as. before,

doubtless,

power for evil is seriously crippled, and

*

4’We

must

acknowledge,

.as

it

their

scems to me, tbat Man, with all his noble

by

qualities, with sympathy” for the most debased, with behevolence which extends not

being scattered, can be more easily softtol)nn

to meet and converse, and there is nf
doubting the fact that the revival news from

still higher destiny in the distant future.

oJ

Mission Field.

Events of the Week.

Fatale
BAD

a

MORTALITY.

:

Four hundred: and two infants died in
New York last week. Could any statement
more plainly set forth the danngers which

beset the babies during these summer’ with interesting facts and incidents. During the
months? Could anything more plainly in- sixty years that the Union has been engaged in.
d
dicate the care and attention that they de- Missionary work, the success that bas attende
during

only to other men but to the humblest liv:
A second reason for hopefulness wn the ing creature, with his godlike itellect which mand ?
AN
OFFICIAL
VISIT
T0 THE INDIAN COUNTRY.
here, and there are not a few now earnestly midst of disaster is that all classes dre’ now has penetrated into the movements and conSeveral visits to the plains have been
inquiring why. we may not seg such ‘a re- united to demand radical reforms’ in our stitution of the solar system—with all these
ligious awakening in India. I can not doubt city government. The Fire Department’ is exalted powers—Man still bears in his bodi- planned by members of the board of Indian
that goodwill come out of this.
Different entirely a creature of the city government ly frame the indelible stamp of his lowly or- #commissioners, The Secretary contemplates

| home has produced a profound

sects are getting

closer

ed.

impression

together

for the

and is controlled by a handful

work's sake, aud just now there is a proba-

of political

demagogues called Fire Commissioners,
has for the past few years been managed

bility that Christians may hold union meet:
ings here.
This evening I have attended a very interesting mebting of pastors and missiona-

It
in

the interest of the ward politicians and has

been necessarily weak and inefficient.

Well

drilled men under the leadership of 4’ com-

Robinson,

petent Chief with a bettér supply of engines

minister of the Lall Bazar Baptist Chapel,
the place where Judson was baptized on his

and water mains would ‘unquestionably
have stopped the fire when 1t reached the
line of substantial brick and stone buildings,
and saved the worst features of the calamity.
The voice of the people is now loud and determined for a reorganization of thie Fire
Department on a different basis, and that
voice the common council will hardly dare
to disobey.” The fire limits will undoubted-

ries at the house of Rev.

first arrival in India.

John

This was a remarka-

ble meeting for Calculta.

Every

cal sect, save the Established

evangeli-

Kirk, was

rep-

resentéd, and a beautiful unanimity .pvevailed. ©: Only two laymen were present,
one of whom was our Consul General,
A.
C.

Litchfield,

Esq.,

of

Boston,

U.S. A.,

who was called to the chain
Rev. Mr.
Ross opened the service by reading the first
part of the second chapter of the Acts of
the Apostles, after which prayer was offered
up. After considerable preliminary talking
it was

unanimously

voted

that

a

ly be extended to the his

prohibiting

thus the erection of any m@re wooden buildings in the large territory.
therein emblaced.

With these reforms ingigurated and persistently carried out, the Chicago of the future

union

will be one of reasonable security from large
eonflagrations. Our chief danger now lies
in the large region in the south-west portion of the city,crowded with cheap Wooden
tenements, lumber yards, planing mills and
the like, but with its distatce from the busi-

meeting ber held in the city for prayer and
evangelical effort. - The details in carrying
oui the plan were left to a corhmittee consisting of the pastors of English churches
in Calcutta. I hope this committee may soon
present some well considered plan of effort,
which will serve to stir up professed Christiang, and rouse the unconcerned to a true
| interest in their own salvation. Through
these very churches great things might be
accomplished for the heathen;
but alas!

ness portion, and with the river

as a

bar-

rier, we need have but little serious alarm,
provided our Fire Department. is what it

may and doubtless will be soon.

i,

BAPTIST MISSIONS,
The J uly No. of the Miss. Mag. contains
the late Report of the Baptist. Missionary Union,
presented at its recent Annual ‘meeting at Wash
replete
ington, D.C. It is a rich document,’

it has never been more remarkable than
attended
the year just closed, Success .has algo
its financial department, noMvithstanding the
season of overwhelming embarrassment. in the
home field, when the ‘hearts ‘of the rich men
trembled with fear, and the labor of the poor
was in a measure taken away. "Its Treasury ro
ceived, during the year, $261,530, which is an’

atour extending from the Indian terrifory
over any previous year. The
‘Now the reader has Darwin's
jihon of on the south to Montana, and as far west increasofe of $45,430
378, collected by the Eastern and
as
New
Mexico
and
Arizona.
He
will
nothe origin of man in his own words. But
Miss. ees) is included
ne
he must distinctly understand that it is his tice and report upon the general condition
The Union has also heen en
igin.”

Vol. II. pp. 886, 387.

opinion merely.

:

The writeris # firm: be-

liever in the inspiration of the Bible; and
he ig also prépared to receive all the "facts
of sciémee, whether he can reconcile them
with the statements of the Bible or not.
He believes that truth can not contradict

of the Indian tribes’ firoughout the#

extend-

ed region indicated,
THE INDIAN RAIDS.
Those irrepressible Indians are

still on

the war-path in Kansas, doing all ‘the

mis-’

chief they can.” They seem bent on the
truth; and he will not reject anything that largest possible amount of killing and masis provedto be true. He thinks that it is sacreing. The Quaker Commissioners have
quite possible that there’ may be apparent .run away with their scalps, to save them
discrepancies between Nature and the Bible. ‘from
the Indians, and the United States

But he does not believe that there are any

real discrepancies; and where he can not
explain, he is content to wait ‘till God shall
make it plain.
With these views, the writer was prepared
to find that Darwin had some facts which
would appear to support his theory; he

was prepared to examine these carefully;
to receive them if the

evidence

was

cient to sustain them;

and if he

could

reconcile them with the statements

Bible, to wait for fafthér light.

suffinot

of the

But after

carefully looking for these facts, we fail to
find them. The book is all assumption,
from beginning to end.
Instead of assorting his facts to arrive at truth, Darwin has
arranged his theory first, and labors hard to
make his facts fit into it. And with all his
love for his theory, he is evidently impressed with "the impossibility of proving it.
Thus while he says that it is only prejudice
that causes men to demur to the conclugion

Cavalry are dashing valiantly in to the rescue.

The affair will doubtless

be patched:

up soon, after the old fashion.

-

of Manito-

ba, was attacked by a mob in St. Paul, Min-

nesota, last Monday, led on by Chief
3 Police Hay of Minneapolis.

He barely escaped

with his life.- The mob was’ instigated by
Hay on account of some difficulty which he
experienced at Clarke’s hands

a while ago.

in

Manitoba

Hay bas thus disgraced both

his state and his office,

and

he

suitably punished at once,
THE ABDUCTION

CASE.

should

&

BURMAH,

The Report
come over

Christianity.

the

rejoices

in the

Burmese

mind

change
in

While for a succession

the triumphs of the gospel among the

has

that

relation

to

of years,
Karens

Burmah have been the glory of the Baptist

of

mis«

sions, and an astonishment to the Christian
for whom Dr. Judson - .
world, the . Burmans,

and his coadjutors prayed and toiled so earnests.
ly, remained comparatively impassive, proud
in the hardihood inspired by their gloomy an-

be

In view of the outlay of men and
Religion.”
money in Burmah, the caviler had often exclaimTo what purpose is this waste ” The year
ed,
just closed signalizes the advent of a brighten=
There seems to be a
ing future for Burmah,
new spirit among the people, inclining them as
never before to forsake their dead divinity, and
gccept the grace of Him who died and rose
again. One of them said recently to one of the
missionaries, ¢* Gaudama is dead; you say your

God died but revived again, and lives forever
more. Perhaps he can do something for us,”
The Report, in referring to the Karen churches and native pastors of the Bassein district,
gays : ¢ They furnish a signal example of what
the gospel can do among a poor, debased and ig-

The little boy who was stolen (rom the
streets in Philadelphiais not yet returned, norant race, Witness only the stated and orderalthough the father continues to. hear from ly religious services, the neat chapels erected by
O Sea, O Sea, O restless blue Sea,
the bandits, to the effect (hat his boy is the peaple, the schoolhouses built, the pastors
Shall I sing thy praises unto thee
ready for delivery when he presents the and teachers supported, and books purchased,
‘When bards have sounded them o’er and o'er?
closing I should say that the “American M.) lieved, be abundantly able to take care of
There is nothing new in thy ceaseless roar;
$20,000.
This snm the father is ready to the civil erdér and personal thrift of the numerE. church is doing a great-and good work all who really’ need help until they can
that
they
are
descended
from
the
lower
angive,
only
he hopes that by delay the police ous villages, and the general prosperity of
Nothing is new, O beautiful Sea,
here for Europeans, Emasians and edu:
again care for themselves, which will be fmals, he also says that “the mental differ- may be aided in discovering the rogues. the populations among whom thése institutions
But that a new soul is listening to thee;
cated natives. Rev. J. M. Thoburn, form- speedily ini most cases. The Society has a
are planted, and you will have a striking. proof
That listens and dreams and lives its own,
ence is enormous between one of the lowest “The city has offered a reward of $2,000.
erly
of Luknow, is laboring here with wonof what the gospel effects when it ‘once gets a
And seeks for peace in thy lulling tone.
considerable fund still on hand, is well savages, and ‘‘the ‘most highly organized
firm hold of an ignorant and helpless people.”
derful zeal, and his ministry has been bless- managed, thoroughly organized, and dis.
STE AMER WREC KED.
Medford, Mass, '
ape.” And again: “The mental powers in
The number baptized in all the missions of the
ed to the shlvation of many souls.
@
a
a
2
2
News is received of the wrecking of the union in Burmah, during the last year, is
tributing at present about $3000 per day some early progenitor of man must have
J.L.
P.
{ among the needy.
Missionary Correspondence.
been more highly developed than iv any Pacific mail steamer, City of Guatemala, 1081.
from New York to Aspinwall, by striking
E
Cie itegee
The calamity is, undemably, at the best, existing ape, before even the most imper.
——eei
:
INDIA—ASSAM.
on
a rock off Watling’s Island, six days
Carcurra, MAY 28, 1874,
| no light one, the effects of which may linger fect form of speech could have come into
Chicago
Correspondence.
from New York. Two boats containing | The Baptist mission in Assam has been sorely
:
Yesterday afternoon, our new brother,
unpleasantly for some time, yet we appro= ‘ase. ”
the crew started for land, one of which afflicted the past year, in the removal of three of
R. D. Frost, reached this port, and to-morpriate with not a little satisfaction the conHe believes that man must have come
its missionaries by death, while the, year previCnIcAGO, June 20, }1874,
row we start for the Mission.
‘am happy
solation that “it might Lave been much from the lower animals, because men and _arrived in safety, and the other has not ous four had ‘returned to their native land to
»
since been heard from, hough it is believed recruit their failing health. The Mission Board
to be able to report him in excellent health
THE GREAT FIRE OF 1874.
worse.”
A. H.R.
the lower animals have similar diseases
that nojves were lost.
:
and spirits. May he prove a real addition
count these unusual trials as only-trials of their
Had the unparalleled conflagration
of
and similar tastes, because ‘all the bones
faith, and three, perhaps four, new families are
A
MORMON
JUBILEE.
3
to the Mission,and be permitted to see many 1871 never occurred, the fire of last Tuesin his skeleton can be compared with corDarwinism.
*
soon-to he on their way to take the places of the
souls ‘converted from Paganism
through day might find a sufficient designation withLast
Friday
marking
the
twentieth
anniresponding bones in a monkey, bat, or
disabled and fallen.
his efforts. His passage seems to have been out the addition of date to the above capFIRST PAPER.
.
seal.” And he thinks that they must have versary of the entrance of the Mormons inThe church at Sibsagor has roonived several
a pleasant one, though sgmewhat longer tion. Only by comparison with the first
We have read Darwin's ‘Descent of come fro.n the same stock as the monkeys,
to Salt Lake Valley, a great jubilee was accessions by baptism, among whom were seven
than that of our friends who came last No- mentioned event does it escape being the Man,” 2 vols., every line of it. This is because the beards of men are‘often lighter held, at which Brigham Young greatly ex- Chota Nagpores, the fruit of a short missionary
vember. The extreme heat is mew over, fire.of the century. *
probably more than many of the admirers in color than the hair of their heads, and it alted himself, his twenty wives compliment- tour made by two native preachers, Modhu and
and I hope the early rains havé begun.
system ean say; and we think it is so with some monkeys, afid also because
ed him, and twenty thousand children sang Andrew. The former is in poor hedlth and unTo say that fifteen whole blocks
of! of
able to respond to all the calls for his labors.
The brazen, burning sky of three months ground, orgy er sixty acres, ‘were burned ( something of a feat. But we now know there are certain races of men who seldom pretty songs about him.
One village sent to him the message, “ We want
past is now hidden by fleecy clouds, the over, is a- most, startling announcement,
what the great scientist really has written become grey, and he never heard of but
to be Christians, come and preach to us;”
TROUBLE IN MISSISSIPPI.
hot winds have stopped blowing, and man but. no pencil can paint the terror, none the on this subject. Darwin has shown great one monkey that became grey.
another, ¢“ Come and teach us the true religign.’’
Governor
Davis,
of
Mississippi,
appreand beast alike greet the welcome change. less agonizing because
He
uiexpressed, which diligence in connection with his work,
He admits again and again, that the con- Hiending some sort of trouble from the un- During his last tour, he lay jil in one of the vilShould the rains begin thus early, and for a time caused ‘the - hearts of a hundred seems to have read everything
lages a few days, and the people would gather
that has been necting links between man and the lower
peaceful portions of his constituency, and around his bed after the close of the tea-gathercontinué during the regular period, Ihave: thousand spectators to stand still as the published on the habits of : nimals, and he
animals, and between the various “races of perceiving that he lacked thehd cordial sup- ing while he predched to them till midnight.
no doubt that thousands of lives would be
scenes of that other time seemed aboat to has brought together a large amountof curi- animals are lost. But he asserts that they port of the State *Militia, called for troops There is such eagerness to hear the gospel, says
saved in the districts now visited ‘by dire be re-enacted. Of a later hour, when ous information about them. But the reader ‘must have existed; forgetting that in a
one of the missionaries, that it almost seems that
from Washington to help preserve the peace.
famine. ‘Rain, if ample and regular, must night had settled down upon the scene, will wish to know what Darwin really says matter like this, where a theory or opinion
the Scenes among the Te 100gpos are to be reBut
just
as
they
were
on
the
point
of
marchbring down the price of rice, and oblige some-skillful hand may perchance portray about the “descent of man,” We will give is advanced, we want proofs, not mere asenacted ampug this people.
The station at Gowalparara bas also had a
men who have been hoarding it for the sake the awful sublimity.
the more important parts of his optnion ou sertions. He is a scientist, and we have a ing, the citizens sent word to the President
that they could manage their own affairs prosperous year. Rev. M. Keith, who has it in
. of gain, to sell out, for the new crop will
this
subject
in
his-own
words,
so
there
can
right to expect that his statem®its should
It may paint the sea of fire as its billows
and keep their own peace, so he counter- charge, says: ‘ There is a wing of 60 miles on
be coming on. Government is taxing all surged upward and ever onward, sending be no mistake about the matter.
be based ou scientific facts. But he says:
either side of me, while in front lie all the newits energies to relieve Wistress in the afflict- their fiery spray defiantly up into the black“The early progenitors of man were no “The views here advanced, on the parts manded the Captain's marching . orders.’ ly opened Garo Hills; in either of these direced parts. Cargoes of rice are constantly ened heavens; it may point to lofty church: doubt once covered with hair, both sexes which sexual selection has played in the ‘How think Governor Davis likes that ?
tions, are many places that at this fioment need
coming in from Burmiah, even faster, I am spires wrapped in their winding sheets of having beards, their ears were pointed and history of man, want scientific precision.
visiting. . . In some of them are a few baptized
REPORTED OFFER OF CONCESSION.
Christians, and in some a few who have believtold here, than it can be carried into the flame and tolling their own death-knell ; to capable of movement,
and their bodies We can not positively say that this characit is dated on pretty good authority that ed and who await the coming of the missionary
interigr. Whilé waiting on the wharf yes- groups of brave firemen here and there dis- were provided with a tail, having ‘the proteristic,but not that,has been thus modified ; the Mexican government has made overterday,
for the
steamer -avhich
was puting, under trembling walls and in the per muscles.=*
* * The males were it has, however, been shown that the races tures to the United States to cede all Mexi- to receive baptism, and ip some others, schools
are maintained. . . . Then there are the people
bringing our brother, two steamships, one face of devouring flames, inch by inch the provided with great canine teeth, which
of men differ from each other, and from can territory north ‘of a line, of latitude of the Hills, where the missionary has nat been,
of the largest belonging to the British India march”of the fire-fiend; or to the strug- served as formidable weapons.
* * * their nearest allies amoung the lower anidrawn directly from the mouth of the Rio but who have heard rumors of the Sahibs, who
line, and one of the Ducal line, made very gling mass of men, women and children At a still earlier period, the progenitors of
come ‘not to destroy,but to make alive’, not with
mals, in certain characteristics which are of ’ Grandeto the Pacific Ocean.
The point,
Tong and narrow, for coming through the
#fid rifles, but with teachers and books.
rushing frantically about, some cursing, man must have been aquatic in their habits ; no service to them in their ordinary habits character or amount of consideration is not sepoys
. Al look over this vast field, [ can only
Suez canal, came up to their moorings in some weeping, some praying and all strug- for morphology plainly tells us that our of life, and which it is extremely- probable
Heavy capitalists have recently look upon myself as less than the five little fishes
(the river, loaded with Burmah rice. Many gling to snatch from the destroyer the house- lungs consist of a modiffed swim-bladder, would have been modified through sexual settled.
been purchasing mines lying in the pro- were, in comparison with the demand that they
which
once
sefved
as
a
float,
*
*
*
such steamers have been chartered by the
selection.” Vol. II. p. 366. *
posed-ceded territory. If such a cession is were supposed to have to meet. The interest
hold tregsures ‘which in many cases conGovernment for importing food in this time stituted the all of the possessors. All this These early predecessors of man,thus seehin I There are two phrases which we find al- carried out, the United States will sacquire ®ems nowhere toabate. Little bands of Chris, of distress. The proportions of this calami- may be done, but no hand, though it hold the dim recesses of time, must have been as most on every page, and sometimes several Nueva Leon, Coahuila, Chihuahua, Sonora, tian Garos meet from Sabbath to Sabbath almost
the year round to sing and pray, even when
ty can not therefore ‘equal that of 1866 in the pencil of Raphael or have the cunning lowly organized as the lancelot or ;amphiox- times on the same page.
These are “natu- Lower.California, and a portion of Sinaloa they have no preacher or any one to. lead them
us, or even still more lowly organized.” ral selections,” and ‘sexual selections.” To and Durango.
Orissa, and the adjoining districts, and in skill of Dore, can paint-the sullen despair,
1t is probable that the post- who can do more than read a little. In almost
point of intensity this will hardly approach the keen anguish, the heart's secret wail Vol. I. pp. 198,199.
these two wonderful powers, Darwin as. ponement of the final decisions by the Mexall the Christian communities, there are more
that, - Letus thank God for this. The rea- over dying hopes among that motly com“By considering the embryolagical strnts cribes all the varieties of animated nature , ican and American joint commission “was or {fess waiting for baptism. Here, at Damra, T
: son for it is to be found in the fact that our pany as the fiery giant held them powerless. ure of man—the homologies which ‘he pre- which Christians ascribe to God. = By “natbased upon the considerations connected have baptized 1% to-day.”
rulers have this time been thoroughly rous- with his arm of flame while he swallowed sents with the lower animals—the rudi- ural selection,” Le seems to mean a natural
with this proposition.
JAPAN.
ed tosthe danger in season to avert it, up in ® moment the toil of years. No skill- ments which he retains—and the reversions law which acts by chance (for he will not
SPAIN,
¢
whereas this was not the case in 1866,
to
which
he
is
liable,
we
can
partly
recall,
During
the
last
year,
the missionaries of the
ful hand will paint the agonizing despair
| tO,
adniit that thers is any intelligence to guide
Don Carlos evidently thinks that he has Utifon constituted a church at. Yokohama. Rev.
Would that these people would learn the of niothers as they rushed to their homes if imagination, the former condition of ‘our it), and which is constantly selecting whatlesson God designs to teach them by these only to tind falling walls and no certain tid- early progenitors; and can approximately ever will improve the animal, make an im- the situation all in his own power. He has . Mr. Arthur arrived there the latter part of last
a manifesto guaranteeing relig- Oct. and commenced simultaneously the study
repeated visitations of his afflictive provi- ings of the little ones left for a brief hour.
place them in their proper position in the proved variety, or produce a new species. Just, issued
“of the language and work for thé Japanese.
As
dence! I am astonished fhat so little is
But the practical question put” in this Zoological series. ‘We thus learn that man By ‘sexual selection,” he seems to mean ious toleration ; enjoining not to disturb the many of them could read and understand Engsales
of
church
property
at
present
eomplet‘thought of this even by Christian people, I practical age now doubtless is:.
is descended from a hairy quadraped, fur- the choice of mates on the part of the sexes,
J
pi
lish,he soon gathered
a class of these students
have heard several discourses, Bengaliand| -« How ‘will this fire affect the prospects of vished with a tail and pointed ears,probably generally the females, but sometimes the ed; promising a representative but not a of English. He writes under date of Feb. 17:
revolationsty government ; undertaking to “YT can hardly realize that ‘the heathen’ are
English, since, coming here, and also at- Chicago?
The feeling ‘here seems general arborial in its habits, and an inhabitant of males; by which numerous changes have
tended a number. of prayer meetings, but at this time that, as a city,the result will be the Old World. * * * * In the dim been produced, and these changes he thifiks restore the finances of the country, and as- coming to my house for instruction; that to«
night
T read with them from the third chapter
not once in any place of worship, have 1 favorable rather than otherwise. This feel obscurity of the past we cap. see that the are not always beneficial, aud sometimes suring liberty so far as itVis comsisteat with of John,
of the new birth, and of God’s great
heard mention made of the grievous galamity ing rests on good. foundation. unquestiona- early progenitor of all th& Vertebrata must are inconvenient and injurious; and as order. The manifesto concludes as fol- love—words which are familiar to us, but
lows
:—¢If
the
rebellion
continues,
we
shall
or prayer offered that it might be blessed th bly. « First, a large portion of the ground have been an aquatic animal, provided with proofs of the latter, he instances the loss of
strange to them—truths which are a very part
the eternal good of ; this pagan people. Are burned over was covered with. old wooden brachise, with the two sexes united in the hair hy man, and the gaining of long feath- atifle it with cannon. Those who reject our of our being, but of which they have the faintest
e losing our faith in God ? - Let every pious buildings—mere . rookeries—extending to same individual, and with the most impor- ers, protuberances, &e, ,by birds of paradise, proffers of conciliation to-day, will be com- glimmering. Yet they are not the heathen of
der at home pray for poor India to-day. the southern line of the re-built district. and tant organs of the body (such as the brain peacocks, and turkeys: Thus ‘he gives to pelled to submit to the law of the canqueror my childish imagination. ' They are young mem,
intelligent, courteous, wéll dressed in their own
a recent. letter I remarked that the the burning of which was only a question and heart) imperfectly developed. This | the blind law of natural ‘selection, more to-moryow.”"—Pretty spunky, for. a halfflowing robes; who have abandoned the gods of
erippled
rebel.
n
good news from America and Europe had of timé anyhow. State street, which is a agimal seems to have’ been ore like the wisdom and better results than to the more
‘
their fathers and are willing to listen to Chris
set Christian people to thinking whether we ‘natural north and
tian truth,” . Mr. Doyen, another of their mise
aquth . thoroughfar e, and lary of our existing marine Astidians than or less intelligent law of sexual selection.
But we must close for the present, reservmight-not have a revival in this country. was a reproach to the city from the fine sny. other known form.” Vol, IL p. 872.
The Persians say of noisy, unreasonable sionaries who ig unmarried, has taken up his
Since coming tq Calcutta Ihave been pleas- buildings of the rebuilt district southward,
. “The main conclusion arrived ab in this ing to another paper what more we have to talk, *‘I hear the sound. of the millstone, residence with g Japanese family in the native
part of the town. This is contrary to the usages
¢
W. H,
ed to find almost all. of the churches look-| is now, effectually cleared for several blocks work, namely, that man “is ‘decended from say of Darwinism.
“but. I see no meal.”
of the people, He has once or twice received
—re
ing up and longing for a blessing. Of evan- and will gradually be rebuilt in a subsian- some lewly-organized form, will, I regret |.
officiul visits, and intimations that the govern.
The
gom
can
not
be
polished
without
* félical sects we have here the Baptists, the tial manoer and the value of the property to think, be highly distasteful to many perment does not allow. foreigners. to live among
Be not hopeless for the lily because it its people, but as yet has ug heen seriously moTodependents (or Congregntionlists), the greatly increased. “The same is true in a sons. * % Mdn may be exoused for fecl- friction, nor man perfected without. adverstarts in the mud.—Anon, *
Weshy ans, the Tr ee: Chueh of Se -otland, loss degree of the other streets,
pride at having risen though not through sity.
Tested.
:
;
.
\
Included | ing
1
BY MOLLY MYRTLE.
—

Oe

Of course there is much destitution-among
the five hundred or more families left homewhen the churches are fast asleep how
can
less (many of whom are colored people),
we look for the salvation of the heathen? In | but our Relief dnd Aid Society will, it is be-

v

céstral philosophy, designated the * Bhuddhistic

A DISGRACEFUL OUTRAGE.
Ex-Attorney General Clarke,

in this amount.
past year by coming into possession
theed
rich
of real estate, valued at $50,000, secured to it by
the will of the late Rev. W. M, Potter.
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JESUS AND THE SABBATH.

ia oe

ha

day as unto the Lord, not by
arbitrary, fetteved,
strictions,

the temple, obeyed a higher law and did
not sin, , The less must yield to the great-

SABBATH.

THE

OF

VIOLATION

SUPPOSED

the Sabbath day.”

¢

unleavened bread was, by the law,

Sabbath,”

fhe “ second-first

.

R

of the Passover

day

the

had been acted, sat a mourner, stun-

a life

for -its observance,

arbitrary prescriptions

the

next

the last sad scene in the drama of

ber where

by fears of violating

nor,

16

the

zon- | so swift

and

face of a paper to test its worth

on bis

of

relief’ of physical hunger, during its hours. |

“ corn-|

By

Galilee.

to

back

way

, fields” grain- -fields are to be understood. |i is rational, instead of that foréed and
* The sehson of the year at. which the Pass-| arbitrary character whicle” puts, during “the |
man below the re-or 6ecurred coincided with that of bar- | Sabbath, the welfare'of

which the dis: | gard for a day, or moral and beneficent ac-

> harvest; hence the corh

i

absence of other food.

the gold-

the

They

bath.

The

her; how

before

darkly

disciples

The

were incorrect.

[not have it a secular Sabbaf#; since that | could not weep; she could-not even pray.
|enslaves man to mammon and to toil. | Friends softly opened the door, gazed

did not violate the Jaw, but the prevalent
Some
notions of the law of the Sabbath.

or

is wider,

of that

ever thought

itis

go;

No great gulf

Lo clear of it.

Itis the distine-

deeper, or more absoluté.

¢

andsa re-

ligious character; nothing, I mea, but the

fa- | what if sinners are lost for our withhold-

Bushnell.

says, * Cast thy bread upon the | oq 7).
Scripture
waters."—Was prosperity given me by the

SOTPRIIONS: Je could nat .loo Tor tbe
coming of a friend-with more gladfanticipa-

wrath the more deserv-

greater wrong, and

the

know

responsible P—I

Shall 1be

ing?

intimage

ou

nore im-

not more opposite,

well | 4,4 truth, are

as

Others might prosper

conraging.

of | as I if they tried as hard, perhaps. Bat possible to be reconciled. A religious natwill the church go down if I stop doing? | i.e signifies nothing where there is no "re-

preciuers

They are

journals, >

§

falsehood

We | yeh whileSothers do so little? Tt is dis- | ness and light, chaos and order,

arrival of our

We eagerly wait the

yorite

Tet vot antiquated. Here they stand, based in
move away and
some other meeting, or Why
should I do so the everlasting distinction of kind: - dark-

and

principles

sacred

the gospel distinctions are not gone by;
the heaven and hell of the Scripture are not.

to

go

I do? I might

shall

No | others take my plage:

magazines

and
their

ingratiate

patronize

min-

always help the

the best I can. © And

exeninaliy, Saup

his own fac simi e.

| upon our character

pitcher broken at the | Precepts into the most
our being.

to it | could she take up the broken thread of life?
it from Yeasting him into servitude both
djsciples were violating the law of the Sab- | and
She
lence we can | How walk those dreary paths alone?
to any other master.

!

‘

stretched

future

the | and to give it to man as an ally, and to keep

that

reports the Pharisees as declaring

flown.

Desolate, crushed, the. miourner sat.

|ought to do all we can fo make it serveman, |

Matthew

to escape the throng.

allowed

and hell ? Let this fiction

fixed was

him.

with

part

heaven

oo

ride

to

like

1 do

for

. We all have such a nat-

poison | jster.~What

the

exbaling

a demoralized visitor

Alas! the | of corrupt habs, i

the spirit, had

“ The silver cord had been loosed.

of man

that which is not lawful ?” These Phari- | will ever require a free and holy Sabbath, | en bowl broken,
sees accompanied Christ, who seldom was | If, then, the Sabbath bas this character, wg | fountain,”

Ba

to

of

footing

iy

| dred;
in the
| eighty
| farm
J would

0 admit to the sacred circle of our home

There was the casket, but no jewel within, | 1653 will the papers

character to the

day | Sabbath, because the bést interests

Sabbath

the

on"

do they

Behold, why

'

It gives a permanent

24. ¢ And the Pharisees said unto him, | it.

.

\

lips, but no an-

silent

remained, but

body

She

touch.

response was given,

Swering

to the

a wise religious use of

as

of man

welfarg

chilly

from ‘that

started back

sleep

and

' aheir act was hunger, and hunger in the |the Sabbath contributes so much
:

and hate

then

but

aud he is|

distinction

is the

then,

kind ?

.

and one year’s interest on my money ligious character.
bank would be one hundred and ure, feeling after God; but we have not all
more. And half the income of one found him. We all have religious senti-.
one hundred more. In all, there ments, desires, yearnings; but how many
be six hundred and eighty dollars !— never choose a religions end ! How many,
a good deal for me. * It would in- in fact, never did anything in the practical
is
That
|
should
We
educator?
questionable
fingers
of clustering. hair with" ‘which-her
life but trample the sentiments, desires;
had so often dallied, even the tamiliar need to go through the startling headings crease my interesiymoney - so much—how
tried to do my yearningsof their natures, in lives of dissmile she loved so well, all were there. of its sensational novels, know that it can I spare id I've lways
Am always there. Al- obedienze, and
a fight of rejection against
Shagplaced her hand lightly on the dear could not feed and fill us, or in any séuse | part intakemeeting.
a part in prayer meeting and do God and every holy thing! No, my friends,
ways
face so beautiful in its peaceful repose, but make itself companionable to us.

since no use of | stooped to press the

for | It makes the day religious,

reason

The

barley.

was

their hands,

glutiony

in | tivity below idleness,

te, rubbing the ears

ciples plucked and

handsome

and

him,

geniality,—certainly glancing over its con- | after

How would you or I feel to
and so on until the seventh-second, It is Feplightened, rational, religious, permanent that had demolished all that made life fair | adaptation,
an’ flustrated weekly glaring with
take
|
one
the
form
still
that
Was
beautiful.
and
enlightened
is
It
Sabbath,
the
to
character.
|
ing
havi
Jesus,
that
considered
generally
her so long marderous engravings, or exciting novel
been up to Jerusalem to the second Pass- |p comparison with that westrictive, super whose strong arm had borne
a com1t looked scenes, and fold to our bosoms such
life?
of
places
rough
the
Over
|
day
the
of
character
over after his public ministry began (of | stitious and artificial
such a
children
our
to
introduce
the masses panion, or
whigjy/see an account in John 5), was now | that prevented deeds of mercy, or even a the same; the high pale brow,
not

-—

hundred;

oné

worth

with one

my horse is worth six hundred,

Le seldom need to more than Jook into

no

and

degrees,

of

tions

iowa: od dofiass,.as Bro, Shislum says, and,

to”

us,

seizes.

treasures.

its waiting

ransack

o

increased #-Some
that only wants tobe
tendo yearning aller (God, however. sup:
presied? What Lave we then’ but distine-

This gives an.| ned, bewildered, crushed bencath the shock | tents will make us advised of its value and | Then I could sell my best cow for one hun- | ii.) otween a religious nature

the third-second, | Jose his mataral freedom.

the next

second-second,

by artifici: al rules,

called

was

other,

each

Iu the darkened cham-

have been severed.

after | obedience to God, he need not be cramped

Hence the first Sabbath

Pentecost.

the second

succeeded

stant companionship

of

mood.

tently waits until the,

bonddge | more and more closely as the years of conspirit

the

him

in

Havi ing

foes.

to, to his

counted

were

Sabbaths

the

date | any use of the day bring him into

the

Passover, which second day’ was

of life. is there not still a little Sond’¢ of ity

for, four

horse

1 suppose 1 could sell my

pa-

it

but

bound | presence, in and out of season:

the strongest ties,

by
knit together

¥

ty

:

thereif great wroug, . CorupUion

than

more

Iam worth

Isuppose

"

‘ Where

Se

ior

where there v6

better

turned

are

appro- | place for worship, and all eyes

b

of kindal amongne wen.
©
A me peAon
sob all veligions
ood? Even
SOmI6 InoTe. AT a shi ‘o

But canI afford to
the brethren.
billows, leaving the other helplessly float- it so gratefully proffers, for our mental ap- | some of
that will never
earnings
hard
my
out
pay
many
than
us
to
nearer
comees
It
ingidown the cwirent, alone, all alone on | petite,
?
me
to
up
made
be
|
its
crowds
or
pushes
never
It
do.
friends
|
hearts
Two
waters.
the wide waste of

a Sabbath, let it.occur when it would. | servitude to it. Hence man may do on the
and
his good
From that day seven Sabbaths to Pentecost Sabbath those acts’ wy
man
“The
require.
mankind
of
good
un-|the
of”
day
first
the
But
were counted.
leaverrtd bread was the second day of the is notin bondage to the day, nor should
‘from which

s
to garnering
had | selve

)

ne

thin

: "A the iA ns usuch

ure bout

And

our- | We have prospered, and now need a

set

fruits,

ils best

~

| Web what isto be done? These tis | bef I wow commeown.may

amid the | priating its rebukes, or accepting the solace | on me.

disappeared

had

One

parted,

made | service of man, man was not made to be in

streum of Jife,

the

side by side along

27. It was made in the beginning for the

of |

this: The first day

The bédstis

ations.

¢

\

iy

Bil

paper | are hard for the rich as well as poor.

literary

tractions a4 a glance, and then we

ala

for

that

Two barks:

SABBATH.

OF THE

CHARACTER

. THE

|

Weston’ Ss Soliloqiy.

Dea.
pA

We | for the church, too. When I think of that
there is something almost: human.
off
Jook into its face, we stady’ its symmetri- | it troubles me, L-wish I could shake
form, take an inventory of ‘its at- | the feeling that comes over me at: fimes.
cal

mE

TT
guilty who infringed on the Sabbath for the | ==="
Sympathy.
sake ‘of obeying laws of nature or. moral
—mee— bf
i
“a
\
| duties.
years had

¢¢ the sccond Sabbath after the first,” or,
more literally, the second first Sabbath.
meaninggof Luke's statement is ob, The
scare. and bas given rise 0 MARY explan-

wromaestess

About a pure, high-toned:

not

he was

to outward observ ances, that

Luke says the tine was

They

Matt. 12 :7.

guiltless, "

thé

demned

’

%

dl

.

|

:

©

for no delicate salvatiof; nottobe won by
great sacrifices and perils. Let me add in
ue omits ai bk il Degessary §

Shelby, N. Y., July th 1874.

.
ar ye all.”
« Miserable domfofters are
. Prgrom.
o
:
Companionahle Paplss. ;

Bo

expedition
your piety as a great
Man
and yours, and hope
against God's enemieg

their
J

upon

brought

iniquities of the Jews
holy place.

of the

heart

wrung from the sorely tried
,good old Patriareh,— {

painful remortifying

mation of all

been

have

never

words ‘would

this|pifcant

(4.) Keep

He wot hongh fv com n | 90 kno tat benerewas pei © Communications.

n

2

for a

deep waters

the

to | the sea; strike' out into

answered

be set up in the part which

the chil-

"Refuse to sail in the shallows of

religion.

temple, and carved an image of himself to

|

And wailings for the dead?”

Had the fiiends of Job: been satisfied with

Hence Jesus said to them, ** If ye had abstin@nces, but by free, natural and holy |
«ler.
known what this meaneth, I will have mer- | 1568 of its hours.
pfe——
3 cy and not sacrifice, ye would not have con-

:

—
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by no

Be enticed

the Jewish | dren of nature are everywhere taking

of

ple to Jupiter, upon the cite

:

« Farewells to the dying,

It should be ~

day.

it is our

day,” and

The disciples, like David, like the priests of

:—Kgave them my Sabbaths
Letwieen me and them. -

TEXT

is det:

re-

a- transforming

Require

place This was a Sonsun “where the surges roll heavily, . as in God's
this way Jesus silenced the charge of sin. kept as a happy day, forit is * the Lord's | expressing their silent sympathy, those sig- | the most holy the
abominations which the | majesty, and the gales of the Spirit blow.

MARK 2:28—38; 3: A=-5.
J G

Sabbath

In | dren, to youth, to all ages.

nature aud of benevolence.

HA Sig

.

:

gs

:

The

signed to be a happy day, pleasant -to chil: |

and ‘artificial to

principles, the outward

er

(3. )

goud.

highest

service yield to grent-

so must that outward

i

\

.

of our

of the city which rose upon the site and | ligion, not a pleasing.
good. All pleasure is only sorow? Just as terrible as though | ruins
from getting
of the || own,
law temple,
as theof the
meaning
iSabbnceaththeVi ields
of Jerusalem, but he erected a tem- | flattering. seritimentatities, which
The Sabbath was given for the | the air were not full of
not good.
to the is;service

2
Lesson,
School
: A. HOWE
¢ PROF —Aug.
AND

Sabbatha
gl

Poe

afly act

| nothing strong enough for you but a tragic
| salvation.

over

the | figure of a boar

were

universe

as though in the whole

by

kept,

here. | and wrong to be

réading

is the oe

4

ill

0

§

after it. Understand
feeling’
not any moreperils
of ‘your sin, and think

|
| the tragic

of desolation”
the “abomination
just such
havelotsuffered
the | | any
for not only did Hadrian,
in the holyof place,
in trouble,as andwellto asmake
that of’ oth- || pearance
than bereavements,
comfort
is no harder
that their
of rest.
of usefulness,
one those
great- || day
unto you that jn nis$ i placea ofis *oneone greater
the
on the Sabbath, | ers. Is not my sorrow just as terrible to me, | with studied insult to the Jews, set ap
&
12.) 1t is right to get"zood
somethin
is
Ln he Vi ple roi:
“the Bethiehem gate

Dogar onmen {

:

Not was this” the Test" Abe] are Bangeys therefor You want brea a oy

"How useless, Fou cruel,wil such, that: the other gods:

re
TE
the sick, to
1
one Toh. oa ding. to, Mhttbew, “I say | bath, to fod the poor, visit’

4

i

mem

emvmam tee

i

:

tion than we: .do for fice prompt Byte Lord to use for his glory? Perhaps so.
ey come in" clean | Then Iwill try to do what js duty. Lord,
failing ‘messengers,

Gladness.

of

Grace

The

a
to honor thee. Lead me not into
commentators _think the prohibition of | * Therefore the Sonof Man is Lord also of | pityingly on the bowed form, then silently | Suits With bright faces, and fresh news, | help me
gladness is\.wholesome;of
spring
(Ope
for|
ev,
from
me
deliver
servile work was here tiansgressed, but |the Sabbath.” Jesus regarded himself as | withdrew. She must bear her burden alone; | '°T¢ miscellany, and humorous anecdotes. | temptation ; but
is glad when lising
man
No
work.
noble
|
and
power,
the
and
kingdom,
the
is
thine
|
our
nearest
take
we
.38
Such papers
It was not, in any prop- [the Lord of the whole Mosaic law. He [DO earthly arm eould bring comfort in that

with little reason.
- er sense, work to do

one

that

thought not

So

authotity.”

had

the Rev.

—

Mr.

ical gladness in the glow of a healthy body.
That glow is the fruit of energetic action.

——
L
EVERY-DAY Hy B

rushing headlong %o edJews became so superstitious in respect to | observance of it ona beneficent principle, | 1? True, the surges of sorrow had nev- Some editors are
They stimthe Sabbath that they refused, in times of | and to give it a fixed ministry of love and | er gone over his devoted head; its ripples, | ucate the world the wrong way. insinuating
- “May 28th. = The weather is cooler.
base,
the
by
sin
to
people
late
what
but
lightly.
but
him
touched
had
even,
|
Sabbath
the
| help for man. His power over

war, to defend themselves on that day, and,
.as a consequence, Pompey was able to cap- | was illustrated by the change

ture the city of Jerusalem.

THE

\
3:1—4. Another incident, on anather | his stereotyped speech.
Sabbath, provoked anew the charge against | «God has seen fit to afflict you sadly, sis-

3

DISPROVED.

SIN

|

Luke gives, | ter, but he has.done it for your good, and

the Sabbath.
25, 26. This answerof Christ to the Phat- | jesus of violating

like many other of his replies to | hesides this, two more cases of his healing | J trust you are reconciled to his will.”

were a little cooler,
to stop the | rest. This morning

render when thre King comes.
We cry ont for methods

If only the nights | work for man, work that is twice blessed,

we could get more | which blesseth him that gives. and him that
early, I went to the | takes, ‘is the correspondehitigondition of a.

=.

in'the spiritual
“ere glad, becapse

for the | ground
people with illustrated programmes

But when

joining it,—a common’ wall being | drearicst men ih Christendom.

to the | the institution was young, they had work on

Close

side.

between them on one

sures) and shortest route to destruction.

as

though of the-saghe mature

inquired

who

answer to those

Lord's | oq per head, gazed asmoment

They were so far made *‘ the

he | corn.

whence

wonderingly

I will also ask you one question, | at Capernaum, the statement in the seventh | with the unspoken prayer,
he said,
| «Oh, if he would only leave me,” bowed
him to beYR any adfurther
not requiring
The baptism of John, whence was it, of| verse
wa
:
:

Notice

or of men”

heaven

.

that Jesas [from the sea than be would

* David, the

approved

What

him.

condemning.

by

his

David did,— | or from

idol of Jewish history, the man | this very place, been spread abroad.

Heresy | pear

it no

longer; Ob, sir, I want ta be

Se

with a hasty step
The incident which Christ cited | Christ came to thé synagogue, and there | | Surprised, halfangry,
nouncing.
was apposite, for David violated, in a spe. |.was present a nan whose ** right hand wag | and a clouded brow, he retreated. Percial exigeney and to save life, the law f| withered,” the Pharisees watched to see if | chance he was not so very much to blame ;
Moses,

that is, the

letter, not

spirit

the

of | he would

the law, and the Jews upheld the course of | pay
see

the incident,

For

their favorite.

* That

day.

that holy

to the

a compliment

|Christ.

1.

not heal on

they might

done the best

of} he must

humanity
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They

he

could;

he thought

say something, and fo have bis

him” | words of consolation received thus,—it was

®

0
A : " ” a
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ore itso] wher
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accomplishment
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the
the

of Daniel's prophecy;
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‘as

his
to this

in Senlssing that “they

should the probe of sorrow in’ Te ats

soul instinet with vigor,

When

the

in

* time”

a

We have been haying

good,

he has tasted the joy of doing

Santal school,and as it has brought out two | Le is like the lame man after Peter's touch,

of life,

prominent traits in the Santal character,— | he goes out into the great temple

il

:

does the author of thé first book
Sane:
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ay

hot ¢ oh
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i

of b

Iti

th

thoughtless independence, and a frank rec- | W alking and leaping, and praising God.
ognition of justice,—~we think it will make | Try it. If life is sad, make it glad by serv ice,
the friends at home a little better acquaint- | service that strains your power,that a highed

to tell it out.

with them

Last

er power

Monday,

only can make

you

strong «enough

(this is Thursday) Benjamin Randall, the | to render. Bat here we touch the deep per-

of Mac-

Sot of the foreman of the Printing Establishment,came | ennial fountain of gladness,—the joy of the
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Sam. 21.
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lamation, and American slavery is at an
end, The progress of Christianity in the
Forty-eight hours since I world has been slow siough for any a

for that man. and so separated.

Solections.”

a smile of joy.
had seen him, and he was yet firm, not
having tastedof the oup of woe. He told
me of the Sabbath, of his sitting
with his.
wife and daughters in the church, ‘¢ clothed and in his right mind.” Day after day,
and then, ‘with longer intervals, I saw him
at his officé, and marked the Progress of his

°
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deliverance

‘Wash all my
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sins away
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and stail

My love with Thea.may
stay.
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aol

awestuen of the soul,

“Thou
fount of love.
And Joys that earth
hou

goodhess,
console,

Good Shepherd from on high,
proteet-me,
n I die.
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I pen Thee, Lord, be gracious,

erring

soul forgive,

And after life is ended,
To glory let me live.
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- Christian

Lost

and
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Saved.
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Is it of any use to pray ? is the principal

question of the times; and as facts are belter that theories, and example more than
argument, I give you one instance out of
in the spring of 1862, I received
the following
note trom a man who had
been a contributor to the New York Observer, a writer, of
poetry and prose, and his
translations of Litin verse had been prominently published over his real name. He
“ DrAR SIR: You have doubtless heard of
disgrace I have brought upon myself by the
and folly into which I bave fallen, and I
ashamed
to come to you.
But seeing 1
Tribune an advertisement of a book by you

prayer, 1 was reminded of the kindness

manner
ask if it
prayer.
A

the
sin
am
the
on

of your

to me in former days, and I was led to
were not possible for me to be saved by
Will you pray for me, a ruined man?
our unworthy servant,
.-J.B.L”

¢ I recognized his’ name at once as that of
an old acquaintdnce,

sight for several

of whom

years.

But

1

had

lost

own

inspirations of true poets,

confes-

not to

there

is a

These men talk of facts,—the facts
human nature. Why do they ask us to
nore the most striking fact of human
ture, that man, even if he were a mere

¢ March 6.

“ MY DEAR FRIEND: I never heard until this
moment that you were in trouble of any kind.
But come
see me; the worse you are, the"
more welcome you will be when you come to

me. 1 want to see you, and ‘with the help of
God, serve you. Come as soon as you can; the
sooner the better. Of course I will pray for
you, and will be always
**
Your friend and brother.”

of
ignaan-

imal, i$, alone of all animals, a praying an-

imal ?

Is that a strange instinct of worship

which’ rises

in the heart of man as soon as

he begins to think,

bein, and

to become

a civilized

not a savage, to be disregarded

as a childish

The next day at noon he entered my
room,a bloated,blear-eyed, trembling drunk-

*

and

creature :

to him

:

dream

when

he

rises to a

bigher civilization still ?

Is the experience

of men, heathen as

as

well

Christian,

for

all these ages to go for wought ? Has it
mattered nought - whether men cried to
Baal or to God, for with both aliké there
‘has been neither sound nor voice, nor any
“see!” “Yes,” I replied, **it speaks for itself; that answered ? Has every ulterance that
there’s-no need to ask what's the matter, has ever gone up from suffering and doubt. Bug. tell me all aboat it’; "how long has it ing humanity gone up in vain ? Have the
been so, and why can’t you get out of it?”
prayers of saicts, the hymns of psalmists,
He sat down, and with tears running the agonies of martyrs, the aspirations of
down his face, and shaking “as if an ague- poets, the thoughts ct sages, the cries of
fit were on him, he told me his story.
1 the oppressed, the pleadings of the mother
can give it from memory, and very nearly for her child, the maiden praying in her
in his own words:
chamber for her lover upon the distant bat
‘ This thing has been going on from bad tle-tields, the soldier answering her prayer
to worse for several years. The passion {from afar off with, ** Sleep quiet,” I am .in
‘has grown upon me until it is impossible to God's hands,”—those very utterances of
‘break it up. Itook your letter home last humanity which seemed to us most noble,
night as tbe first thing that I had laid. hold most
pure, most beautiful, most divine,
on, and my wife and I wept over it, and been all in vain, impertinences, the Labard;

wreck,

ruin,

shame,

all

over

his

+ wretched face. I took him by the hand
"with a cordial welcome, and he said, ** You

*

my daughters put their arms

around my

neck, and said, * Now we will try and get
over it, and we all prayed; they prayed
for me;

and my wife and I- got ‘up in

the

three times on the way .down, and

am

blings of fair dreams, poured forth int
nowhere, to nothing, and in vain?
Hs
every suffering, searching soul which ever

gazed up into the darkness of the unknown,
in hopes of catching even a glimpse of a
divine eye; beholding all, and ordering all,

night and prayed, and this morning I prayed for help, and promised them not to taste
a drop til 1 had seen you; and I drank
ut-

and pitying all, gazed up in vain?
. . .
O ! my friends, those who believe or fancy

terly unnble to resist the appetite that eats they believe such things, must be able to4
my life like d:canker. I have. thought that do so only through some peculiar conformGod might help me, if you will pray for ation, either of brain or heart. Only want
me; but I don't know; I guess’ it’s all up + of imagination to conceive the- consequencwith me, and if I were dead it would be es of such doctrines can enable’ them, if
better for all of us.”
they have any love and pity for their fel1 talked as hopefally to him as possible low-men, to preach those doctrines. withpromised to pray for bim, as the least out pity and borror. They know not of
and “the most that I could Mo for him: what they rob mankind already but too
but I confess that the sight of the man so miserable by its own folly and sin; ay man- changed, his visage so marred, the blood- kind which, if it have not hope in God and
shot eyes, the sickening countenance, the Christ, is truly—as Homer said of old—
shaking limbs of a man of forty-five, said more miserable than the beasts of the field.
*¢ no hope” so Plainly that I was on the “If their unconscious eonceit did not make
verge of despair. I .exacted no promise them unintentionally cruel, they would surefrom him; pledges from such a man were ly be silent for pity’s sake; they would let
not as strong as straws ; ‘but I did say some men
go oun in the pleasant delusion that
things about home, and love, and hope that there is a living God,.and a “Word of God
are too sacred to be repeated, though they who has revealed him to men, and would
were poured upon his dulled ear as if God hide from their fellow-creatures the dread:
were bidding me to speak to a, man dead to ful secret which they think they have discome
back to life and joy and heaven, He covered,—that there fs none that hpareth
left’me with expressions of gratitude, and prayer, and therefore to him need so flesh
almoss of hope; and I said, as he went out, come,
+ I will come to you at noow/'to-morrow.”

Twenty-four hours went'by ; I went into
his officein Pine street, and I @eclare he

positively looked better.
"not tasted « drop since

you;

not

a

drop. I told my wife of the talk we had,
and after supper we spent the evening singing and talking, and they prayed with. ze.
1t Jooks better, don’t it?”
:
What

1 said to him is of no account, for

words are’ nothing
drowning
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great. difficulty he could walk with the aid of a
cane. A few doses of Clarke's Rheumatic Elixir
relieved the pain, and a few bottles relaxed the
cords and completed the cure. He is now entirely free from Rheumatism and can stand or
walk as erect as any one.
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[1]
;
4.50
i.
A train leaves Dover for Farmington, at 9, A Mm.
from all noxious drugs, and able to perform all that
ister crossed the stéeet and joined us, say- a step and ages have rolled away.” What our interest to do so. It is a law of nature,
A
train
leaves
Farmington
for Dover, Boston and |
is promised for thems
ing, Plasiuliy, «If a man is known by the happened at the siege of. Jericho was typi and to expect to trifle with it with impuniPortland at 9.55, A.M.
"
Any number above 50 at the same rate.
Ps
cfil
of
‘what’
is
always
happening;
twelve
ty is as if we expected to<sake fire into our | Any number less tha 50, 12 cents each copy per
company be keeps, I shall be a” gainer by
STAGE CONNECTIONS.
year,
Payment
in
advafice.
cirouits
of
the
walls
performed
without
apbosoms and not be burned, or to leap from
. joining you ;” and then, taking an arm of
Stages leave Center Harbor for Conway and White
The papers will be discontinued at the expiration
mine, he said, strangely enough, the very parently an atom of tesult; atthe end of a precipice and not get broken boues. Com® of the time for which they are paid. Each paper is Are kept by all respectable Druggists and Dealers in Mountains, at 2 P.M, or on the arrival of the boat
that
runs in connection with the 8.15 train from
for all the Sabbaths in the month.
same thing that my Methodist friend had the thirteenth, the whole fortifications lev- ‘won sense, therefore, no less than sub- prepared
ston
postage
will be paid by the subscriber at the office Medicine throughout the United States and Canada.
said 3 and added, ** I believe it, every word eled with the ground. If we think of the mission to God should briug us to such a where they are received. Three cents per qaarfer ASK
Leave Wolfeborough = Tuesdiys, , Thursdays
"
ASK:
and Saturdays for Tuftonborough,
Mouftonborough,
for 85 copies or less; six cents for mordithan 35 and
of it; there is power in prayer; I know it, advent of the Saviour, there were four decision in our earliest years.
FOR
Sandwich
and Center Sandwich.
gt
than 75, &o. The ostage is more for papers orthousand years of unfulfilled promise and
THEM,
THEM,
Secondly: Get your children to make less
for 1 bave triedit apd ‘proved it.”
Leave Alton Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays
dexed
and
paid
for
by
the
moath
than
by
the
quarter.
AN
AND
for
Laconia.
ALK
Fie
hb
Then 1 related to them both the facts of weary waiting; at last the angel's message their Sabbaths cheerful. Let them underLet the orders for pipers be given for the
year, or
!
BRE ~
“CERTAIN
.
RETURNING,— Leave Laconia Mondays, Wednés
resolution announced the glorious advent. - How long stand that gloom is as mappropriate’to the for the longest time that they may be } wanted, and
- “my poor lost friend, and of m
days and Fridays for Alton, in season t0 ¢onnec
THAT
THAT
frequent renewals.
avoid
thus
did
good
men
toil
to
reform
the
church
in
day
as
giddiness
or
work
is,
It
is
a
day
to seek bis rescue by prayer.
The minister
with
trains for Roston and. Portland,
YOU
ny
YOU
.
;
JAMEST. FURBER,
Gen. Supt
They should wal
GET
;
ii
XT
said: ** It is as near hopeless as a case can the middle ages, and seemingly all in vain? for gladness of heart.
At
last
a
monk
is
seen
hammering
a
paper:
THEM.
:
9
with a lighter step, their eyes "should
»
" ‘be; when an intelligent, educated man beA
blithely.
The
service at
comes a sot,he is lost. I never knew one on a church door at Wittemburg, -and be- sing more
EASTERN RAILROAD.
.

i, yours about prayer;”

and as I began to. tell

filled, and then, in one hour,

discharging a

suse UNIVERSALuznicrves|
I

hold, a great reformation has come.
How
to be suved so far gone as that.”
~~
We had now reached the corner of Four. hopeless seemed the abolition of slavery in
teenth street and’ Broadway, and were to the Southern States. more hopeless than evpart.
Asiwe were shaking hands, we er after the Dred-Scott decisions and - all

pledged ourselves to one another, Methodist, Unitarian and Presbyterian, to pray

that followed on them. One day, in a military extremity, the President issues a proc-

beam

church.

reading

no lark

smiles,

the

or

hour

in the

sk

should.

of Sabbath-school,

talking

at home—all

the

these

shoul be steeped. in the spirit: of grateful
praise to God, who, on raising Jesus from

the dead, as on

this

day, bas

given us
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to force its compahy upon mere landlubbers: it often throws a softening haze over

WEDNESDAY,

"the roiigher landsenpé ; and when it wholly

:
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a
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GEORGE T. DAY, Hditor.
G. F. MOSHER,
J

ei

td

at

ion
sal communications designed for publicat
on
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
hnsiness, remittances of money, &c., should be ad-

tothe Publisher.

"dressed

,

for 1375.

tl

@

" We shall commence at once the prepara{
tion of the Register for next .year, and
saying *“No-

shall be under the necessity of

Report,” from

those

“Quarterly

‘whose Clerks fail to send
ly.

in

Megtings

one

prompt-

:

Secretaries ‘of our benevolent societies
and literary institutions will please send us
a corrected list, or the friends of said institutions will be mortified

ports,

ANSTO

at erroneous re-

Stiunaly

not yet reported may

column,

be found

:

in

another

dah

Correspondence.

HALIFAX, N. S., JuLy

Halifax ™s

Meetings

;

Edi

Editorial

poetic side even to Haligonian fogs, and
.
| happy is he who finds it!
#he city,~is
hence
The harbor,—and

¢ beautiful

17, 1874.

for situation.”

That is what any artistic observer would
say at once. A military engineer would
hasten to~declare it almost perfect in its
means of defense.’ And one needs little
nautical khowledge, or acquaintance with
mercantile marine, to perceive

that

it has

much

It would not gost

strongly fortified.

ten fold stronger than they are. Forts are
built and guns mounted at various points
on each side all the. way from’ the sea to the

Strong works are seen

city and about it.

on

McNab's

considerable

island,—a

oie

:

——

>

a

a

MORNING
A

A

>
Sana

p——

———

.

»

Shs

wie

ues

"

.

body

present

reasonable public can at

Ile acknowledges that

demand.

he has -had a deep spiritual affection for
“Mrs. Tilton, but such as, a pastor “might
properly exercise toward one of his flock ;
gallantly resents all aspersions on her chastity ; satisfactorily explains the famous apolexplicable features of the whole affair; and

sits down in his study to prepare his detailed statement with as much coolness as
confidence, and with as much appearance

eity, considerably above all other neighboring elevations, and only a quartef of a mile
from the water's edge, is a large dome-like
hill, and here is the Citadel,—n fortification of great strength, whose guns com-

at

blue and red and gold leaf, will be met

all hours and on nearly every street, who
exhibit all the discipline and pride which
attach to the regular English ‘army. Hali-

fax is the only military post now maintainin the
ed by the English Government
Domitiof. 1t brings money; it - confers a
certain 86rt of distinction on the city; but
ges. The actnal beauty, of the city is not its effect on the spirit, the manners, and
« the subject in debate. Thit §
te anoth- the social and business life of the people is
-er thing. The real valugfof these well- of very doubtful wholesomeness,
It leads
manned forts may be disputed. And a to an aping of English lifg just where
it
_ captious critic might ‘naturally
enough least deserves imitation, and svhere whht is
point to the records of the Custom
House, simply tolerable when it has the prestige of
and ask, in a sneering tone, how much an old transatlantic monarchy, is chiefly
profit these Nova Scotians are likely to ridiculous and a source of mischief in a
reap from their wonderful harbor. This new-world province.
world has always more din
ht. men
The city has generally an old, dull; faded,
than poets, and the croakers anywhere ' out- half-despairing look. Th
rea few good
number the enthusiasts. There are plenty
buildings and pleasant “streets; but the
of ** solid men” all about us who lay down
great body of the former lacks taste and
the finest epic, contemptuously asking, comfort, and the latter are rough, unfinish“What thas the author proved?”
And ed, dirty and left to take care of themselves.
whenever a rapt prophet of Progress paints About the most pretentious building in the
a glowing picture of *“ the good time comcity, as seen from the citadel, is the” Pooring,” somebody is almost sure to break in
house.
The new Provincial building,—
upon him and utterly spoil his climax with
including Post-office, Custom House, Muthe single word—¢“ Bosh !" But this is net seum, &c., the” Government House, Daldescribing Halifax.
housie College, the Gourt House, St. Mary’s

of the harbor

pushes

itself

up

to

within balf a mile of the lower end of Bed-

pleasant to note: Most of tke windows,
even where the poor throng, have curtains
of lace inside, even though it be but a nar-

ford Basin, which bends to the south-west
as if seeking .the companionship of the sea
again, but were bewildered and baffled and
disheartened in its quest on the very threshOnly this half mile of
of success.
old

land in the rear of the city, thus separating

- the north-west arm from Bedford Basin,
from becoming an
saves the peninsular

Nearly all these portions of the

island.

float the largest vessels.
the

at

harbor

with

steadily

main

the

The city fronts on

portion of
rises

land

The

east.

the

ascent

a regular

to

sufficient

of water

depth

harbor have

westward”

from the water's edge, the successive blocks
of buildings along the stregts lifting them-

fliké the fiers of
The central and

selves above each other
seats in an amphitheater.

row strip, and thin

and worn

besides;

pots

and

they are

ornamented

by

flowers.

The curtains

known as Venetian

of simple

blinds are
specialty in Halifax.
There is a gréat deal of out-door life dur-

ing the summer months.
son for
enough
in and
season,

There is a rea-

it. In the cold season, it is dreary
to compel the people to keep With»
close to the fires; and -in the warm
rides by day and walks in the even-

ing are too delightful tobe foregone.

This

out-doof
life is a large luxury; it is shortlived ; it is within the reach of all classes;
it is fashionable ; it is popular;
to make the city

what

it

and it helps

really

lightful stopping-place in the

is,—a

de-

summer

is narrow;

sea-

comes of fellowship with the picturesqueness of nature and the siimalus offered by

the bracing breath of the sea.

Across the harbor, at the north-east, is
Dartmonth,
a town of some 4,000 inhabit-

ous features of this old sea port.

ants. (It is reached by
_ boats. “The wooded slope
bor, and which

pleasant
as the

thus

fronts

feature.
eye

means of ferry
across +the -harthe

Villas

travels

city; is a

appear

southward

here

to the

sea,

their white walls contrasting pleasantly
with the rich deep green of the foliage, and
their beautiful and/ ornamented grounds
mixing in with the wildness and luxuriance

So much of the more outward

and

with Christ in God.

But

these

obvi-

In $noth-

hardly seems possible that Mr, and Mus.
Tilton can now meet again in the old familiar parlor, gather their children. about
them, apd in the midst of their books and
pictures and congenial tastes renew the

qld

proper

time

San

3

HR i i
-

:

i

¥

>

HANH
a

wale

at

ii

a

3

OE

=

seeming to have increased during

the

It the law can get hold

last

of the

guilty parties, public safety, or at least the
protection due to those who

entionsly-

express

would

consci-

theft opinions on vital

questions, demands that they be sumirily
punished.
It may be added that Dr, Millex
has barricaded Ins windows;

and

proposes’

to fight it out of the Hosen line.

tion.

So on the woman question

he gives

us, us the result of his maturer deliberation,
the reflection that ** Meu ‘are not good
housekeepers, and therefore women,

as a

‘rule, are not likely to be great politicians.”

to

Women

of that before,

several years protesting.

equal’lot,

and men

plexed to know

have

been

Asylum.

Its location is admirable, wheth-

‘er considered in relation to sanitary

or picturesque effect:

results

The fine villas of the

wealthy are still more numerous and attractive ‘along the banks of the North-west
Arm
; so that
a sailup and down the harhay, a drive ‘about the suburbs, or an inspec-

tion of the surroundings from

any good

its report.

——PaTHOS IN TELEGRAMS. Five human
bodies, unknown and apparently friendless,
were, according to a ‘New York telegram,
picked out of the .river in that city last

have often

been

'per-

juét howto meet their

have been sermons preached and. speeches
delivered
;' there have

been

numerous

ar-

guments framed, and authorities cited, all
10 show that women belong in the kitchen,

What a statement that is to’ fall [and that (heir highest right is exercised
when they properly love their husbands
in the midst of this glad suhmer weather,
and to greet the eyes of the careless tourists L and take good care of ‘their babics. But
at thebeach and mountains, With God's somehow the women, and a good portion’

upon ‘all the world,

and expressing itself in the boundless life
that fills every bird and brook and flower
with animation and beauty, how could these

If Col. Whiteley was to use hi¥ powers
a8 chiel of the Government secret detect-’

ive service ina way that isshown

hy the

safe burglary investigation in Washington,
it could not have been known nor the reme-

funeral fires that had

been extinguished

fourteen centuries ago by the silent influences of Christianity.
Cremation would,

he believed, imperil the ‘doctrine of resurrection, and so produce the most disastrous
consequences,
The ecremationists should
seriously consider whether they can safely
revive a practice that has in no case been
held in other than heathen countries.

——CRIME

IN

THE

strangest records

BLOOD.

of

crime

ploits of the thirteen

Among
stand

the

tbe
ex-

year-old-boy, Jesse

Pomeroy, who has not only committed
some of the most atrocious acts conceivable in one of his age, but he furnishes an
example of the power of trawsmitted, antenatal influences, such as a™ certain

able.

to provide as far as posstble against serious
consequences, a convention of book pub-

of human torture, and he should

to book buyers

was transacted.” Among the important resolutions adepted was one on reduction of

of ‘the public, have

failed tobe convinced.

Why could n't somebody have just thought
before 'to say phat ‘“ men are not good
housekeepers,”
and so settled the matter ?

most trusted should fall, we should simply

be made to know more fully, says the Lib-

eral

Christian, that humanity

is weak,

and that all strengthening and uplifting influences need to be cherished that they may
help

it to a

great

man

nobler
be

strength.

false,

main with untarnished
eloquent preacher will
from impure lips, yet
before us std beckon

Though a

Truth

will

re-

report whieh de- cently undertaken to adjust more important
matters than this one. If it could put the
.Besides,
they beBook trade of the country on a ‘safe and
justas imperiled
satisfactory basis, so far as international
hail the faintest
‘copy-rights, dullness of business, &c., are
before they behold : concerndd, it -would have rendered good

shimmeringsof sunlight
the fall bow of promise
set in the sky.

. First, then, Mr. Tilton has made his-long-

promised

statement

to

the

-commitice.

Throvgh the mistaken zeal
of a friend

the

15
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! Denominational News and Notes.
Central
The

New York Y.M,

last session

York Y.

M.

was

of the

held

-

)

Central New

with

the Gilbert's

Wilson, Clerk, pro tem.

Ni

After appropriate opening exercises, the
report of the: Treasurer was received as follows: Amount received from the churches
of the Y. M, in the ‘past year, '$117,46;.

amount of disbursements, $117.18 leaving
balance in treasury,18 cents. The report
was accepted. |
a!
hp
|. All visiting
Bxethren and sisters
' were invited to a seat
ahd to participate in the deliberations of ‘the meeting.
:
:
- Letters and verbal reports were received
from the.Q. M's, showing an increase of

interest in most of the churches. Some
precious revivalsof religion have been enjoyed the past year, and many are reaching

out after Christ, desiting to go on to per-

class

tle fellow, who seems to delight in all sorts

yet will he who wept over sinful Jerusalem still call all to the Christly life.

Weakness,
aiid sin are human.

Truth

and

Purity are-of God, and will abide forever,
——BELIEF IN CHRIST.
In a Jate number
of the Christian Leader we find the following excellent remarks on a belief in the
historical Christ :
v

Commissioners

of Massachusetts

service,

= _

0)
a
Bond

¢
BM i

BI"

’
L
omen

~——RASHNESS AND
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TR

H

Gv

+

gait

FANATICISM.

aR as

When

almost constant passage of trains are likely
to make the whistles very annoying. The

petitioners aré to be congratulated on the

with.

The

sharp

noise

not only frequent-

attend next session ‘of the Central Associa-

tion.

Rev. M. C. Brown

tion as Y. M. Clerk,

sent in resigna-

and A. E. Wilson was

labors of Dr. Ball, of New York, Rev. L.
E. Bates, of the Susquehanna Y. M.,
N. R. Stone, of the Union Y. M,, and Revs.
DeVoe, ot the Wayne Q. M., and
B.

McKoon, of the Cattaraugus

Q. M. The

Union Yearly Meeting!

truth. But it is
The last sessiom of the Union Yearly
such a conviction of the divinity that actuat- Meeting was held with thq German church,

ty as a teacher of divin.

ed his life, such a sense of the fitness and
perfectuness of that life for us, as enlists and
quickens

the

soul,

lifting

this consciousness

doubt and

above

him

the

the indiffererce of

who

darkness

has

of

worldliness,

June

19-21.

Rev.

chosen Moderator.

A.

G.

The

Abboft

was

delegation from

the Quarterly Meetings was not as full as it
should have been, yet the session was very
much enjoyed, and the business of confer-

and so bringing God home imto the secrecies
of his being that he finds it to be his meat
and his drink to do God’s service—his life
to commune with the Father. Of what
worth merely to believe in the historic

ence was quite harmoniously transacted.
The preaching of the wond was spiritnal,

Christ?

trust that God will

As

well

believe

in

the

historic

may result from
such is the case.

it. We do not say that
We do not know whether

hous

agreement

that

‘‘ the

game

wasn’t

To Everysopy.
The renewed call
which the Editor of this paper veceived to

the Presidency of Hillsdale College, still
A bird from Halifax
a large stands declined.
certain’ brought the news.
faithful
A QUERIST, "A subscriber writes to ask
whistle

blowing at such places might be dispensed

Revs. G. P. Ramsey, J. M. Langwoythy,
~Parsous, 0. T. Moulton, E, C. Hodge and
W. H. Fonerden were chogen delegates to

lem in geometry. Belief in Christ is not a
dull, sleepy acknowledgmentof his anthori-

favor with which their case was received,
and the prospect that. is held out of
abatement of the nuisance. With
automatic signals and the service of
flag-men, quité ninestenths of the

and

session was one of deep intérest, and all
felt that it was good to be there.
The collection for. missions was $23.60,
Define salvation as relating not to where A tax of five cents per resident member
we are, but what we are; understand it as: was levied upon the various churches of the
Christ in us—his spirit the key to which all ¥. M., to defray the expense of the delethe harmonies of our own- beings are set; gates to the General Conference.
Will the
what we must do to be saved becomes. clear pastors or clerks of churches collect and
‘enough: “Then the fnswer of -Thé Apostle
forward to the Treasurer, Rev. J. M. Langto the jailer appears the only fitting one.
worthy, Utiea, N. Y. ?
“Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ, and thou
shalt be saved.”
We helieve on him, not
A. E. Wivrsox, Clerk.
when we assent to the tacts of the record,
as we assent to a truth io history or a prob-

it isor not. We think, however, that if all
somehow
the evews, exeept perhaps the first three;
be put out of the way. He would "do for tbe spectators who got so excited and spent
a hangman in times like those of the French: their money so lavishly to see the race, and
Revolution, but -the present condition of ‘bet so wildly oi the result; in short, if all
who had anything to do with the race: and
sociegy has no such need.
or.
did not make money or fame out of it, were
y
KC
:
to speak their honest sentiments, now that ~——THE STEAM-WHISTLE. N UISANCE, - The ' it is all over, there would be a pretty unaniRailroad

bail

toward the ideal perfection. Though a’ “for Rev. E: Crowell who is to visit Buvope.
loved apostle again
betray the Christ,
We were favored with the presence and

of

He is a blood-thirsty, murderous lit-

P. Phillips,

what & Free Baptist minister should do in

the case of a person whom,

being seriously

listemed to with apparent

interest,

bless the

and

means

we

used,

by awakening interest:on the part of the
churches, and bringing the uusaved t6 a<y
knowledge of the truth.

This Yearly Meeting, being composed of
only two Quarterly Meetings, there can
not be as much expected of it as from larger
bodies. Still there is much excellent ma-

terial which we trust is being melded into
form, that will:make the denominatidn a power more Widely felt in this part of the

State.

Other denominations have oeeupied

the larger places and are holding
prominent positions, while the Free

very
Bap-

tists have occupied the hill-tops toe much,
and failed to share the products of the valleys below. The doetrines of the denomination, we believe teo-be the doctrine of the

Bible, and no fear or thame should prevent
its dissemination among

the

masses.

are looking for better times,

and

we

‘We
think

we see omens of coming prosperity, and in
the mean time, brethren,
we should work

amd pray, and use every means

that shall

help place truth and its supporters im the
position God hath appointed.
;
Some of our churches are enjoying a
measure of prosperity, while others are

makinga slower progress.

The interest in

the mission cause is felt by many, but. the
majority are doing but little to give: the
bread of life to the world.

The Y. M. collection was

$5.38.

The

Conference passed some resolutions om different subjects, which by request are: sent
for publicition =

:

Whereas, the. Morning Star, from its appearance in the East, has been faithful’ and
true to the interests of the denomination,
blessing it lar ely.rghgiously, inteleatually
and pecuniarily; and
whereas, in its in-

creased magnitude, it is not only able, but

admirable, therefore
Resolved, 1. That it ought to be 'patronized and read by all of our families.
2.

That with thanksgiving

the pros

of its soon

being

we

welcome

removed: to,

and published in Boston, where, we believe,
its influence will be~ wider, and its power
greater.
:
:
a
Resolved,
Thut the Baptist Union is

an excellent

worthy of our

help,

able

and

sharp,

and

patronage, and the beautiful

rich chromo, “‘Baptism of Christ,” now ‘offered with it at ‘a mere nominal price,
ought to largely increase its suliseription
list, ’
n
le etn

}
DENOMINATIONALISM.
point of observation enables a visitor to statement has been made public, Of it- rashneds and fanaticism meet, then look | ly disturbs the sick, but horses are seriously sick, he has sprinkled, the person subseResolved,
That while we have no symfeast hig eyes on beauty.
”
out for skulking assassins.
According frightened by it, resulting in imminent quently recovering and desiring to. be imself, it is a very damaging document. It
pathy with narrow, selfish sectarianism, or
mersed
in
the
name
of
the
Trinity.
'
We
to
our
best
information,
Rey,
Dr.
Henry.
Fierce summer heats are scarcely known. is useless to deny’ that. fips the
rigks and often in death, while other and
exolusiveness, we do believe that we should
Immerse him,
The breezes are almost constant and re- Brooklyn pastors with. ‘the ‘mest immoral "Miller, of the 51st St. Baptist church, more numerous evils are constant .atlend- answer in two words,
and consistently
‘love and conscientiously:
v
labor for our own denomination, whose sys:
i freshing. They temper even the fiercest and sinful conduct; extending over a, series ‘New York City, belongs to the former class, ants. There are certain points on all our
RHODE ISLAND, ASSOCIATION MINUTES. tem of organization, doctrine, and, polity,
© July days. An excursion down the harbor of ‘Years, and practiced in the most wn- and in his wholesale denunciations of the railroads from which we hope eventually
itselfas being in harmony with
Irish-no-Bible-in-School
policy,
he
has
proThe
minutes of the last session of this Asso- commends
to know that the, whistie-nuisance is pracis likely to mike one regret the absence of blushing defiance of friendship and honor.
the
spirit
and
teachings qf the New Testa‘yoked the avrath of the latter class, the reciation have been put into pamphlet form:
‘his

overcoat.
.

Fhe temperature

in

the’ ‘| The statement is buttressed by i letters, confessions, apologies, &ec., all given in the

and at night suggests September
evening

sult being that on Sunday

evening

of last

teally renioved,

home. There
is some fog, but itis as most explicit form, aud all sworn to before “week he was thrice shot at while sitting in |
imulating
and stimulati as the great sea can a notary public hs ungualifiedly true. his study, the bullets just grazing bis head, «Tur
sweet

at
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sn,

ge

and are

now

before

us.

They

represent

the churches as ‘enjoying their usual
ADVANTAGE OF HAVING ACUTE prosperity, and, together with the cir.
make it;it cleanses healthy lungs without Taken ‘alone, or even unmet by counter | the: would-be assassin apparently. shool- PERCEPTIONS. The reason Why Prof.Goldwin cular letter by Rev. A.” H. Heath, and
fencg
osite.
But’ Smith has lately renounced certain theories the annual sermon on ‘* the coming church”
sirritating; them § (it, shatpens, the appetite
t statements equally as definite and explicit, ing from a =
hay
wold.
l
o
s
e
i
t
h
e
[first
bali
Che
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DY.
Miller's
whem
ib
rdth‘which he held in favor of women's "rights, by Rev. J. M. Brewster, compare well with
lends
it
for dinner like. mock turtle soup:
sti ni f ‘seems to have been his astonishing acute. ‘the best & of (he previous reports of the,Asd
h
a
t
oderiielys
im
ren
the
18
put
fo vegetation
a ‘peculiar ‘richness;it less-- Shey.
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loss
countrymuti
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mlence
the
greatest
preacher
in
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this cowardly mefhod of, retaliation,
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luster. Though an chosen Clerk.
Rev. J. M. Langworthy
have spoken to us was chosen Treasurer. * The Clerk was inwill Parity ever go structedhy a vote of thejConference to write
us with’ white - hand. a fetter of introduction and commendation

worth the candle.” Of course, this will not
have just closed an important hearing of prevent many of them from going again,
petitioners from South Boston and Jamaiea por from running after the next semsation
and on goods sold in, quantities to libraries
ubtless the unfostunate
Plain on the subject of locomotive steam “just as wildly.
and large buyers. outside the trade; also
whistles, in which their injury to the sick collision bstween Yale and Hagvard, and
thet a eommittéebe appointed, with ‘power
the other ‘‘unpleasantnesses” of the occaand their generally annoying character sion, will teach salutary lessons in the ead.
to establish and conduct a semi-annual
‘book trade sale or fair, at which publishers were strongly set forth. It is the object of Men who encounter mo templations develop no power to resist them; and pessibly
shall offer their books duricg the period of the petitioners .to get bells and certain au- one
good result of the regatta will be to actomatic
signals
substituted
for
the
blowing
the saleat the special terms of the trade.
custom
the collegians to ‘“ strive lawfully”
of whistles, except in foggy or very stormy

But there are certain state-

ments preliminary to that
serve present attention.
get hope and confidence,
mariners may joyfully

A

SE

these Fonerden was chosen.moderator, and-A, E,

against their up-,

The practical working of & ‘plan Hike this
for every success. They will speedily learn
speak at length of this sad affair would be
weather,
This is desired only at those
of nature. p Chief among the features in this after the investigating committee has made Jatter one could not fail to be profitable to points where numerous dwellings and the "that in no other way can they obtain thé respect of the public,
the reading public. No convention has reextended landscape are the fine buildings
and lawns and decorations ofthe Inséne

a

J

¥

It is singular that somebody bad'n’t thought | Mills church, June 206—28.. Rev. W. H.

complaints.
‘There “ haye been books,
pamphlets and newspapers published ; there

[3
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friendliness beawing

E

ey

!

-

ing conclusions that at once arrest attenwith the Catholics, the frequency of attempted assassinations of this character
few years.

PR

>

.

— Tue Boék TrADE: There is represented to be a crisis in the book trade; and

rates, not exceeding 20 per cent. for echoolbooks to professional men and teachers,

FATE
Mg

gen
that the

ul

stgtements

publishing houses in the country were pres-

®ve Brooklyn Tragedy.
«till hold

JULY 20,18

x
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Digtrict safes of certain. documents that
would damage the officials whose conduct
and that in ho indifferent or presumptuous
was being investigated, merits only the disspirit, if Mr. Beecher expects really to
grace that is likely to follow.
Of course
come forth without a Wound.
these acts were performed in behalf of the
| There are now some sad features of this prominent gentlemen whose reputation was
affair which it is painful to look upon. It
likely to fall through. * And they are quite
can not be but that a certain portion of the
prominent: men as the world goes. But
public, always ready to believe the worst
that is no excuse for Col. Whiteley, and it
against any good rperson, will be doubly
is very desirable that he be made to uunderdemoralized by it, and “make it the point stand it.
.
“
#
.
2
;
of still sharper thrusts at the Church, and
‘the excuse for still greater indulgence in
——AN OPINION ON CREMATION.
Speaksin. Every sincere person should seek to
ing of cremation recently during a discourse
counteract this influence whenever it apin Westminster Abbey, the Bishop of Linpears.
:
coln said be could conceive nothing more
But almost sadder théifi that will be. the
barbarous or unnatural than to relight those
destruction of a once happy home.
It

ent, and business important

er letter, I may venture to speak of what
is more interior, and sketch the salient
points
of "its character as they come oubin
inktitutions, manners and life.
fF.

.
We

i

ie

of Mr. Tilton must be effectually set aside,

it

ends, where the land is more nearly level. It has a population of about 30,000.
Its gains are slow.
5

J

3

against all weapons, who has hid his life to Washington that he might rob one of the

son for those who want rest,. quiet, cool- lishers was held last week at Pat-in Bay,
|
widens at both the northern and southern ness, and the physical recuperation that Lake Erie: Delegates frome the leading

city

the

part of

compact

{

.

Plato, and expect thereby to besaved. Ad“vantage does not come of the mere circummorbid philosophers will contemplate with stance that such a person lived and died, \s
the utmost satistaction: The bov having .recorded, some hundreds of years ago." It
within two “years been found guilty of ty- comesof the light which that historic life
ing his playmates wp by the thumbs and lets into eur lives, and of the prophecies it
contamg of a divinity yet to be produced
then cruelly torturing them, and of mur- within us'a!l. Faith in the historie Christ
mense good, thus to go down in the prime
deringa little deaf and dumb boy en the becomes the foundation of faith in the presof life, leaving asit were a tomb peopled
South Boston flats last spring, ‘¢ just to see ent, living Christ. Living as he did, his
with ghosts, where there should have been
how he would act when he stuck the knife holiness rebukes our sins, pleading with
a gallery of the. best and noblest deeds!
to break them off by righteousness. Dying
into him,” and also of éutting the throat of a as
he did, bis love demonstrates the inexWe know of nothing sadder.’ This world
little girl last Mareh for the same reason, haustibleness of the divine love for the sinis too barren of soch influence, to calmly
and burying her in his mother’s cellar where mer, and unlocks our souls that it may enwitness its destruction.
Humanity loses she was found only a few days since ; having ter in. He shows us God, not in the dead
too much in such an overthrow. For its done these and various other similar aets, past, but in the living now, working, as he
ever has, for the enlightenment, redemption
sake, we ‘could almost weep
over his
his mother now effersas an explanation of and comfort of souls.
downfall, and feel no occasion of shame o
his blood-thirsty nature that just previous to
|<apology for the act. Thank God, if one his birth she habitually visited her husband's
~—REGAT?A
INFLUENCES.
Being - in
must go down, self-destroyed though he
butcher shop, where she must have begot- some doubt as to the wholesomeness of eolbe, the life and service of a great and powten in him ‘the terrible propensity whieh lege regattas, the Examisier & Chronicle
erful man may be preserved to us.
°
seems to rule bim. That may do for an expresses itselfas follows:
Possibly we should be considered churlexplanation. Perhaps there is reason in it.ish, were we to suggest that the demoradizCurrent
Topics.
But
that
it
should
be
used,
as
it
is,
to
create
:
rh
:
ing influences of a contest of this kind owera sentiment in favor of thé boy, is unbear- ba ice the goed avhich, in various ways,

that are fat and filthy, "and dogs that are
lean and stupid.
One thing, however, is

the

approaches

Ae

.

|

dy applied too soon. That he should perconfidence ip the sincerity of a Christian
+ sonally secure the pardon of a convict from
life. He is armed for all foes and shielded
the penitentiary, on purpose to bring him

joyous life. Indeed, the separation has already occurred. Mur. Tilton has left the
home intact to his wife and children.
Henceforth he has no home. A sad condition,
certainly, of a very sad tragedy. No
The city stands on a peninsula which is Cathedral,
the Convent of the Sacred Heart,
home can be thus destroyed without infinite
almost an island,
To form the harbor, the &c., &c., and a very few private residences,
sea pushes itself bland, in a direction a lit- are
somewhat noticeable. But many of loss to the world. The inmates may be
So much sadder the fact.
tle west of north, nearly fifteen miles.
The the dwellings, hotels, prominent, boarding alone to blame.
But the saddest of all,’ admitting Mr.
roadstead is wider near the mouth; it nar- houses, &c., are built of wood, are shingled
“will be the
rows to a mile in™the vicinity of the city rather than clap-boarded or sheathed, are Beecher’s complete.vindication,
proper; two miles above, near the suburb innocent of paint, erowded on the side-walk ignominious ending of a once promising
"known as Richmond, it contracts to less | or street, have little or no yard-room, career. For there can be no deabt that
Mr. Beecher’s triumph involves Mr. Tilton’s
* than one-fourth of a mile; then it widens
small windows, the rooms are contracted,
A young ‘man of the noblest. imout into what is known as Bedford Basin, at the ceiling is low, blinds are wanting, the ruin.
pulses, of chivalrous and gallant spigit, of
least six miles in length and half as broad. ‘gambrel-roof is frequent, the chimneys are
brilliant intellect, capable of wielding unTwo miles below the heart of the city, at more or less builtup on thé: outside, and
measured influence and accomplishing im~
Pleasant Point, the narrower north-west the dirty alleys swarm alike with children |
back and west of the city, and

i

i

five persons be left to die alone and be burfection, The next session of the Y. M.
conterned, that it leaves no occasion to
ied by strangers in pauper’s graves? ‘Al. P —— ABIDING TRUTH. ~ The chia? misfortune will be held with the Oneonta church, in
doubt her purity, and hardly any fo ques- most greater than the mystery of God's in thé/fall of a man whom we have trusted,
the Otsego Q. M.
Aaya
tioh her conduct.
whi
Rev. G. P. Ramsey, P. Phillips,«and Rev.
love and bounty is the. mystery of deaths or even in the circulation of rumors affecting his good name, mustbe the moral shock | E. Crowell were chosen delegates
‘Of course Mr. Beecher’s letter does not like these beneath his very eye..
tb attend
which "it gives communities. But truth the next session of the
effectually break down his opponent’s stateGeneral Conference ;
ment.
He does not claim that for it.
abides, just the same. And even if the alternates, Revs. J.. M. Lapgworthy
——BASENESS IN THE SECRET SERVICE.

mund the approaches on every side. Here
is ample ground for drill in .the interior; There are many things yet to be explained,
magazines are stored with ammunition ; which only his full statement can™ do.
there are quarters for the officers; barracks Meanwhile the better portion of the public
for the soldiers abound here and at several accepts his general denial, and keeps him’
other points near by; now in time of pro- in his old place in its heart, We know of
found peace nearly 1000 men are stationed no gladder spectacle than this unshaken
in
here on duty, and the uniformed soldiers,

+ oer

|

.

LN
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of triumph as though he already hedrd the Monday.

of land a few miles south-east of the city. L world’s vindication ringing in his ears.
So far as Mrs. Tilton is concerned, this
George's island, a tract of several acves
is
all thatis needed at present. Her own
springing out of the midst of the harbor
in front of the city, has huge sea-dogs in statement, which is already public, makes
the shape ogheavy gups bristling on every the same denials of the truthfulness of her
side. The fort takés the name of Charlotte. husband's document, and. ‘so’ satisfactorily
Springing up almost in the center of the » explains the whole matter, so far a8 she is

a harbor which might well be thé pride and
boast even of the most prosperous of commergial cities.
bi
. 1 speak now only of the natural advanta-

“arm

=

pare his full defense Tor the committee, he
wisely publishes, in few but adequate sen-
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But Mr. Beecher meets these stalgments
by a squgre and positive denigl of their
trath, Deciding to 1ake ample time to pre-

tences, all that

:
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the defenses . ogy, which has hitherto worn the most in-

make

or time to

in money

Register

is a

There

| glowing gold of -the -sunlight.

Ass’t Editor.

iin.
ih di

is

‘it

retires, as it really does more or’ less,

| as if it would impress us withthe deep and
beautiful blue of the sky and the rich and

i
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"outside the harbor,as though it did not care
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But it nessin seeing through things, and reach- sociation,
\

:

he

ment.

And ‘we earne

advise

our

Q.

Meetings and charchesto support our own
institutions, societiesjand publications,
'

TEMPERANCE,

Resolved, bs IA “That we are in favor of to-

tal abstinence, prohibition, pure hearts, and
clear heads,’
:
;
:
2: That as ‘temperance workers’ long in
the field, we rejoice in the temperance

-

it:
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Meetings.
onli

al e

al ostoN b fog) nd Jession with the. Messrs. Moody and Sankey ave to
that they may take
choice of Father | howe to Chicago,
ence was’ orgynized. byay the
in; which
rt ‘im
8
which
effort.
and
Modérator,
Oh Rev. Rev. | a great evangelistic
hole
of Pelliam,
i
Woodman,
d
city are,to join,
that
of
A, P. Tracy, of Haverhill, as assistant. AJ the | nominations

this tutes, B. C. Vandyzee and DD. M. Stuart, .
i
euring
of needful legislation upon
of final
All the friends attending the Y. M..resubject, Wi thout which we, despair
of.
success, tha t women be given the. right
ceived the kindest hospitalities from {he

ter and delegate, and gave very encouraging re- preachers ohhave ‘ghined in - Scotland
ports. The chutches are all supplied, witli pas.

suffrage.

church and sociely in Cowlesyille.

>
CENTRAL ASSOCIATION. ;
;
vd, the Central
Resolved, That we
iE

. Association, providential'in’

‘its ‘conception,

wise in its organization, and hopeful in its
mission and woik; and we recommend that
every Free Baptist within its linalts contrib- |=

ute as the Lord hath prospered
treasury.

him, -in

Pret

its

;

~ a

L. B. STARR, Clerk!

js

te Appointment. of a Missionary. :

:

ORDINATION OF LICENTIATES,
‘Resolved, That we as a Yearly Meetin

recent. meeting of the Managers

Ata

conference believe it to be inexpedient an
unnecessary
in every case to ordain: men to

of the Woman's Board: of ‘Missions, Miss.
Susan Libby, daughter of Rev. ¢: O: Lib-

the work of the Gospel ministry, until they

. have preached under license two full years,
and have passéd a sa
ry examination
with regard to the doctrine and usages as

by, of Dover,

heldby the Freewill Baptist ‘dehomination,

elected Missionary to India. Miss’ Libby
has accepted her appointment, and isexpeeting tq leave for her distan t field of la

bor! September next,

gate to General Conference,
and Rey, C. L.

Jv must be a'matter of deep thankfulness
to those interested in the Mission, that one

Vail, substitute,

!

¥

Baptist

Books

Next session mot located, and any + ehyrih i

|
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CA

La

The

churches

were

nearly,

there was a ¥ood degree of interest in

nn,

the

work

Wereign
‘Alden

few.

The

proposition,

was

KE Spofford,

Mission.

Ex,

imself, Mis Amanda H Boynton
M Hart, L
M's,
Sands M Hart, Racine, Wis,

Miller,

»
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A Splendid Opportunity.
FOR INVESTMENT, .

50.00
5.00

Mary Davis, Northfield, N H, per J B Higgins,

H0

€,%

1.00

Likine,

2.25 |

‘astle Rock, Mion, per J I) Batson,
lackbury, in, per J Thomas,

The undersigned, having been Suita
ointed Administrator of the estate of A. K.
OULTON, deceased, will, in accordance with aathority
ted
by Probate Court, fora limited time, offer at
sale lots belonging to said estate, at
duced
prices, ranging from $450
Te
Ee
To Bas wit
to 190 feet deep.
nd front on
Avenues from
feet wide, which are, for the
m gst part, already Fradedy
They are all in a beautiful location and lie about
half a mile from
a
depot and about
a mile from the
ci:y limits of Cléveland,
O.
ents are in largé
demand in this vicinity, and
there can not
to be a large increase on the prices
J now offered 48 soon as money becomes easier, and
the subscriber only intends,at these rates, to sell
sulljcien to relieve the estate from present emergendies.
:
Terms, one-half eash and from two to four annual
payments, with 6 per cent. interest.

7.00
16.00
781.75

C. 0. LIBBY, reqs.
ay

ali

of the

n

Mission.

Home

1

’

J. | Huntington
Q M, Vt. pet E Hanaford,

‘

7.76

1s agot,
| Key
avoeste the ineTNPRRR
all acquaiuted with Miss Libby know her was
moctings.
preachedA onSoloman
Sabbath,and A. Impressive.
M., to a largesermon
con- | Bupap Pp Bedell ai of advoca
y
Greenwich
St ch, Eoamontn
Providence, R I,UHLper DW Good- hii
2
per DH Adwna
TP
oy
Yn
sphere
the
of
enlargément
the
favor
to
said
is
he
|
which
after
Harris,
H.
W.
Rev,
by
gregation,
to be, for this important trust.
2.00
Baveson chy Mich, per -G H Howard,
id
She'ordinauce of the Lord’s supper-“was admin- | of women in church affairs.’
‘We
earnestly
hope
that
this
action
of
the,
2.00
ii
ellington
stale
id
General Conference.
Jil:
stered. :
. 2.00
“
k
c
Genesee
&
R
|
of
out
going
not
are
camp-meetings
Methodist
ch,
nesee
:
» 1.50
“
Board will give a new impetus to the Wom- ai t session with the Fairbu
church, fashion. - The one at’ Round Lake started like a | 08k Grove oh,
8 8.-Minn, per C L Russell,
6.70
"The time for this triennial gathering ‘of an’s movement. Some churches are doing ugust 28—80, at 7.80, ». M. Rev. J. B. Hen ( monster love-feast. Methodists of all shades and | Champliu
8.04
Holt,
Geo
per
Mich,
ch.
Rome
Beiptists is drawing nigh. Many of the del- well, but how few compared to the whole derson, of €héney Grove, is to preach the opening sermon, A Zeneral attendance from the | degrees are there—Northern Methodists, South- | fambridge, Mich,
u
:
py
egates are #lready appointed, and the re- number ! Why should there not be an aux- (hurehes comprising th MA ¥ pdesired, i
ern Methodists, Canada Methodists, African Me- Walcot & Hardwich Bhurch. Vt, pord M Nelson, 4 00
mainder will be in a few weeks, It is a iliary society in each of our churches? Two
;
i
’
* | thodists, Colored Methodists, Free Methodists, Nopthaeld, & Soraiield, NH, yerd 8 Higglnd,
338
J. W. BARR, Clerk,

meeting to which F, Baplists are hccusto

to look with

peculiar

interest.

il

centsa week! how trifling:the amount!

It is sup-

How easily the pennies slip through our

Qt

#5

laut

Sussion

and United Brethren in greater or less numbers,

Ligonier ch Ind, per R Clark,

.

was examined and set apart {g the work

have been so well settled that

slavery is settded, and the polityof the denomination sb well defined that but few
questions, if any, may be anticipated.

The

REV.

years

ago,

the

Six years ago the Conférence divided the

calm and prayerful consideration, and mutual forbearance. The great work before us
is to finish the educational interests that are
begun, unify and concentrate our efforts,
and devise meansto aid our feeble churches

an old, experienced person, or because he is

young,or has never had the honor conferred
upon him, or because he wants to go. - The
appointment should turn upon the simple
question, Wlio will best advance the interthe -cause

the

If

devotion.

true

whole

‘single

body will be full of light. eu os

the

Y. M.

Holland Purchase Y.M. held its last session with the ehureh in +Cowlesville, N. Y.
“Organized by choosing Rev. G. W. Knapp
chairman, and Rev’s D. M. Stuart and H.

Perry,

assistants.
were

received

from

of Spring
X

timely, and efficient.

all

the

Q.

The brethren and sis-

ters prayed for a more complete baptism

of

the, Holy Spirit, for fliture labors in the bless

ed cause. Many said, This is the best yearly
feast.we have ever enjoyed. ~All seemed to
‘be of one mind and of one accord. ‘Fhe
‘whole session was one of unusual interest

zand enjoyment.

>

Bro, J. S. Harrington, from the Canada
West Y. M., was with us, and his remarks
in regard to the prosperity of our people in
thal province were affecting and touching.
«Appointed: Rey. G. W. Knapp ‘correspond-

ing delegate to the Cawada West
D.

M.

Venton

Allen.

peace

church

and

abound

in

eongregation

Our

begln.

Stuart,

delegate

Genesee Y. M,
The Conference passed some

Y. M.,
to

the

strong and

earnest resolutions on Missions, Pike Semi: nary, Temperance, and the Central Association, These resolutions awakened an en-

thusiastic and profitable

discussion, giving

wvidence that the Y. M. is still alive en
these vital questions. The. discussion especially revealed the fact that our mission.
aries in India are still tenderly remember-

There seemed to be a more
to

enlarge

our

decided

borders,

de-

‘to

Richmond,

tastefully

ham, has been organized 49 years, and

worship-

Thé church commenced

The ¢hurch now
a

Bro. B. M. Edwards, student of Bates College,
has supplied the church for the ‘last two years,
prosperity

of

the church and society. By his earnest, patient,
and sacrificing labors, coupled with the benevolence and enterprise of Dea, Given and some
others, this niost ereditable work has been originated, nd completed, in. much harmony, and
prospects of large guccess.

There

could

C. Baptists have generously

aided

not

be

in*the work,

The day of dedication was pleasant. the

strengthen our stakes, and to more thoi-, gation large,
| profitable.
houghly ‘possess the land.

and the

services

:

&

schools

~—

SEASICK

congre-

Rev.

W,

25th inst.

Tunbridge & Co., Bankers, 2 Wall St., N. Y.

Jackson,
Lawrence, N. Y.,
Liberty,
London,
Marion,
Miami,

Lorain,
McDonough ,
Michigan Center,
New Durham,
Oakland,
Parsonsfield,

Centaur

’

Shiloh,
Springfield,
St. Francis,
Tursey Vadey,
Wapsipinicon,
Waupun,
Whitestown,

Switzerland,
Troy,
inion, N. Y.,
Westmoreland,
Winchester,
York County.

Please bearin mind that
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Yellow Wrapper: is for animals,

C. VanMeter left

A.

Miss

Caverno,

Mr.

Batchelder,
J.

Martha

of

¥reckle Lotion, which is

infallible.

gust,

PIMPLE

Mrs. Van Cott is arithmetical, She
account book know what_her revival

She

‘claims

to

have

\

»

INDIANA YEARLY MEBTIN|

a

about

$100,000 to build

an

institu-

of the climate and sea-bathing at Worthing.

:

Fund ” to the Children’s Aid Society, 19 East
Fourt}y, street New York. This fund is used for

close, hot rooms

without

these sweltering days.

who

languish in

suitable cate’ during
,

We learn of the death’ of Mrs;

:

Van

(Signed)

in

ty

3129

¥@

Great

——

The English Baptist Missionary Society, (like
the Church of ‘England and the Wesleyan Mis-

sionary Societies,) reports {he largest income
ever received, being over £40,000. /Five new
missionaries will be sent out this year.
At the meeting of the Western Advisory Committee of the National Baptist Educational Com-

mission, it was stated that the property of Baptist Seminaries is worth $1,500,000. ‘The amount

they need is, altogether, $2,690,000,
“ Hygiene for ministers isso sensibly discussed
upon by the Rev. De Witt Tulmagn that a con-

gregation by hecdinz his suggesteins ‘way be
relieved fe m.duil preaching; Give your mins

beefs ak” ig bis fies’ advice, for
|" next to the divine uaction, the ministe: needs

WEST,

FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS, *

Clerk.
BR

Western GUN
WORKS;
Pennsylvania:

New

miles east

Sthging

Pittsfield,
18t29

Books |

Notice.

|.
By H.R. PALMER, assisted by L. O. EMERSON.
Choirs, Conventions and Singing Classes will welattend a convention in conmection with similar
co me this netv Church music Book, filled with new
committees from other Y. M’s, with a view of com- Funes, anthems, chants, &ec., &c., all of the best
leting the organization of the so-called New Eng- rquality.
2
THE

COMMITTEE, chosen by the

N. H.

Y.

M.

Price; $1.38, or $12.00

Eine, J. Runnells, 8. Nu
Brooks,J. C. 03 ood, . P. Fernald, E. Smith, J.
Erskine,A. Di
Fairpanks, L. I. Harmon, A. D.
Smith, and BrothersB. J. Cole and M. B. Smith.

E. H. PRESCOTT, Clerk.

THE ANNUAL MEETING of the Maine Free Bape
tise Home Missionary Society will be held at the
F. B. church, Dover, Me., Wednesday, Aug.
19, at
2 o’clock, P. M.
G. W.
HOWE, Rec. Sec.
. M.

o'clock, b, M., on Friday,
S130

ad

will hold

ayette

its next

at

7

AMES CALDER, Clerk.

eld |

VAN BUREN Q. M, (Mict.)will hold its next session
with the Arlington and Van

TowA Y.M. will
church, at Agency
attend
to ng
desiri
west, can take the
Chicago
south, the

Sept

19

be held with the Agency City
City —~Ministers and brethren
from « distance, either east or
B, & M. R. R, Those north or
and N. W. to Fairfield and then

he B. & M, to. Agen

0

church

0. H. P. SHELDON, Clerk.

and 20.

A

Buren

per dozen.

By H. R. PALMER, assisted by L. O. EMERSON.
Especially for Singing Classes. First 86 ha e8 con.
Mementary course, the

same

as that

AMERICAN

per dozen.

SCHOOL

READERS.

MUSIC

graded Song Books for Common
Three carefully
L. O. EMERSON and W, 8. TILDEN.
Schools, by
Price, 35 cts.
Book 1st. For Primary Schools.
Grammar” Classes. ¢“ 50 * .
7" 9d, For Lower *
“60. *
"
be
8d. For Higher
The Courée is easy, progressive, interesting, and
in schools near Boston.

has been thoroughly tested

OLIVER DITSON & CO,
Boston.

CHAS, H. DITSON & CO,,

=

111 Br'dway, N. York,

y City.

D. K. HELTERBRAN, Q. M. Clerk.

Post Office Addresses.
Co.
Rev. G.H. Chappell, Broken Straw, Chautauqua
.
New York.
Rev. 1., 8. Tasker, 8t. Johnsbury, Vt.

Rev. L. A. Crandall, Racine, Wis.
Letters

Received,
© Ambler +V NArnold -OM 'Blundhard -G Brisbin
A H Brown -L P Bibkford—A 8 Brooks -1 P Bates—A
Bennum—8 W
A Bryait—S D Bates -D + Barr—}
'W
Crowell—R Cooley—=R B Carr—+—H A Chandler—L

in the

LEADER, which course is followed by more than 100
pages filled with the most teresting Secular and
acred Music for practice. Equal to the SONG KING
in interest,
;

Price, 75 cls., or $7.50

session

Co, commencing
Sep t. 11th.

in reference

Mothers,

Mothers,,

Mothers.

°

~ Don’t fail to procure MRS. WINSLOW'S SOOTH
ING SYRUP for all diseases incident to the period
from
of teething in children. Itrelieves the child
pain, cures wind colic, regulates the bowels, and by
giving relief and health to the child, gives rest to the
| mother. Be sur ¢ and call for
« MRS, WINSLOW’S SOOTHING SYRUP.”
13!
thw
For sale by all druggists.
72 EACH WEEK.
Agents wanted, par: tioulars free. .J, Worth & Co., St. Louis, Mo.

3t21

;

of the Future

to the

nature of

Also a New Edition of

LECTURE-ROOM

~

TALKS.

By

:

HENRY

WARD BEECHER.
1 vol. 12mo.
Cloth, “Uniform
. Series,” with Steel Portrait, $1.75.
“It is a charming book.”—Springfield Republican.

*.* To be had through any Bookseller, or will be
mailed, post-paid, on receipt of price, by ‘the Publishers,

27

J. B.

Park

FORD

Place”

4

&

]

CO,

-

>

New

York.

THE

Trumpet of Reform !
For the Grange, the Chub, and all Industrial

:

Associations,

"By GEO. F. ROOT,
ASSISTED BY
MRS. S. M. SMITH.
|. j

.
I]

$5.00
Per
Dozen.
50 Cts., singly, for
Examination, by mail, post=paid.’

Here is just the book that is wanted by every
in the
Grange, Club and Reform Organisation
country. Within its ample limits will ‘be found
occasion.
social
and
Society
Music suitable for every
Of its adaptedness to the purpose for which it is
think,

‘mainly intended, Mrs. Smith’s name will, we
be considered sufficient guarantee.

EVERY TUNE IS A LIVE TUNE!
Every

Poem

has

a

point!

Excellent Book for Village Day Schools.
Send 50 Cents for a Sample Copy to °

J.

Cincinnati.

CO.,

&

CHURCH

1y27

-

Now

1s the Time

to Subscribe

FOR
Our

Sabbath

School

Papers,

“The Little Star,”

The Song Moaarch,
tain the

‘PENNSYLVANIA

How

the resurrection life.”—Zion’s Herald.

to

lana Convention, is as follows: Rev’s G. T. Day,
Libby,G. M. Park, E. H. Pres-

at_Bellevernon,

and

ol

. 8. Kimball, ©. 0.
Hugen, a ‘ cott,
M..A. Quimby

turned in 1845,in consequence of the illness of
her husband, died July 1, at Niagara Falls,
It is under contemplation to hold the next

L.

Rifles, Shot Guns, Revolvers
of every kind. Send stamp for Illustraved
Price List to

Clerk.

be

B.

Send for
;Deseriptive Circular te the Proprietor,
H. G. WHITE, Cambridgeport, Mass.
13t19

Switzerland Q.

_E. TIBBETTS,

Mrs.

Vineyard Haven, Masg., Oct. 15.
PRICE, ONE DOLLAR PER BOTTLE,

will hold its next ses-

Tova Y M. will meet at A FAL Cit; 50
sy Aug. 28.
of O Swi, on B! & M. R.

the Sick. Children’s

the beneiit of sick children,

and

Or consult B.
49 Bond St.,
26115

REV. D. A. TUCKER,

.

3628

tion to enable conyalescents to enjoy, the benefit
* Send . contributions for

COMEDONE

sion with the Harmony chfirch
M., commencing Aug. 7, 1874.

, Mr. Thomas Banting, of ‘Worthing, Eagland,
bequeathed

Improved

&nd
case

Notices and Appointments.

celebrated his arrival at the agé

devoted admirers.

fof his

Moth

in every

1,735

x

of 40 years, at his tabernacle, the other day, in
the. presence of a congregation of nearly 6,000
3

and interesting theory

very lit-

tle of that. I tried physicians and remedies
without relief wntil I learned of *“ White’s
Specialty for Dyspepsia,” which has entirely
sured me.

REMEDY, the great SKIN MEDICINE for Pim-

plus, Black Heads or Flesh-worms.
C, PERRY, the noted Skin Doctor,
New York.

lets her
meeting

* converted

Or

hartaless and

Where

ions of the resurrection of the actual body that is
placed in the dust, and develops quite a consistent

E.- Morse,

able to eat only the plainest food, and

AND TAW, ask your Druggist for Pexry’s

OF MAN'S IMMORTALITY

When,

reach of any remedy.

BOR MOTH PATCHES, FRECKLES

Rowland Conner relinquishes the ‘position of
resident minister of the
Free
Congregational
Society at Florenge, Mass., on the first of Au-

18th, 1874.

A. Lowell,

bility, as well as many others, which, if neglected
will soon place *‘ the housewe live in” beyond the

1y12

York on the

JULY

12mo.
$1.25.
“ Certainly shows with great force the well-nigh
insuperable difficulties attending the common opin-

Hefficacions-in regulating the stomach and bowels. | Thad * Dyspepsia” twenty years; sometimes |
New

SATURDAY,

MODE

or, “The

T his is the only prompt, efficient and safe master o
such symptoms as loss of appetite, heartburn, pal
pitation of the heart, dizziness, sleeplessness, mel

Children Cry for Castoria.—Pleasant to
take—a perfect substitute for Castor Oil, but more

READY

Life.” By Rev. T. A. GOODWIN, A. M., late editor
Western Christian Advocate, Indianapolis, Ind.

White's : Specialty

Price 50 cents; large bottles $1.

A

F. HENRY, CURRAN & CO., Proprietors,
4422
8 and 9 College Place, New York.

THE

Foss and Miss Ells M. Bingham, both of M.
1
In" Richmond, Me. July 4, by Rev. B. M. Ed}
wards, Mr. Simeon 8. Given, of Bowdoinham, and
Miss Sarah E. Rideout, of R.
:

W htte
use, the

I'l

SOLD EVERYWHERE,
JOHN

Steuben & Branch,

and

Mr

Price 25 cents per bottle.

both of
Hanipstead.
In Manchester, N. H., July 20, at the house of the
bride’sfather. by Rev. H. F. Wood, Mr. Frank E.

Liniments

f __ muscle ailment, The
Wrapper is for family

Eaton

in

Dr. Rogers’ Vegetable
Worm Syrup.

River Raisin,
Rogek River,
Salem, Neb.,
Shelby,
Somerset,
St. Croix,

¢.

found

parent fully comprehends the situanot delay a moment in securing the
and efficient remedies to insure the
the intruders.
This remedy may be

ROGERS WORM SYRUP is the reliable preparation
ROGERS’ WORM SYRUP is a palatable preparation
ROGERS’ WORM SYRUP is liked by children.
ROGERS’ WORM SYRUP positively destroys worms
ROGERS’ WORM SYRUP leaves no bad effects.
ROGERS’ WORM SYRUP is highly recommended
by physicians, and is unquestionably the BEST
WORM MEDICINE IN THE WORLD.

Lawrence, Pa.,
Little Seioto,

North Berrien,
Oceana,
Potter County,
Richland & Licking,
Salem, Ind,

Mr. Emery

and when the
tion he will
most prompt
expulsion of

E. Baton Rouge,

Alvat H. Foss and Miss Lydia
Jaton.
In Danville, Jan.
I, 1874, by Rev.

burns, and will eure rheumatism
spavin, and any flesh, bone or

KENTA™E

PRODUCED BY WORMS;

MARRIED

allay pain, subdue swellings, heal

for his work in Rome:

interesting. tod | ister, more

J.8.B.

Enosburg,
Farmington,
Hennepin.
Houlton,
Jefferson Co.,

In this city, 16th inst., by Rev.

2629

to childhood,

id

but no lady ever gets

$10 to $1000 invested in Stocks and Gold
pays 200 per cent. a month. Send for particulars.

General.

fly

™

ARE

excellent

is cut.

with 14 members,
embracing Eld. Samuel
General Conference of the Evangelical Alliance
Hathorn,
It has been-blessed with many reviv-, at Jerusalem,
for the sake of promoting Chrisals of religion and conversions to. God, under
tiun interests in the East, and of concluding the
the faithful labors of Rev’s George. Lanib, who
sessions at Rome.
.
bili
organized
the church,
Raymond,
Campbell,
The Princess de la Tour d’ Auvergne has pur:
Preble, and Elisha Puyinton, the lagt of whom
chased the Mount, of Olives for the Catholics,
added 51 to the churclt, -Of the original memfor $100,000, ceding it to the French government,
bers, only one, Samuel Hinkley, Esq., survives,
She is now erecting & convent there.

and

Send

J. WOOD,

sick of ENGLISH CHANNEL Shoes. They never
have ragged soles. Ask your dealer for them, and
buy no other. A dark line shows where ghe channel

returned missionary.
This lady, who went out
as missionary to the Telpogoos, in 1839, and re-

ed doring this whole time in school houses,
Three other churches, at different times, have

very much to the acceptance

of two

Crossing the English Channel,

RELIGIOU S MISCELLANY,

take

Bowddin-

Corinth,
Ellsworth,
Erie, N. Y.,
French Creek,
Genesee, Mich.

Seneca & Huron,

LADIES

A. E. WILSON, Clerk.

Calhoun & North Branch,
Chautguque,

Montcalm,

Ba-See advertisements
at Farmington, Me.

with”

Bradford & Tioga,
Cass & Berrien,
Chemung,

Hancock & Quincy
Hillsdale,

Hearing Restored.—A great invention by
one who was deaf for 20 years. Send stamp for particulars to JNO. GARMORE, Lock Box 80, Madison,

the Freed-

Barry & Allegan,

.

incident

that is accompanied with more indiseribable wretchedness of the little sufferers than that

ancholy, costiveness, wind, mental aid, physical de

ed, earnestly prayed for and shall be faithbéttes harmony of feeling amoung -differént. defully and truly supported in the future.
-| nominations of Christians. The Methodists and
termination.

:

is

of

and is still a father in Israel.

great invention.

-

Cherok¥e,

Madison, Indiana.

tral point. The entire gagsion was one of interest, and we trust good feed was sown that will
.
bring forth fruit to the glory of God.
Next session avith the Redfield church, commencing Sept 4, at 6 o’clock, P. M.
¢

Mr, Spurgeon

numbers 78 members.

Restored.—A

Parish) have thought best to consolidate and
build a church in Parish village, which is a cea-

built, seating some 300 persons, finished in ash,
and handsomely carpeted, at un expense of some
$2,000, all paid for at the time of dedication.

been formed out of it,

Moaring

stanip for particulars, to GEORGE

River,

Bengal & Orissa,

Ad

OSWEGO Q. M.—Held its last session. in Parish
village, with the 2nd church of Parish.
The
churches were all represented
by letter and
delegates; the business of the conference was
transacted
with harmony.
The three
small
churches (Hastings and 1st and 2d churches of

The Free Baptist church, lately erected at
Bowdoinham, Me., was dedicated to the worship
of God, July 15, in the following order:
Tuvocation by Rev. Mr. Grant, Baptist; Scriptares by Rev. Mr. Page; Prayer by Rev. Mr.
Adams, Methodist ; Sermonby Rev. J. 8S. Burgoss ; Dedicatory prayer by Rev. Mr. Clements;
General collection, $112.37; Benediction by Rev,
Mr, Minard.
bor
)
This meeting-house is located at East Bowdoinham, ina very pleasant and thriving part

This church, the 1st F. Baptist

Apple

inflicted upon

Can not See His CHILD Suffer.

3ml6

No reports have: been received for next year’s
Register from the following Q. M’s, and if the
clerks do not forward them promptly they will be
too late for insertion :
i,
Angela.
Adair & Schuyler,

and

L

souls.”

is well and

the

the Lockridge church, July 19—21.
Next session will be beld with the Hillsboro’
church, commencing on Friday before the third
Sabbath in Septémber.
a
D. K. HELTERBRAN, Clerk.

Dedication.

‘The house

to

VAN BUREN Q. M.—Held its last session

does.

of the town,

of

Rupture

A brave man may suffer pain, when
himsell, heroically; but he

Sold

There is no other malady,

Laughter Lends a New Charm
To beauty, when it discloses a pretty set of teeth.
Whiteness, when nature has sup plied this element
of loveliness, may be retained through life, by using
the fragrant Sozodont,

Pl

:

=

in

Next sessfon with the Presque Isle church.
N. GAMMON, Clerk.

Gi. H. CHAPPELL.

a

given

un.

Our S. 8. is one of great interést and"|
We

Some

cures

po

Reports for the Register.

)

which

York, Sole

by all Druggista.

and

average

It numbers some over 100.

all represented.

men’s Mission about being started in

neighborhood.

The

is‘ good.

were

vote of the conference was

Sabbath

Union

its .Jast session

MAN & CO., New

causes no pain whatever; worn night and day, and
should not be taken off at all till a cure is reached.
Sold at reasonable price, and sent by mail when ordered, by The Elastic Truss Company, No. 683
Broadway, N. Y. City, who send circulars free on
application by mail or otherwise.

labors have been blessed by the Lord.
We had
a very interesting session.
Love and harmony
prevailed,and we all regarded it a very profilable
meeting.
The unfortunate state of things that
had grown up in this Q. M. is passing away, and
we feel like thanking God and
taking courage.
The collection, $12.19, taken on the Sabbath, b

110 lesson papers.
We think they are a power
in school and community.
We are situated on
the Atlaptic nnd Great Western BR, R., a peint
of much importance to us as a denomination,
There is a M. E. church in the village, The
two have the ground.
All we lack now is the
reign of grace in our midst.
May it speedily |

3

M's, giving evidence that there is a good
state of union, and fair prosperity enjoyed
in all our borders, as a Y.M. Quite a num‘ber :of the churches have enjoyed good revivals the past year.
The preaching during the session was

» and Rev.

second

the new Elastic Truss,

statistics remembér

Q. M.—Held

nA

Vegetable Worm Syrup.

" Cordial Elixir of Calisaya Bark,

Great:popnlar as wéll as scientific inter=
est has béén &xeited by the remarkable invention of

es,
v.J. W. Carr has been laboring im this
Q. M. as a Missionary since last fall, and his

The opening sermon

was preached by Bro. C’ Cook,
“ville.
Letters

The

the church,by Mr.

promise.

.

Holland Purchase

BROKEN STRAW, N. Y.-

Thr

churches reported prosperity and quite an addition to
their
number.
Among
them are
Presque Isle, Fort Fairfield and Blaine church-

in May, I accepted a call from this church.
Ong
year ago last June they dedicated their new
house of worship, which cost, besides the lumber, $3,500; its fixtures, organ, &c,, were about
$600. The.prgan was bought and presented to

about 200.

J

WesN,

Co

i

!

BB

number,

in very

J. 8. ByRranuss; Pastor.

of God? Youth and age should mingle to-.
.gether in the great work that will be intrusted to them, and with singleness of purpose labor to find the ‘mind of the Spirit,”
and be guided by it.
:
+
But more than everything else, we shall
need the spirit of Jesus. Our whole business should be conducted in the spirit of

not sent up

AROOSTOOK

to its membership 18 persons, 11 of the number
by baptism.
Its large debt of $8000, which was
very burdensome, and a serious drawback to
the church
and society, has been within six
months
past,
entirely provided for, in cash,
pledges,
and reliable notes on interest. This
church has been very generously remembered
by the late Judge Reddington, who bequeathed
$2400 to the society, the interest of which only
is to be devoted to the wants of needy members
and orphan children of the church forever.
For
this valuable and timely ajd,and for the generous
aid received from some of the College faculty,
and members of other churches, we would most
gratefully acknowledge our obligation.

the vital intérests of the denomination. No
one should be appointed either because he is

prosperi-

DR. ROGERS’

A pleasant cordial which strengthens
and improves
the Digestion; an excellent preventive of
Fevers
Fever and Ague, &c., and a great Renovator and
Tonic for Invalids and debilitated persons. HEGE-

Liniment to be the best internal and external family
medicine ever invented. That’s our experience.

Blaine, commencing
Friday, June 26, and continuing over the -Sabbath. The churches, six in

Baptist church of Lewiston has lately received

men to whom they are willing to confide

and

Warehouse and Bookstore, 38 & 40 Cornhill.

HEGEMAN'S

they

sicians, surgeons, and eminent men and women everywhere, join in recommending Johnson's Anodyne

that they are very much needed. .
J. 8. DINSMORE, Clerk pro tem.

. PINE ST., LEWISTON, ME. . The Pine St. Free

churches in the fields now ripening for the
harvest. Whoever is sent as delegate must
count on hard and continued work. Y. M's;
in appointing their delegates, should select

be

es’ that have

letter

4

plant new

cheering

To horses and cattle that graze in summer

should only be given in winter and spring.
Officers and soldiers who served in the army, phy-

ty and etl
Ia The Q. M. is alive to the
missiofi interest, and hence is marching on.
The usual amount of business was transacted
with dispatch and in harmony.
- Next session with the Hamilton church, eommencing Friday, Aug. 28. Let all those church-

many destitute places, to gather sheaves for the
Master.
Who will entegand reap? Whiskey
Rings rule, but temperance men
and women
expect in the good time coming, to be victorious,
C. C. AMBLER.

require

up.”

Rev.D. C. Miller was chosen chair-

sion efforts. . Palomi church reported

N. GAMMON.

great need of earnest Christian laborers

commencing

prosperous condition.
This church has been resuscitated the last year by
the Home Mis-

hd

13 by

church,

reported (Hamilton) as in..a” very

services.

SAN JOSE, CAL.
There have been, during the
past few months, several conversions and additions to the churches of this city. There is

But there will be matters of vital impor-

eye

his

Fairview

ican and Foreign books promptly at the Lowest
Prices.
Please send for their Catalogue.
Bible

GREAT SPRING TONIC

All the year round; : Sheridaw’s Cavalry Condition
Powders should be given to horses that are *‘ kept

its annual

man.
Although there was a shameful neglect
on the part of some of the churches to report
either by letter or delegation, yet the session
was one of unusual interest.
One church was

to correspond

desire

and 12 by baptism.

spect to the Conference.

of

at liberty

last, under the labors of Bro. Carr,

rators will doubtless consider with due re-

ests of the denomination, and

May 20.

PRESQUE ISLE, ME.
The third Sabbath in
July 9, persons were baptized and added to the
church in Presque Isle. Some 25 have been
added to the church in this-town since January

funds, and relinquished the right of supervision, so that as a matter of jurisdiction
that is removed. But the Conference may
have suggestions to make, which the corpo-

will

session with the

2

sition of its funds was constantly an object
of discussion, and sometimes of contention.

“and extend our influence, and

ig

Address him at Ligonier, Indiana.

Printing Establishment was under the supervision of the Conference, and the dispo-

‘tance to the denomination that

R. CLARK

with any church that may

y-

HANCOCK
& QUINCY Q. M.—Held

has baptized since his minstry began,

same is true in relation to doctrine.
At that time, and till six

Ministers and Churches.

’ ig

_ 236 Superior St., Cleveland, O

Messrs. D. LOTHROP & CO., Boston,

1%

Special Notices.

cant feature of which is the mingling of some of |
en for Home Missions..
the branches of the church which have been
Next session with the Rutland churgh.
Opening sermon, Friday evening, Sept. 4, by Rev. D. | estranged {rom each other of late years.
Johnson.
L. HULSE, Clerk. ~.
3

' SACCARAPPA,
Mz.
Rev.
H. Whitcher bas
lately baptized three persons.and added them to
this church, these making 667 persons that he

they will not disturb the harmony of the approaching Conference.
The question of

1 puis? A Juiefesiing oxerises In aig of It is a great and inspiring meeting, the signifi-

foul

pe;
E

consideration

Concord, N, H.

—_.

love.

0 cultivate broteerly

of the | gone up to thesggmp.t

A. A. 4 MOULTON, Adm’r.

24tf

.publish the celebrated”$1,000 and $500 Prize
|.
—— « Series, the Pansy books and upwards of three
hundred choice books for Sunday School Libra. 113,33 ries and Family reading. They furnish all AmerSTL: AS CURTIS, Treas.

with 85.00 previously
y
*

opeful "and encouraging. The Rome church | odists in general. Bishops, secretaries, presidIg Huth encoufaged by fuilditions ang are Mak. ing elders, preachers, laymen and lay-wormex
ng efforts
to builc.a house for
»
ACICRAIES | pom North and South, ’ East and West, » have
to Y. M. were chosen. Bro. Hiram E. Cross

\

'

Protestant Methodists, Wesleyans, Albright, | QM, at North Reading, Mich (last April), per R

Musiield

we include those in attendance who are not | slip into the Mission Treasury ?
delegates, it will no doubt be true.
J. A. Lowe, Cor. Sec.
¥
Since 1 first attended a session of the Gen.
Danville, N. H., July 25, 1874.
I have [elt a growing interest in’its sessions. |.
Some of the subjects that then came up for

o

DERE

geverally represented, and, the- reports were representing something like three million Meth-| Sonn
3 Yo Ve Ber C.D Augpaid, convo, herMass,LM,which,
per

Christian friends, will we not see
that at least this small sum shall henceforth

‘Conf, which was in 1835, in Byron, N. Y.,

— BB —

&

posed to embody very largely the ‘wisdom P fingers!

and strength of the denomination, and if

¥

-

RHOGR

Sold by

all druggists.

and Sands

Horton, Iowa, per 8 Summerlin,

:

and effective laxative and

: alterative known to the medical profession,

Sha F H Mouser, Johnstown, 0,

iog

3

Tarrant's Effervescent Seltzer Aperient,

en bo sn
ndla.
3
Timothy D lawking, Meredith Village, N H, to" con

Dover, N, H.

R

the most genial balsamic

Xi}
Adam Brown, Esq, Wolfboro’, N H, for support of

orthield, N H, per J

Therefore, when dis-

rd

ordered, control them immediately with

Estate of limmmety # Morgmn, per CP

|€hurch in many places where the male members

the social | are

perfect health is impossible.

Toa

Ma,

Estate of Charlotte T Spoftord, Danville; N' H, per

in Oo a proposition was made that Women
over-eighteen years'of age should be declared
eligible to office inthe vestry of any chureh in
the diocese, The reason for this propesition is
the difficulty of carrying on

2)

Nelson Gordon, Thor: ndike, Me,

At the late Convention of the Episcopal Church

all

‘els do their duty With the regularity of clockwork,

Derby Line, Vt,

uel College, to which John Hirvard belonged.

represented by letter or delegates, Our minis:
tering brethren were few in number.
The conference meeting passed off harmoniously, and

qualified as

OC Ambler, San Jose, (al.

sevéiteenth century were graduates of Emman-

MCLEAN (ILr,) Q. M.~Held:its May session
with ~ Ashkum church. The ho
nla was
not very jase.

BY MAIL,

fous culture from the seventeenth century to the

EYES

a

J

pa

Punctyal as 3 Timepiece Dales the bow

Forwarded,

§ Moulton, Box 599, San Jose, Cal.

nineteenth, The voted men of this schoolin the

4

the Q: M. wishing to entrain it at the next se
sion will please notify thelclerk at an early day.
TD
_
DuR: WALLAOE, Clerk,

#0

has been secured so eminently

;

talities, were passed...

N. H.; was} unanimously

and set forth in the treatise.

Rev. W. H. Waldron was appointed dele-

the action of tlie recent convention in Boston,
and also to the Lowell church for thelr Hospi-

Jib

D Waldron—J«Wilson,

were very. -interesting and denomination is located, after considerable rival
profituble, and the preaching was able an instructive. In addition to the usual
Q. M.
busi- ry between various plages, The hids were as
ness, an amendment to the constitution was follows: Murfreesboro, $130,000; . Jackson,
adopted, to take effect in April, 1875, changing $150,000, Chattanooga, $100,000, McMinaville,
the name from Boston Q. M. to * Massachusetts $100,000. ‘Jackson, Madison county, Tenn., havAssociation,” and is to hold oné annual business ing bid the highest,secures the institution.
session. The other sessions are to be devoted
to the discussion of practical themes, preaching,
It is proposed to place a memorial window in
&c. We hope it may prove a success, Dele. kthe new Memorial College, in remembrance of
atesto the Y. M, as follows: Rev’sJ, Woodman, the Chistian philosophérs of Cambridge, Bug.
. B. Griffin, J. Frank Locke; E, H,.
t, Jas.
Rand, and J. 2 Dame. . Resolutions endorsing land, who have takén. the lead. in liberal religs

-

7a 4)N I }

\

:

|

'B_WyiteG. | Woaver--1)
will follow: Tivvattstif th Moomba
th~D C White—V E Winegar—dJ

The South Western University of the

the whole session

A)
(NgkK

;

LY

H_ TarboxJ’

s=Mrs W Scoles—M

gi

lay | merin—&

famous

ute
3

:

M1 Millot—Mra.s 8° Mitohel
be invited | G A Morse—s Mariner—D
Phe;
APamerodt TD PreckoirT
the lead In Porter TRichardson--d
Rokes
Rich--Miss
Miss JJ AA. tok
Rn
Eaugburn-~) TRich
‘al al the
the ‘de-| “de-| W Eangburn~J
W Hoh EL Lh aan.
It is believ- | A i Stmongon—8

two

which. these

Flos

;

Inegdic Chidlen-¥, Dexter 1 p Parrar—io iB Fuller
Mary on Hopkins—J Harii—0 Hayen—J Higging—D

them to thelr native land...

tors, excepting. Haverhill,
Bro, Tracy having
tecently resigned. The social -meetings “during

the Cat-

The next session is to ‘be with,

. Tn
0
taraugus Q. M.
for Missions, $51.65.
Collection

let- | eq the prestize

by
substi- | churchesin the Q. M. were represented

Starr;

L. B.

and

That we pelieve it essential to the se« | Rev. G. dl. Ball

i

a
et

a

i

out of gough
Ie

Ahi he can Bob make it
fil

God sympathises. And we horsily gpilorse Ball, D. M. Stuart, L. B. Starr, A. W.
|
*
and R. Dick
Westgate,
4h
the crusade carried on or pp
: Conference,
:
estgate, anc to fi. the -Genefal
ant 1 bail itbYas a grand aux- | 1¥ Delegates
praying women,
;
> |
8g
Uiary to the temperance reform.
"8."

1874."
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The following brethren were appointed.
delegates to the Central Association : G. H.

movement in which women are largely leaders and workers, and with.which we believe
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“The
‘ These

Myrtle.”

semi- monthlies

are

published

by the FREEWILL
BAPTISA
PRINTING ESTABLISHMENT, are printed on
paper of a very superior quality, and
their mechanical excellence is equal to
of their
.other paper
that of any

class.All

Taki

Lo

communications

publication

should

be

for

intended

addressed

to

“ The Little Star,’ or ** The Myrtle,”
Dover, N. H.
bron
All orders and remittances for either
of the Janets should 'be addressed to

+ XI. Ds

STEWAR'ES Dover, N. H.

Terms t=
:
:
¢
Single copy, per year, - + + 30 ots,
Ten copies, sent to one address, 20 cts.
each,—payable in all cases in advance.

Postage :—

he

postage

ittle Star

on

ot

a single

copy

Myrtle,

under

of the

the

new law, is 24 cents a year; and
no more on 10°copies or any numbe
between ove and 10, when sent to one

address, than

on a single

tage is payable at the

one!

office

The

of

de~

10 ery. The volumes begin w ith Jan
uary.
\
No percentage fs allowed on movey
sent us for either of these papers.
Sample copies will be sen! rio

application.
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how loftily and deeply spiritual Franz's to our eyes, it fail or i suce eed. — St. Nicho- the office¢ too then came back and stood
;
picture, it hung upsought and unregarded las.
| gazing-at the man earnestly,
-|in his'studio, till the disgusted artist put
‘What is your nameP” , . ,
it out of sight. Gretchen still believed in
“Jimmy Lyon, sir,” said the boy,
.
°
«Shine Your Boots, Sir?”
her husband. Old Kyigstein was dead,
“Is your father: living P
¢
| and Franz Imad not now full leisure to give
'
4:
‘The voice was childish and sweet-tohed, _ “No, sir.”
to painting; for, finding his art- unprofita- |
«Your
mother?"
Hid,
o
i
e
ape ot
but a little unsteady. The man glanced
| ble so far as money was concerned, he -had down from under the brim of an old felt hat
“She is dead.”
to
:
takenup his father's old trade of house
“How long has she been dead! py
that had once been white, and a pair of soft
building. Here, the Nurembergers sang large eyes looked up into his,
. “Not long; sir,”
| his praises, nothing loth, and work poured
“And there is no one to take care of
*‘Shine your boots, sir”
in upon him, for the new houses: were beti ; {Nay
The man shook his head as he uttered a you!"
+ | ter/than 'bld Knigstein's but no matter what brief *“No,” and passed on.
“No, sir."
the pressure, Franz still held firmly to his
“How old are you ?*’
But the tender face and soft, asking eyes,
rule—so many days in the week 'a builder, “Ten, last June, sir.”
haunted him. After walking on for half a
| so many days an artist.
The man thought of his own little boy at
block, trying to forgel the face and eyes of
In ote of the many talks betweeu the
home, just ten last June, and a shiver of

Puctrn
Biographies.
—— ee

it

There was a rash manin Toledo

v

Who swallowed one day a torpedo,
:
And when it went off

-

A mile and a half from Toledo.

J

;

The folks heard him cough

There was a bold man in Havana

Who behaved in a scandalous ma nner, |
.He tried to inveigle
The bald-headed eagle

And pulldown the star-spangled banner.
An excitable youth in Nantucket

Once cooled his hot head in a bucket,

two friends, they found that both had

,. Heicould not get it out,’
* So he still goeg about ¢
‘With it fast in the pail Where he stuck it. 3

Franz

+

nt

I'lay my tasks down one by one,
" Tsit in the silence in twilight’s grace ;~

whose cheeks

and pride!

brought his works

t

es, one by one,

:

‘Asif had. never laid it down;
‘Who will dream thatd ever wore

for it.

||

lean

To Albrecht, the
Albrecht

Fruit the sweeter in grief and pain?

room.

In

then

His

stood

regarding

the

Truly, the great subFranz’s lack of fitness

etchings

showed,

| think that I would
such as ye are ?”

OQutrayed he light of the loftiest brain.
T’ll meet bim iin the world’s rude din,
Who hath outlived his mother’s kiss,
‘Who hath forsiken her love for sin—
I will be spared her pang in this.

He sat down

hands.

with

dishonor

my

his

between

face

God

How

Ye.

when

the

his

comfort

brecht, you shall know

Te Fanily p Circle.
Hands.
—

In Nuremberg, about the year 1486, lived
two boys, Albrecht
Durer and Franz
Knigstein. Both ‘were near of an age, and
of

are

best

all

my

alone,”

heart;

his

returned

friend gathering up his own stadies and
heartily glad to be gone.
True to his word, Franz came in the
morning. He looked like one worn by a
{ long vigil, a yet his face had a serene,
| steadfast look, that surprised Albrecht, who
had rather dreaded to’ see him.
¢ Let me see your etchings again,” Franz
asked after the morning greetings.
Albrecht silently laid them before him.

“Most anywhere

namkly,

was,

had

all his’

supreme

to see his son an artist,

so

Franz's

hands were made strong by home-love' and

Sympathy, while Albrecht had - ‘won but a
. grudging consent from the old goldsmith
tather who would fain have seen his craft our good Nuremberg folk, but T mast
handed down as an heirloom,

art be.”

from genera-

He got up and stood
window for a moment
the table where Durer
and nervously working

"tion to generation. However, consent had
been given. As for sympathy, one could
work without it, as Durer found in later
years, at even greater cost, when he mar-

give it all up.

Wohigemuth’s

the

old. painter,

dissect

it

so

he

let

eye.

to, be

‘make

claimed,

caught
his

finger! And yet,

the

very

own.

the

other

whether they go not to men’s hearts 1

_

three

When

were ended, Franz came

Franz,”

he said.

«t+ Where

the

of spirit of Holy Writ is 80 plain “there nods
the

back

to his proud futher and the sweetheart who

had patiently bided her time of ‘waiting,

not the
graven letter! I may err; but, I
think, in resigning art, thou hast done at
last true artist’s work !”

1t proved so indeed, for Durer wade
many copies of the sketch before men ceas-

and they were wedded. As for Albrecht,
you know how his travels ended. He came ed to call for them, How wach comfort
~ home, married a shrew, and lived, labored ‘Fratz Kuigstein, master-builder in Nuremand died in Nuremberg. Perhaps the berg had from that picture the “cbronicles
man's suffering
was the artist's gain; and of the quaint old city do not tel); but the
di Frilz's daughter cared nothing for tradition is, that wherever Frans Kaig-

)

.

God

can

see

into

our

‘‘He leads us by ways thdt we Ehow

my child.

I think I can make

stand. .God
He knew that

»

according to

you

not,

under-

sees and knows everythixg.
the

wicked

boy try to steal. apples, and that you

you

would

see

would

do all you could to stop him.

a

poor old sick

for

who

a

THE MIDDLE STATES: A Hand-boo

eles. Same Publishers, &c. Tomo. ja Trav.

whole

:

up

with

a

aunt

grateful

day,” answered Jimmy, a new light

ran,

break:

‘The man walked “away, interested
more

to be good and happy; knew that if I saw

miliar with,_it through the medium of the Indes

pendent. The suthor has brought to his task
the aid of wide reading, wider observation, and
an expericnce la the actual campaign against

Molly,

smile,

not

makes me think what a wonderful God we
have! If this little flower is mot beneath
his making and his care, he won't overlook a poor creature like me.”
Tears came into the .lady’s eyes. And
what did she think ? She thought, “If you

have

only a flower to give,

and remember,

too,

the

give

1860.

that,

Saviour’s

words

that even a cup of cold water, given in a
Christian spirit, shall not lgse its reward.”
It is worth a great deal to the poor, the
aged and the sick to know that they are
thought of. —Child’s World.

with an
as

heathen

temple,

rather than
the

asked

the

child,

a

while

his

fine

he Jet him dress up in his new garments he

rais-

ing his fist to strike him ; but his well aimed blow did not reach the soft, yet bravely
indignant face, for an arm stronger than his
caught the descending fist and held it for an

instant with a firm grip.

In the next

mo-

ment the scared newsloy had broken away,
and was scampering down the streetas fast
as his legs could carry him.
““That was well done, my little fellow !”

exclaimed the man, turning

to the young

boet-black: ‘And now,” he
must come to my store,”

added, ‘‘you
:

“Where isit sir?” asked the boy.
“Not far away. Come," said the man, as
he moved on ; and the boy followed, - They
walked a distinc. of two or ‘three blocks,

and ther entered a store, the man

moving

took him to a bath

house,

that he might

trast between

the two

matter

friends’ handiwork

time went on.

been crying in the
boots,

sir?”

comb

stayed the wpirit of the living creature that

how strange or far-fetched any fan-

cof Dares some heart ang to fi touch
matter how careful, how elaborate, aye,

is to be done where and when

and as God

pleases ; and where that spirit is the work
of the hands can not but prosper,

whether,

care which,” said the man

poiuting to the

dirty box.
The Jad took ft off and

set

it outside

of

a

he puts so

much

stress

value, and will
the . permanent

it and pointof ls books by reading them in
translation, although that work is'generally well

quickly,

done.

“if yon love my God, he will be your father

These stories which are nsw before us

have been rendered with remarkable faithful.
ness to the original, and being in a handy form
and neat and pretty style, will readily fiod their
place with the excelient summer reading that
has already appeared.
The Publishers of this Handbook for Travel-

and.mother t00.”

The old man, with tears in his eyes prom-

ised to love her God.
And ‘so she taught
him her prayers, and yery soon’ he learned
to read the Bible, and became a good Chris- ers have done a lucky thing. They have struck
tian man. So you see even this little bit oN, vein which has not already been worked to the
a child could be God’s messenger.
She had core, and they may therefore expect the thanks
the hondr” of leading a soul to Christ. Try of fougists, even if they fail to get back all the
money that its publication must have called for.
and be like her.

Babies.

The book serves as a guide to the chief cities and
‘| popular resorts of the Middie States, describing
their scenery and historical attractions; also in-

! ‘A recent visitor among the. Engiish poor
of Bury St. Edmonds relates the following
| incident: The wife of a laborer, while look-

maps, those of the Adirondack Wildefness and
of the Middle States: being really fine, and also

A New

Way

to

Feed

cluding the northern frontier from Niagara Falls
to Montreal, with chapters on Baltimore, Washington and Northern Virginia. It contains seven

| ing on at a game of ‘““hop-scoteh,” in which

fiteen plans of cities and pluces of interest.

her husband was engaged with other idlers,
was describing their way of

living.

don’t see how

any person,

wishing

to

We

make an

intelligent and profit .ble ‘tour of any part of the
country here included, could consent to go without * Osgood’s Middle States. »
:

While

she was speaking, there came toddling in
at the door a splendid specimen of Suffolk

Car

nfuntine humanity, aged about four years,
and with limbs like a baby giantess. ‘*There,
the

old

‘lady,

for

‘she

I replied that she did not, but

“Well, that’s what

they

8 hool of Mines:
Barnes & Co. 1874. 12 mo. pp. 318.

rath-

The

present, all the

the business man and the, artisan,

of its size, und

provided

the

For

a

book

student, business

man and artisan doesn’t wish to gov too far into
The
the science, it comes very near its object.

explanations

She’s my grav’
mother

object of this book {8 to

prineiples of yrithmetic required by the student,

say about here.

You see, sir, it’s this way.
young 'an, and her poor

dont

the lockout, do

are

both

clear

and

logical, the

-

rules are concise but adcquate, and the demonIt will be:
strations seem to be generally exact,
sent by mail for 90 cents.

has seven

of em, and the father is locked out like
the rest; and so a month ago ny old man— A DANGEROUS GAME. By Edmund F. Yates,
ng such a donkey of
author of * Broken to Harness,” ¢ Running
Him as you see

the Gauntlet,” &c. Boston: W. F. Gill & C).
‘Paper covers. octavo. pp. 200,
This is a pretty good story, for a papor-cover-

himsélf a minute ago—he says, says he,
¢(Old woman, dashed if I can enjoy my

pipe, which eosts 10 1-2 d. a week—halfan ed. one, considering that paper-covered litera

street—* ‘Shine

It was never . heard

your

with

x

Lo
188,

there

again. God had sent the brave child, who
tried to be good, a friend in need; and he
is now & happy boy, studying

it in milk night and morning.”

all his

miglit, and no doubt he will become a good
and useful man.— Children's Hour.

. Watching

One's

Self.

:

i

ll

ie

]

an

Faxon:

1874. 16mo. pp.

We took occasion to say a word In favor of .
this Handbook last year when it made its ap-pearance, and

-

have closer

attention to your books. The. first one that

sees another idle, I ‘want you to" inform me,
and I will attend to the’ ease.’ (i
A few years ago a little boy told hi$ first
*“Ah! thought I! to myself, there, is Joe
falsehood. It was a little solitary thistle Simmons that T don’t like.’ I'll watch him,
seed, and no eye but God's saw bim as he ‘and if Isee him look off his book, I'll tell.

It is as difficult for him to speak the truth
as it is for a gardener to cléar his land of
the ugly thistle, after it has once gained a
fodting in the soil.— Myrtle.

s Juvshas

the’ revised edition

for 1874 only

glad that we 'spoke 80 highly of it. ‘As
uges
“When I was a boy,” said au old man, ‘mak
an aidto the tourist visiting any. of the important
%¢ we had a school-master who had an odd summering places in the northern portion of ours
wayof catching ‘idle boys. One day he country, it
-jodispensable, Itis well ili

called out to us, * Boys I must

.Thistlesin the Heart,

'|

lustrated, hasthe/ needful maps, and gives inof interformation in respect to routes, objects
est, expenses, &c., fiat one eoulg x ot well do
wi hout.

KIN0'S OgPE.
‘

50

ovel. Boston: ny Pubs
octavo. Pp. 172. Price
ao

cents.

{Thig is anotherof “« Loring’s Select Novels,”
his| and
it.is by no means a had story: It is rather a

It was not leng before I saw Joe look off
book; and immediately A informed the mas-

pathetic tale, to be sure, but one can hardly expect uhgualifed and, unmixed humor for* fifty
“cents,

ter.

&

of

RST

Jie

The August numbers of the following Mons
zines have been received : Atlantic, Soribner’s,

3

“1 saw him,’ said I.
}
** ‘You did ? and were your eyes. on your
Harver’s, Galaxy, Old and New, Lippincot?’s,
book when you saw him?
St Nicholas, Catholic Werld, Arthur's, The Re“1 was caught, and I never watched for public: and The Nursery. Each one is nearly
idle boys again.»
complete in its own attractions.
Fr

=

which

the death of

the

iow his heart ie ‘overgrown with bad habit.

No was in them—of humble owning that work | store, or throw it into the street; 1 do not

to do with

l¥appeared, are unsurpassed, and prove him to
be a writer of daring imagination and the most
brilliant fancy. One loses something of the spir-

taining brushes and blacking, slang across ped from it to the ground, each in its. turn
«+ VIndedd I’ sald he, * How did you: know
that noble heart, it wus “all the‘ freer for |4tein's Folded Hands go they bring a bless | his shoulders. ,
bearing more seed and more thistled. And he way idle?”
- Arts unchallenged holding. But (he con -|ing with them ; for the artist's skill has
‘
the

£4 pricey

more

failed even

forces

It is, somewhat
ounce of threépeniy a day’—a cruel hard ture is mostly ephemeral,
startling, and rather improbableYn spots, but as
smoker
he
ullers
been—*
I
can’t
enjoy
my
tangles out of his curly hair.
the author vouches that it was mainly given to
No one would have dreamed that the pipe,’ ses the old man, ‘and see our Joe's bim'by well known New York parties lust fall at
handsome, well-dressed boy, who, a little young'uns wanting ‘a meal ; 80. 'll- make Saratoga, we shall doubtless have to accept it
and helicyiag alt
while afterward, walked beside his new over my Macca money to help ‘em, and put as==well, as a story, reading it,
We can of it,
my
pipe
out
till
things
mend
a
bit."
And
friend, holding his haud so tightly, was the
same whose voiceaot an hour before had | this is the young’un that gets the benefit of
D HANDBOOK or: TRAV-.
’

wash himself clean all over, and

along through bales and boxes until he
reached a counting- -room, at the, rear end.
Laying off bis hat, he took a chair, turning planted it in the mellow soil of his heart,
t6 the lad who now. stood before him with a But it sprung up, oh, how quickly! and a
curious, wondering face—his foot-rest con- little time another and another seed, drop-

| ' “Take that thing oft and set it ott in

had

other

travesties of some of the leading works of adventure, exploration, and discovery { hak have late-

.

she?”

of

over,

other

other stories in this charming little volume were
products of Jules Verne’s fancy. Nobody else
writes in such a cool
matter-of-fact style ot
the improbable and impossible.
He'is a marvelous novelist, and a prince of burlesque.
His

Saamy

face lighted up suddenly with hope and joy. er as though a fair amount of the fat of the
¢“ 'W hat do you feed
‘Yes, my poor.boy,” answered the man, land fell to her fe
*‘‘’Bacea, sir,” replied
‘whose heart was feeling very tender toward her on?" I asked.
the child. “I will be your friend always, if | the old lady with a grin. * Tobacco I”

this man was passing the corner

trembling all

saves one

many

historical literature of the country.
One would know that ** Doctor Ox” and the

“What will poor Saamy do,’ he sffd one

—as

was

very

upon, still it is a work of great
doubtless take its place among

Why, ydur go< no can see-

Jimmy,

day—it

of consulting

and conventions which

midsummer and the air was hot and sultry

in the

upon acts

slavery than many of the speeches, resolutions

the

few hours. later

way.
And so he exiracts
resolutions, &e., that bore

diminishes its valuegsIt

necessity

we believe

little one,

His mental

him from dealing

to mention mewspapers and

no can hear—no can speak—no can walk}
your god stone. My god see everything;
my God make you—make me—make everything.”
The old man listened, for he loved the
child ; and though he still bowed down to
the idol, he would often let her talk to him
about her God. / At last he heard that she
was going away from him.

“0 Saamy,” said the

prevent

see no special necessity for, and has

”

day, “when missy go to England ?

mainly in

author has pat much into his bagk that we can

“0, missy,” said he, *that my god.”
“Your god !” cried the little girl—‘‘your

god, Saamy!

question

as it influenced and

otherbooks from his library to make room for
these ponderous volumes.
Worth thinking of,
certainly, considering their size. Although the

old

wondering,

“what for you do that ?*

the

books in getting at the history of slavery. It
would also enable him to dispense with several

man turned aside to make his ‘‘salaam,” or
bow, to the dumb idol.
“Saamy,”

almost

with it in any other
freely from speeches,

they

the

relations, both

and préambles that only a politician would find
any special significance in. But that increases

old Hindu

ruined

deals with

its political

upon the great subject, and comments

little girl used to go ‘out walking
a

Mr. Wilson

bent would

There was once a little English girl, only
just three years old, living in India. This

passed

Barely to recall that period must convince

directed the politics of the country.

What a Little One May Do.

servant; and one day,

-

thrilling and exciting scenes. ‘The interest in
slavery was then at its hight. The men who
proved themselves heroes of the first order are
here pictured, and the great events which marked the progressive steps towards the closing and
bloody drama are carefully noted. Of course

worse

so

slave question, closing

one (hat the volume abouads in the record of

look much

at

the

conventions and the presidential campaign pf

sir,” remarked

fellow,

history of

used to pick when I was young; yes, and it with un account of the Union and ‘Republican

how honest and brave you were; I would
be your friend.”
“Oh, sir! will you ?” cr ied out little

little

"

There: is little to be said about Mr. Wilson's
second volume. The reading public, and particularly that portion ofit which was interested
in the sluvery question, has already become fa.

Then he put

place ? .-Why

The newsboy frew red with anger as he

But the spirit thatis in them is: thine, not
mine ; 1 did but set it forth. Thou shalt see

“Nay,

muth,

but

can look

hearts, and knows all we think or feel, replied the man.
“Oh yes, sir. My mother told me that.
But I do not know how He led you.”

*“That is stealing, and cout be done 1"

over the left, and that pretty Gretchen, for
Franz shook his hegd in doubt.
whom he has set he world on fire already,
‘ Were not the sketch the better for an
and his own earnest belief in his « vocation,
inscription ? say a scroll coming from bethe lad must some day do something N
« Well, I never was a painter,
d. do! tween the hands, * Fiaf voluntas tua?”
not understand their notions,” placidly re- The, artist smiled his own sweet, far
turned the goldsmith, as lie pein) Wobjge: sighted smile,
journeyings.

us; and, what is more,

he witnessed a scene that we will describe.
The apple-womau . had
fallen
asleep.
Two boys—a newsboy and the little boot- Jou will be houest, obedient and truthful.”
black just mentioned—were at the stand.
*F will try to be as good as I can, sir,”
The newsboy, who was larger and stouter sobbed out Jimmy, losing. all command of*
than the boot-black, seeing a chance to get his feelings.
.
apples without paying for them, was seizThen the man went with him to a store
ing two or three of the largest, when the
where they sold boys’ clothing, and selected
little boot-black pushed bravely in}
i and the
everything he needed to wear. Bat before
| man heard him say :

those hands.

This was

no father, no mother.”

“We can not see God,

al-

a bed ?”

-| turned fiercely upon. the little fellow,
in

Do you

who led me to the
just in time to see
act ?”
large eyes wounder-

ingly.

street where an apple woman had her stand,

tregsures’ of

doing

Lim

was business to do.

A

said Durer.
say nothing

they are my

in
throat, he
would not trust
moments.
Jimmy,” he said,

“and no ong trusts

know that it was God
apple-woman's stand
your brave and honest
The boy opened his

tender an age, fighting the battle of life.

“Dost know them ?” asked the artist,
Franz looked closer.
.

«+1 should;

a lie,

ing over his face.
“And God, who loves you and wants you

than ever in this brave

*¢ Don’t stir I”

was the latest addition to
ihe 4‘studio.

tell

in vain. He has taken care of you since
yoar mother died, and, if you willpe a good

whose

for he had his living to earn, and could

Weary with his long struggle, Franz
cared not to ask the why or the wherefore
of his friend’s abrupt command, but stood
passive until he was released.

Kats-

‘Ntremberg heard from time to. time

after a little while;

He

‘Sleep

poor aunt Molly's cottage.

y

In the alternoon a lady called to see aunt

bim

_

The man felt a choking
was so moved by this, and
himself to speak for some
“God is our best friend,

:

stopto talk when’ there

* « Franz, be quiet one moment !” "he ex-

with the gdod father who ‘thinks the; sun
rises:over Franz's right. shoulder and" sets

the art-students’

his voice—** ‘Never steal, never

5

paid.

to

womam,

the

“That preity posy,” said

boy, will always take care of you.

the man;

lane

‘looking

‘She said,” answered the boy, sorrowful- |
ly, yet with something brave and manly in

with
up,

down

Molly and noticed the sweet-pea in a eracked tumbler near the poor woman's bed.

tender voice.* *

in,”

away
rose

And, seeing a customer, off the boy

.

Was that what thou wast
chen herself, back up; ‘ready to spring!
morning
"And poor Franz keeps lafioring on with
Albrecht nodded.
might and main over what he gothier does
“T have great faith

with a turn of his little

he

blossom and ran

year had lain on her bed suffering great

died ?”

it into my thought to go and see a man
whose store I could not reach unless I went
?”’
by
the appié-stand, and this brought me to
‘Because, sir, they get drunk, and fight’
and-swear so almost everywhere I get in the spot just at the right moment. 1 call
that I do not care -to go ‘again; and so I that God leading me. Now do you understand ?
keep moving round. Shiwe your boots,
- “Oh yes, sir. 1 see it just as clear as,
sir 7

meant

~

* That © will do, now,”
+¢ Franz, old comrade, I can

sare about the muscles ; ‘then he look
after each pafticular hair! in Puss’s tail} and}
yet, it is but a dead cat, after ‘all. Where
as, five strokes from Albrecht

as

creep

sleep for nothing. 3

gave “me

never

friend's
face the folded hands

itz,

first,

"Then,

The ten cents were

knowa, bat that you are nobly right.”
Albrecht did not choose to take it| A few days later, Franz was with Alit not.
from him ; that is all. 1f Fravz sketches a brecht ; anda sketch of two folded . hands
needs

the

charge ?”
“Ten cents, sir.”-

+ 4 By Albrecht’s grace, albeit Franz

cat, he must

might.

“First rate,” answered

them to do artist’s work ; but may he bless,
day by day, the homely labor he has given
me todo!”
He stood, leaning against {lie wr
Ad
Albrecht dared at last to look up into his

now
said

1 can

_ “How much do you pay for
jooking out of the
“Sixpence or a shilling,
then came back to.
where it is.”
sat, still speechless,
' “Why don’t vou Hoy in one
with his pencil.
do you go from cellar to garret

The’ good Lord

not an artist’s hands,

steady, patient students’ through the appointed years of service ; but the wandering
years that Albrecht gave to Germany, Franz
decided to pass in sunny Italy. Their master gave an expressive shrug as Franz left
him after good-by words.
* Franz
is a
good lad, Durer,” he said to the old goldsmith; * but a painter—never.
Albrecht,
now that is another matter.”
The goldsmith grunted,
mot yet fully
reconciled to his son’s choice; but pleased
at Wohlzemuth’s rare praise.
¢ Albrecht does well enough but has
not Franz the prize for perspective, even
“Yes,”

on

interest in the boy was increasing. “It
can not be beat. * And now what is the

*

« Here,” said Franz,folding his hands,* I

ried Hans Fritz’ s daughter.
'~ The boys, were Michael

and

most anywhere that you can creep im?’
said the man. “What do you mean ?”
he has to me; I can give them no better
“Well, sir, it is so. Sometimes I get a
God-speed, Albrecht, for they have shown | bed in a cellar, and sometimes in a garret,
(tne how utterly useless my strivings have just as.it happens.”
been ; how truly. my work has been dead |: «Do you pay for it P”
work. ' I may be fit to build houses for
“Oh yes, indeed. They will not let you

longing,

to

her,” said the man.
:|
Instantly the large, soft eyes gushed over
with tears.
“What did she say to you before she
\
died™ asked the man, speaking in a low,

said, with a business air:
*“That is a good shine, sir!”

a famous

one

that

son, Vol, 11. Boston: JamesR.
& Oo
1874. octavo. pp. xxii.~720.
)
.
DocTOR OX, and other Stories, T
Jou the French of Jules Verne,
So
Towle. Same. Publishers, &c.
0. pp..

she

man’s heart.
:
“Was it in the city ‘your
inquired the man.

right.”

replied the boy, as he brushed

by one, then he
artist of Franz looked at them, one
said
:
that day. But, with a difference; Jacob
« The good Lord bless them to others as
Knigstein, worthy builder ‘and craftsman
he

| fine

that little boy could tell—the story of a

work.
“No home ?”
*No, sir.”
“Where do you sleep ¢on

but

cross’ be

| 5 itera Review,

had planted under the window,’ and as it
grew and flowered, both mothesand dangh?®
ter loved:and enjoyed it. Phoebe picked.a

work in the liveliest way.
never swear, Jimmy, and God will be your
“Where do you live, my little man ?”
friend;’ and I have not done any of them,
The boy brushed on, seeming not to have.
sir, and ever will.”
heard
As he finished one boot, and was
“Your mother {aught you to pray, Jimabout commencing the other, the man said,
my ?”
"
changing the form of his question:
“Yes, sir; and I say my prayers every
“Where is your home ?”
night. Sometimes bad boys make fun of
“Haven't got any.” As the boy said this,
me; but 1 do not mind it. I just think it is
he looked up into the man’s face for an inGod I am saying them to, and then I feel all
stant, and then let his eyes fall upon his

two tearless, heart-wringing sobs .to break
¢ To-morrow, AlFranz said,
it: then
now—"
“ You

Notv Phaebe had a sweet-pea, - which

shudder,
Ah! he understood too well the sad story

The ‘man stopped, placed his boot on the
boot-rest, and the boy “set his brushes to

of ‘comfort.
only

sir?”
that

if your

i

pain,

the child's fade, and the man saw

ing confidence in his new calling.

worth having was praise of the work so
rightly condemned ?
There was a long silence, ‘with one or

Nevertheless, the way is long,
And tears leap up in the fight of the sun.
I'd give my world for a cradle song,
And a kiss from baby—only one.
3
— Mary Clemmer Ames.

studio

could

a word

than

conduct of others,

is shorl, and

heavy, remember. you. have not far to ary

da it nowy.”
And Jimmy. drew himself up
and put on
or a brave look, which touched the
mother

withthe

* Time

on the

day belore. _ The little boot-black was gain-

‘Ab, children, failures are hard at

yet not daringto say

steadier

fault

Cary;

you think of anything?’ Pheebe thought a moment, and then said, |
‘I've only a flower. I twill take her a HISTORY OF THE' ‘RISE AND FALL
SLAVE POWER IN AMERICA. By Henry wi
‘Sweet -pea. n

“Your mother was good, and you loved

boots,

Phoebe

»

witehfal over our

own conduct, we shall have no time ts fing

‘Pheebe’s mother-was poor, and her cup‘board was empty that morning.
“I'wish I had, Phasbe,” said she. “Can

died:last winter. But he did not do anything for us.” A shadow of pain was in

.

your

little

| Molly #»

.

Ihave got

asked

“have you nothing I can carry to poor aunt

drunken father, and a sick, heart-broken
The man walked away, holding in his
mother, dying iin waat and neglect.
mind, very distinctly, an image of “the boy| #

in a voice

by

|

“Mother,”

* If we are sufficient]

*‘‘was slavery, which have emabled him to presenta
“How long ago ?"
“It is only three weeks, sir.” The brave: brought to me: this morning by a little ' girl, detailed and wellnigh exhaustive history of that
‘who sajd it was all she had to bring. . I am greatest of our national sins, = Beginning
look went out of his eyes.
sure itis worth a great deal to kmsow I'm the present volume with a chapteron the
‘Where did she die?”
admission of Floridasin 1845, he takes up in
“Down in Water street. She was sick a thought of, and as I look at it, it brings w» order all the various movements which bore upthe
image
of
green
fields
and
the
posies
I
good while, sir, and could not work. Father

“Thank you !” said the Ittle fellow, as on
boot, he received bis
fee.

with: * ‘Shine

* Dost

—

Only a Flower to Give.

“Yes, sir.”

The next morning, ‘while on his way
to business, he was greeted by the same Jad

fifteen, but they are crushing at forty-five!
Durer sat watching him in great distress,

"Man's way is hard and sore beset;
Many must fall, but few can win.
Thanks, dear Shepherd! My lamb is safe,
Safe from sorrow and safe from sin,

iN

He looked down at the bare feet and

that did not fade.

beside Du-

“ Lie there,” he said bitterly.

The flitting smile that the baby wore

Michael Wohlgemuth,

“Take tre of mySRelf, sic.

:RuishiNg ale! second

|

‘Who-will deem my life ever bore

the

the

like polished ebony.

rer’s, like a set of mocking, godless. cari
| catures ; nd with one move of his arm’ he
swept them to the floor.

Motherhood’s fine and holy crown?

enter

made

to Fraonz's

| well covered table.
ject had but shown

work once more,

to

poem

|silence they laid out corresponding sketch- |

Just as if baby had never died.

about

was

minute.”
:
There was no resisting this appeal. So
the' man placed his boot on the boy's footrest, and in a little. while, its surface was

of Dante,

At last both had finished ; and

1 will smile in the face of the noisy day,

were

think

well for him that it did !

Under the lid where they mutely bide;

both

fel- :

work ever brought peace and calm ; it was

1 will shut these broken toys away

a

the great

through so many years.

Tu nly lap lie the baby’s idle toys,
In this very room the baby died,

Folded

tone.

in a way that

made his serener comrade

the world’s poor joys;

1 will take ap my

It

same innocent voice, but a little firmer in

neither ‘should

make Franz's face sharpen

Out of its shadow, soft and dun,
Steals like a star my baby’s face.
How poor to me all its pomp

that

sir?

pain crept through hig'heart.
“What are you going to do?”

worn clothes, and a Keeling of pity Yonghed
low's work in progress, until both had his heart.
done, then they would compare results.
*“Not this morning, my lad,” answered
_| And to the sincere, simple-hearted men, it
‘the man, “but here is the price of a shine ;"
was only natural to kneel and ask a blessand reached him ten cents.
ing on the work of their hands before they |
‘Have not come to that yet,” And the
parted.
lad drew himself up a little proudly. *I
I can not tel you how much time the
am not a beggar, but a boot-black, Just
etchings took, but it, was long enough {o let me shine them, sir. Won't keep you a

The Childless Mother.

X Mocking cold are

who proposed

hear the other’s conception nor see his

l-

.

he hardly knew why.
_ ‘‘Shine your boots,

planning a series of etchings on the same
#” | subject—the Passion of our Lord. It was

There was a ‘small byo§ in Cayuga
‘Who ate all his
dmother’s sugar,
_ But she in a rage
” Shut him up io a cage

For fear of the bees in Cayuga.

the boy, he stopped, turned and went back,

been

vn

as

-you

walk among thousands, hundreds of thousays,
and, as De Rossi advisedly
sands,
« millions” of ancient believers, dating cer-

miles wide outside the city, and their latest
and most careful investigator has hazarded

the snggestion

of intelligence. which the journals are in
the habit of publishing every morning,
Cornelison stated that an interesting experiment had just been calculated to prove
the extraordinary voracity of ducks.
Twen-

tense discomfort of all ladies and many

personal habit upon others to complain, , if
his selfishness is imitated by his inferiors?

the Jewish cemetery.
In’ one of them I
wandered round two miles by taper-light,

\

disregards the comfortof a public audience,
by coming late or leaving untimely, to wonder if this supremely uncourteous selfishuponP. It may
ness is copied and enl

It was a part of the Catacombs of St. Anes.

newly excavated. We
passed through two
seriesof
galleries, one
beneath the other,
be asserted that while the lower lillies are
and looked down into the third. On each unmannerly
and often offensive, yét for acts
side were tombs cut into the rock above of pure selfishness
, for cool disregard of
_. each other in from five to nine successive
's
convenience, the uprights
everybody
tiers (according
to the hight of the pas- per classes are oftenor almost
intolerable. If
sage), and ‘each tier joined by the next
throughout the. whole distance, with scarce- these: People insist upon civility and good
in the mass, they must begin
ly a vacant foot between. Many of the breeding
tablets still remained undisturbed in front,
with the trustful inscription of Christian
++ peace” rudely cut ‘or sometimes merely
scratched in mortar with the pointwof a
trowel.

- But most

of them

were

opened;

and the remains, often entire skeletons,
frequently two or even: more in a single
tomb, were lying precisely as they lay ages

ago. . In that three quarters of am hour

I.

passed the remains probably of ten thonsand persons, and was reminded freshly of

the statements of Tacitus and the boast of

Tertullian.
+ It is impossible to convey the impression
of the nearness, vividness, and absolute
«certainty of the great events of early Chris-

illastrating

of others, unselfish thoughtfulness

these miles and miles of Christing dead,
and these thousands of ancient original and

Many of the inscriptions

have been removed to the more conveniqot
* galleries of the Vatican and Lateran palaces. They are in general rudely, often-hastily and clumsily cut or scratched, frequently in olan Epi or in Greek of those
times ; but they all record that they are “ in
peace,” or that they * rest,” while the
cross, the olive branch, the dove, the vic-

tor’s palm symbolize their faith and. hopes.
A man who walks round. among this vast
cloud of early witnesses who have here

proclaimed

dividually

their

in-

faith,

often

from the martyr's tomb, is constrained to
feel that the evidence of anything else in
all the mighty lifeof ancient Rome is almost insignificant in comparison.
And they not only tell the fact, but the
nature of their faith. Nothing shines out
so as the brightness of that hope in contrast with the darkness of the pagan

death,

or even of the Jewish bugil. I oe visit
ed the Hebrew Catacofbs, marked with
Jewish svrboels, and two of the old Roman
columbaria, containing

the

ashes

of some

thousand persons, and I have spent many
hours in examining the inscriptions gathers
ed in the Vatican and Lateran palsces from
the pagan and the Christian burial - places.
And
the difference is Simply marvelous,
The pagan inscriptions are often pompous
records of rank and title,

and in not a

instances they are full of yearning
sions of endearment for

few

expres-

*‘ a beloved

som,”

“* a sweetest daughter,” a *‘ dearest husband,” or even * an incomparable wite;”
but 1 bave searched in vain through bundreds of inscriptions for one expression of
any hope beyond.
One
young wife * lies
, in darkness.” A despairing
mother sees
in the death of her two children * her own

funeral.”

A young daughter comforts her

parents because her early death

was

* fat-

ed.” But commonly all comment is sadly
wanting. In the Jewish tombs I suw in
two places only the utterances * In peace”
and

** Sleeping.”

But

versal “Christian

song:

this

was

expresses - itself , not..

also

were

in

‘in - Christ,
the..survivor

in

seldom

is made

memorial

The

touching forms.

the uai-

They

eace,
resting,
sleeping,
in God.
The comfort of

to

the * dearest and most blessed wite,” or
¢ to the most loving and noble wife by her
husband.”

most happy

But the details of these interesting records
open a field too wide to enter upon now.
One or two points oll for a moment's notice.

The

first

equality

here

indicated.

honor

human

of

records

sometimes

though

absolute

is the

Christian

no

are

There

estimation,

or

indication of

a simple

a~church officer.
But even here the men
whom the Romish church calls * popes”
are simply termed ‘* episcopus,” or pastors

And, while the- pagar inscriptions

are

full

of allusions to * slaves” and ** freedmen,”
it is a significant fact that 11,000 Christian
inscriptions do not contain move than six or
seven

allusions.

such

© Auother noteworthy

«view

which these

ing their

infaut

historic

Christians

children.

numerous inscriptions upon

faet is the

held

I have

concerii-

copied

children,’

from

three years old down to two. and one, in
which the same phrases and symbols are
employed- as in the case of adult Christiuns.

hus: ** Alexander

in

lived one year and twelye days.”

a litt'e

girl, who lived one

days, is ** in peace,”

dove with the olive

and

peace,

beneath

fifteen

is the

its mouth,

in.

branch

who

Another,

year and

women,

would be sure to find admirers and copyists
among those lower in the social scale; and
the influence of these examples, if persistently maintained, would eventually permetate the whole communit
Our gentlemen submit too patiently to
the. rudeness of inferiors. In instances
where an Boshi gentleman would robustly
assert himself, ‘the American quietly submits rather than be exposed . to an altercation. It is scarcely to be wondered at that

tianity made upon one who walks amon

* separate records.

their

in

and

men

with

contact

Just so in numerous ‘other cases. Some
light is cast upon other yiaws they. held as

to the other

gluttonously gobbled

eaten his

anions in a wonddrfully’ short time.
journals in

Europe.

Everyone

‘naries

-

>

\

}

is supremely

in view of how much at the mercy

washing, too, constantly of all clothes

All

obtained

and

years should be restricted in their diet to

I: then be-

laughed at the history

of the canard thus brought up again, but
theword retains its novel significance.

~ Manners at Croquet.

dreaded,

of the

silence above the impertinences of the

vul-.

gar; but this is not the way to teach rude
people civility, nor the way to establish
personal rights. It is altogether the smoothest way of getting along at

but .it is certain

the beginning,

to increase

the evil,

and

eventually to subject us all to the dominion

af the mob.—dAppleton’s Journal.

it is more

satisfactory to gh

the

milk, oatmeal mush or gruel carefully pre:
pared, and beef broth or: minced raw beef
in small quantities. There is a popular prejudice

the

among

uneducated

‘‘meanness

children

women. against

of refusing

which they eat

food to their

themselves;” to

ing one-half the deaths
which is
The swarms
that classof infants,

among
of sal-

much that persons

only

to banish

meeting for pleas-

ure should so conduct

themselves as

pleasure,

friends’ and their own
Magazine.

3

not

but to lose their

respect.—Seribner’s

-

~Sentimental

tl

Philanthropy.

recent consecration in Copenhagen,

country, has caused the New York
to publish the
following
historic

tions:
;
:
Among the wild colonists
the vigorous

Times
reflec-

who woliped

deities of

the Norse

had:

in

mytholo-

gy, Christianity was introduced about the
year 1000, through the efforts.of a king oT
Norway,

who

been

the

habit

of

journeying through his kingdom attended
both by priests ‘and bersaerkers, and who
let loose the latter on such hardened persons a3 were not affected by the. arguments
of the former, The founder, howevef, of
Christianity in Greenland appears to have
been a humane

pirate;

for be

earned

the

name of * The Happy ’ botli from the cheer-

ful: hopes he. derived
from his having, gone

from kis faith and
out of the way to do

the unusual action, in that age, of saving
some shipwrecked mariners.
-

An interesting fact to us, "as‘connected
with the
first Christianization of Greenland, is that the sagas place the first dis-

covery of * Vinland, or what is supposed
to bé America, bv the Greenland colonists
at this date. and by this very Leif, The
Happy. who had convertéd the ‘settlers of
Greenland.
No impartial scholar can read
these sagas carefully without coming to
the conelusion that these
daring rovers
from the Norse vikings did, in some of

their bold

voyages,

our eastern

strikggn

states.

the

;

coasts of

.

For some four or five centuries we have
accounts in the Norse sagas of the eolonies
and: the church of Greenland, A Bishop
even was

sent

out

from

full

separated

descriptioits, - high-

graver turn,indulges in martyrologies, tales

of dreadful
man.

wrongs

These

feelings,

furnish

which

man

heaps on

excitement

the man dwells in dreams

to

his

of in-

cessant emotion ; but you may ask of him
any noble deed of self-denial, any sacri-

fice for humanity, to give up a single pleasure for an actual suffering man,—and you

may as-well look for viplets in a Siberian”
Winter.
1 know such men, and still more
such women, from whom I shouid never

look for anything in the shape of works.
With them symp:ithy is a delight, and the
gréater . the suffering which calls it out,
the greater the delight ; compassion is a luxury. Some of these pass for philanthropists.

They are only moonlight philanthropists.
They would like to go down on their knees
to serve some fabulous queen who had been
carried off in an encounter,

on

the

back

of

a green dragon, and thev dream of doing
some such deed as that; but they could
not teach the cook who lives in their own
house her letters, nor watch with a sick
friend all night, nor go withqut their. dinney to save a lite of such persons as they

meet in the streets, every day.
A sentimental philanthropy is worth just as much
as a chain-cahle. made of glass.— Theodor ¢
Farker.
.
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"The Real

Norway in 1122,

this little colony

of over-wrought

flown expressions, ghastly sorrows “and
impossible delights, and weeps at the ideal
woes that are pictured there; or, if of a

but gradually the wide and tempestuous
‘seas and perhaps the growing séverity of

climate,

Baptist church,

.
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Prineipal

Miss NELLIE D. MAXFIELD, - Assistant,
J. W. ROBERTS, - ~ - Teacher of Penmanship.
For further partioulars ‘address the Principal.

aud friendship of a

large circleof associates Yoo mourn

for him.

Center Strafford,N. H., Jan. 17,1874.

ag

for a brother, and his death is deeply felt. by the

church, which cquld hardly

spare

any

more

will it. Parents, two sisters and a brother held
him to life, and especially his wife and two lit-

then

Henly

4

A. B, MESERVEY, A. M., Principal, with eigh
associates,
!
Six regular'courses for both sexes. Four terms of
ten weeks each.

‘tle ones, Buch ties to him were hard to sever,
yet
as he came near the time of separation he
made arrangements for his funeral,
and for his

little family for the future;

~*~

NEW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.

of

its members.
“As he saw death surely approaching,be said he should like to live if God would so

. .
.Fall Term

waite
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RE

ed until the last s
le came and ‘said, * Now
I am going,” and fell
#sleep, peaceful and happy,
as the Christian dies. What a leg
to mourning friends.
or
N. JON¥S.
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Spring Term
ns Monday Feb, 1, 1875,
. Spring Term closes Friday, April 9, 1875.

CHARLOTTE T. Sporrorp died in Danville,
Oct. 26, 1873, of consumption, aged 41 years.
Thus has passed to a heavenly home, one whom
the friends of earth would gladly have retained.
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8
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4 b be,fon tes onday,
okt

Apr il 26, 1875 .

. Summer Term closes Thursday,

*

July 1, 1875.
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April 19, 1875.

100k for its model the lovely form of a
Grecian-womar : of that goddess, the mother of ll the arts. The Roman buildings
are less beautiful but more majestic than
the Greek, and there floats over them the
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half
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The

replaced in Rome by the god of all unclean-

ness—the god of that substance. which ‘covers and fertilizes . the fields, as Hellenic
metaphysics have been replaced by right

and morality, with principles and sciences
relating mote immediately to [life and society.
The Coliseum has all the characferistics
of Roman architecture. "Tt can be -better

not

be

altered

and

erected,

and

that
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1Ke

recently

building,
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ample
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in
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School,is situated on a gentle eminence in the village
-of Lyndon Center, and is in the thidst of the universally admired hill scenery of Vermont.
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donville station, on the Passumpsic railroad, is but
ten minutes walk from the Institution. It is thus
easily accessible from all parts of the country, and
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~ The Spring Session of the above institution, located
near Bellefonte, Center Co., has opened under very
pleasant circumstances. Already upwards of one hun-

dred students are upon the roll, and others have signified their intention tognter. Professors Collier
and Downey, Miss Hoyt ang. Pres. Calder, all formerly®of Hillsdale College, are laboring in this institution, and are'much encouraged by the results already achieved.
1v48

Center,

Lyndonville. |
Lyndon Center. Vt.. 1873.

President, Rev. J. CALDER, D. D., or the Preceptress,
Miss JANE W. HQT, A. M., Agricultural College
P. O., Center Co., Pa.
oF
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corrupt the morals of the young in our cities.
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known among the Greéks, admirably constructed in this land of strength and empire!
Behold the Stelios hicks te Helievis ward
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Expenseb only $175 for College year of 40 weeks
including Tuition, Boarding, Washing, Rent, Fuel
and use of heavier Furniture.
For Catalogue or further intormation, address the

Look at this mortar,that seemshardriod.
ened’as granite is hardened by the irregular |

internal movements of tie planet!

-

beauty, and freedom from corrupting influences.

NORTHWOOD
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duced tuition.
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The new, commodious

Not sectarian,but
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surpasscd
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lower rates, and rooms furnished for self-boarding.

and

WEDNESDAY, Dec. 10, 1873.
WILLIAM H. COTTON, A. B.,
learned in this great.example, left miracu- | competent Assistants. .
The tuition will be as follows :
lously by past ages, than in the pages of

lated by the learned of the Renaissance

at

-

B

£5.00

-

Penmanship, 15 Lessons, «
=
i
Clergymen’s children and students relying

NIA.

Ten Professors and Instructors.
thoroughly Christian.
Location can

ye

Secretary.
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SCIENTIFIC
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god Eros, the Greek god of love? bas been

Vitravius, probably

Instruction on Guitar,
Vocal Music,18 Lessons,

COLLEGE

OF PENNSYLVA

monu-

improvements.

Faculty :
BROWN, A. Bi, Principal.
Li1zz1E CALLEY, Precepiress.
MARY C. BRADFORD, dssociate,
MARY E. MOREY, Music.
ELLEN A. PERKINS, Penmanship.

Algebra.

C. A. FARWELL,

ends—practicad,

shall see tending to useful

LITERARY INSTITUTION
LYNDON CENTER, VT.

CALENDAR:

rates.

Pilistield, Maine.

Wax

‘Fall Term of 13 weeks, begins August 26, 1873.
Wmter Termof 13 weeks, begins
ecember 2. 1873.
Spring Term of 13 weeks, begins March 12, 1874.

men’s are formed.
:
ikooms and board in private faunilies at reasonable

assimi-

a scale,

.

Preceptress, French,

HURD. Music and

In-

Pastel,

TUITION :
Miss ANGIE E. HANSON, English studies.
Penmanship will be taught by an experienced
.
Primary Studies,
Teacher.
| Common English,
Hi
Risley
No deduction for less than half a term, except on
English,
Higher
account of sickness. Half terms commence at the Latin and Greek,
beginning and middle of the term.
.
.
French (extra), he price of board, in clubs, varies trom $1.60 to Instruction on Piano or Organ, $2.00 per week.
Ladies’ clubs as well as gentle
Use of Piano or Organ (exira),

lating spirit, which has united Grecian harmony and Asiatic magnitude, abopnding on
the earth and io history, without touching
ing ax ideal that soars 12 be lost among the
mysteries,

J. 8S.
Miss
Miss
Miss
Miss

Geometry and Botany.
Miss. LAVINA H. HAYN&S, Normal vlasses includ
‘in Drawing.
.

has not the beauty of the Corinthian, which | AGRICULTURAL,

heavens in rosy clouds and

10
:

KINGSBURY BATCHELDER, A. B., Princifal of
Latin, Greek andChemistry.
CYRUS JORDAN, A. M., Principal of Normal DeJatoment. German, Physics and Didactics.

architec-

invisible conception of a universal,

LYNDON

Academ-

Terms,

Spring term commences Feb, 1, 1875.

Romau architecture

garland.

course

Pen-Drawing,

Crayoning,

and grandest scenery of Vermont,
Theology.
:
A special effort will be made, by the Principal, to
pyepare those students who may have the
Gospel
finistry in view,by furnishing
them every assistance .
mn his power towards the prosecution of theological
studies.
‘
>
For farther particulars, address the Principal at
Waterbury Center, Vermont.
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The Building, one of the flnest in the State, is romantically
situated amidst the highest mountains

Fall term commences Aug. 17, 1874.
Winter term commences Nov. 2, 1874.

these immense blocks of stone. Those who
constructed the Colisenm had seen the East
and its huge buildings, on” which they deture
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of her age. She was born in Ohio, was a member of the 2d Montgomery chureh, Marion Co.,
and was baptized by G. W. Baker some 4 years
ago. She came to Ill. with her parents and
brothers, was one of the number organized int
the Big Mound church, and was a life member
of the Home Mission Soc.
She was modest and
retiring, but her end was peace.
As she approached the dark river it was light.
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Christianity in Greenland.
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New Hampton, N. H., July 20, 1874.
on morsels of pork, vegetables, unraised personal amiability, many knew her but to bebread, and occasional sips of tea and Jager- stow their love, and find special delight in her
GREEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.
society. Retiring and unobtrusive, for some 21
beer, which may fall to their mothers’ lucky years
she adorned the Christian name by earnest
WATERBURY CENTER, VT.
lot. Ttisiiot heart or,malaria or teething ware lest some word be spoken amiss er some
Faculty:
against which the doctors have to conten
duty remain unperformed.
During a considerRev. R. H. Tozer, A. M., Principal.
so much as the obstinate ignorance of the able portion. of her life, she was a successful
Mrs, E. C. Smith, Principal Ladies” Department.
of youtb. Her regard .for the interests
Miss M. E. Prentiss, Assistant.
pareuts. Fresh air is of course a tonic and teacher
. G.T.Swasey, L. A. Butterfield, E. C. Smith, Miss
of religion Sppears in her devising one. thoucure superior to any medicine ; every hour sand dollars for an equal division between our Abbie Lyon..
Calendar:
passed by the child under the trees in the Home and Foreign Mission Societies; and two
;
PALL TERM, 13 weeks. Opens Sept. 2, 1873.
squares or on the rivers gives it a new hundred dollars to the F, Baptist church in DanWINTER TERM, 12 weeks. Opens Dec. 2, 1873.
chance for life. No anodynes or soothing ville, of which she was a member. A large
SPRING TERM, 12 weeks. Opens Feb. 25, 1874.
is left vacant in the family)\the church,
sirups should be given’except under medi- place
Tuition:
and the community
; but the savor of her pibty
cal direction.
abides as a solace and an iuspiration for us all.
Common English,...cceeeernsansiencanss

same),

provided it is regarded as an authority before a match begun.
But it does matter
very

WHITESTOWN SEMINARY.

The 334 Academical
vear of this institution.
will

Persons wishing obit-

“10, was baptized by Rev. Wm. Warner, and | The tuition will be as usual.
Board and Rooms can be obtained at, réasonable
united with the Grantham and Enfield Freewill . ates.
;
¥

- There is no one spot where well-bred
people are apt to approach se near to illreeding, as on the croquet ground. The
wpb the gentleman would he who ventured cause
of the trouble must inhere in the
to take a position, how
Wtle he could de- game, which yet appears to be of the most
pend upon the aid of the police, hew almost; refined and simple order, for other out-door
certainly his own class would forsake him sports fail to irritate the ings or ruffle
in the emergency. There really seems to the.
fempef”
as this -does. It is as it some
_ So far the doctors.
There are other rules
be no espitil among American gentlemen, tiny imp
of
discord
the field, deno bond-of union, no signal of class identity. voting himself to theperyaded
task of, drawing to .ag practical in effect, but which only affecWe have never seen’ an instance where a
the surface whatever is contrary in the dis- tion can suggest. One is the laying aside for
gentleman, in resenting the impertinence of position of the players.
We haveygseen the brief hot sedson the rigor of parental
a car-conductor, the exactiop of a hackman,
discipline. Many
well-meaning women
girls go almost into hysterics, and
ng
foal it" to be their duty to teach their
or the insolence of a rowdy, obtained the men become sullen or dispusatious over
children<implicit obedience at the earliest
co-operation and support of other gentlea paltry ‘‘croquet” or wicket doubttully
age, and to punish any ill-temper or peevmen.
They are quite more apt to symparun.
The
game
intended
solely
for
amusethize with the other side in the contest. ment becomes the source of disagreement ishness., Now an infant never cries ‘unless
The officials of our public .vehicles know and wrangling, spoiling all pleasure for wlien hungry, hurt, or sick; the cutting of’
this so well, are so assured of the support
the peace loving, as well as for the confen- the teeth frequently affects the brain and
produces a nervous irritability, which reof their passengers, that they never hesitate tious.
~N
in their conduct toward a gentleman who L The origin of Aint
lieves itself by peevish complaints. or crymost
eroquet
disputes
lies
has resented any of their rude impertinen- in the diverse understandingof the rules. ing. To whip
a child for such cenduct is
ces. On these occasions the gentlemen Nearly as many manuals are published as sheer cruelty, and simply increases what is
lookers-on aré certain ‘to exhibit by. their there are games played, and rarely isa an actual disease. Through these these
mannetf, if not by their speech, their con- match arranged where the players have all perilous two months, the helpless little creatempt for oné who has not quietly followed learned of the same authority ; hence the dif- tures require not only the skillful care of a
the common
practice,
and
submitted.
mother, but the brooding love of the
of opinion. The sole way to avoid wise
most tender one.
Ifthey do fret and cry
“What's the use of making a fuss about it?" ference
dissensions
is
to
select
the
‘book
on
the
“Take things easy, and be a philosopher.”
against the discomforts and pains of a world
subject
and
make
its
decisions
final
on
These are the sentiments either expressed
into which they came without choice and
or looked. No doubt, it is wise for one not r mooted points. It does not matter if a which shows them just mow its roughest
different
authority
be
used
on
every
ground
to permit himself to be fretted by the inso(though for those playing
much together side—what wonder ?
lence of inferiors, to hold himself in lofty
a public altercation

published i

i

on

North: Scituate, R. L, Feb. 8, 1874,

equal to ten cents a line, to insure an insertion. |

or

‘cloths used by the'infant, to afford it ‘per
fectly clean garments at all times.
Whatever milk be Jen should be thoroughly sweet and cool; infants under
two

came almost forgotten for about a score
of years, when it came back from America,
with amplifications which it did not boast
of at the commencement, and with a regular certificate of the autopsy of the body of
the surviving animal, whose @sophagus
was declared to have been found seriously

injured.

The Baby.

extremely hot, a tepid sponge bathat night ;

a success which ‘the ‘writer was far from
anticipating, for the story ran the rounds

of all the

PARTICULAR NoTICE!

he

tion through teething; a thorough sousing
of the little body in plenty of cold water
every morning, and ‘when the weather is

nidetéen com-

this, most pleasantly narrated,

prompt regard for the rights

High breeding,
rsonal

sition ot having

to;

INSTITUTE.

Complete courses of study for both sexes.

Obituaries.

than

life

LAPHAM

. The SPRING TERM, of 13 weeks, commence
Monday, Mar. 23, 1874. 3
el 2 Muon

ventilation, uncleanliness, "or indigestion, obituary: Verses ureinadmissible,.
they have themselves to blame, But when
the poor haby is the victim,
is a matter of
PHELIP® SARGENT, of West Enfield, died of
deliberate: cruelty. . . . ., « + Washing consumption at his residence, July 13, aged
might be called the basis of a baby’s’ salva- 38, years: He professed religion when about

Another was taken from the nineteen,
and being chopped small like its predecessor, was served up to eighteen, and at
once devoured like the other; and so on
to the last who was thus placed in the po-

themselves.

in

these" virtues

nineteen, had been

thrown

ideas

average
:

r the
IU
HAY.

West Lebanon, July 29 1873.

ought to become,a point of public interest, Brevityis specially important. Not more than a atid HOCUS the Regents sertifiute in’; Common
):
ou
.
J. . 88. GARDNE
Af grown men and women suffer from bad single square can well be afforded to ‘any single

who- up in an exceedingly short time.

What right has the lady or gentleman

though only one-eighth of its entire exteht.

feathers and all, and

our

—

er, and one of them ‘having beep Killed
deliberately imposes the unpleasantness of al and cat up into the smallest possible pieces,

their passages is as great as: the Jdength of
all Italy,
I'visited four of them, besides

,

can obtain good
)
:

and self very little of the whole would be worth.
partisan- preserving, and how much he would be so
a higher glad it’ it had left unsaid !—ddvance.
swee of

‘In July and August the baby becomes

ty of these animals
had been placed togeth-

thus

What right has a” person who

men!

that the entire extent of

commanding

those which control
day.—Golden Age.

re

plying this by the numberof years in a
man’s life, what a lib
he would bave

sentiment of patri- if it should all be printed ! And, too, how

otism, to save us from pettiness
seeking and a blind, passionate
ship, and to lift usas a
ple to
range of interests and
into the

nobler and more

came used in a new sense: ie
40,
To give a sky lift at the ridiculous pieces.

gentlemen, and even recognized as such,
persistently smoke in the streets, to the in-

two

lie in a zone some

These @atacombs

Guetelet relates,in the Annuaire de I' Academie, the manner in which the word be-

things to disregard the comfort and .rights
of others. How many men claimingto be

D, to 410.

ear 71 A,

tainly from the

The following are the terms in which M.

come, over the general manner of our gentlemen a cegtain free-und-easy bearing, bat
they have permitted themselves in many

literally
literal

-you

story, is mot. generally . known.

new awakening of the

Ny

ed volumes every year! Aud then, multi-

aches men to country and mankind,
We
want a new interest in public. affairs, a

:

Jit

Cais

just
as theyirresist
Wort ible,0 “Hard
ere

deep and

:

ET
Shs

re hme

es 14

laid by

, Taian psc!

founded

shows the decay of breeding at the top as
well as at the root. Not only has there

is

pious . hands,

eo

pact of the same great sentiment which at-

The origin of the word ,¢anard (French
for duck), when used to signify some un-

;
;
espritde corps.
It can not'be denied that there has been a
general decay of manners. | Our social tree

with
The impress ion of the Catacombs, , of
a nd the vast Rumhers
‘their inscriptions multitu
des of them lying
s,
iw

“ Canard.”

ee

personal example ; how far by a cowardly
surrender; how far by an entire want of

_ Roman Catacombs.

Word

Ne

Snes SD

Witerary Wiscellany.

iy The

for reformsdhat our gentlemen first.
means
ire s how far they are we
of themselve
inqu
sponsible for this condition of things. bi

LT

Ee
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i
iJ
+
3
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NISCELLANEOUS.

flestroying the village with most of fts inhabitants, Two hundred wares have been recover-

*

prop., Thursday, three men were killed, amd]
o the amount of $35, 000.
BR
’ a
Mayor Stokeley, of Philadelphia, has offered
rs
abducto
the
of
capture
the
for
$2000
reward of

of the Ross child.

'* A Troy woman whose husband deserted. her
thirteen years ago, has just hedrd that he .died

No

received by the
Thukgday, was

$76,000,000, and the indications for the successful and early placing of the loan arg very grati-

fying.
Governor Davi is, of Mississippi,
that the State militia is in such a
condition that he can not preserve
asked military aid from the geneial
. and two companies of regulars have

ed to Vicksburg.

representing
demoralized
peuce, has
gover nment,
been order-

;

On protest of citizens of Vicksburg the order
given by the Secretary of Wur, ordering troops
to that city for public protection from threatened
troubles, have been countermarded.

The

comgressional district

fourth

7

republican

pleasure-seekers,

but

cultivation of the soil

in

The line

attractions,

gives

access

to

egro on Saturday evening.
The negro was
pursued and captured, and when within six
miles of the city, was taken from his captors and
» killed.
Chicago was, Wednesday, visited by another
destructive
fire, though small in comparison
’ ,~ with the recent large conflagrations. ' The loss is
about $250,000, which is nearly covered by in-

a long

“but

greater.”

Bull’s

An
extensive cave
occurred in Enterprise
colliery, in Wilkesbarre, Pa., on Saturday last,
entailing a serious loss to the
operators. An
engineer was severely injured , by an explosion
of gas, but no person was injured by the caving.

The college foot-races occurred at Saratoga,
Monday afternoon, and were won as follows:
One-mile running race by -E. Copeland, of Cor- nell; hundred-yard running race by A. B.Nevins, of Yale; three-mile race by W. H. Downs,
of Wesleyan
; hurdle race by A. Marquand, of
Princeton; seven-mile walking race, by J. E.
Eustis of Wesleyan.

acres.
[3

refus-

ed, for the present,to aceede to the démand of the
a fire

patrol

of March ;, wrens, and

lation of

The commits
investigating Mr. Beecher’s
case has given to the public a conmiplete report of
the cross-examination of Mr, Tilton, which does
not help the: latter much.

souls; it contains only eight physicians.

Chicago

property

or to greatly increase their rates on such proper-

ty.

A sudden torrent of water from the mountains
swept away the town of Eureka, Nevada, on

Friday last, and was the cause

souls;

three ‘physicians.

The agents of several foreign insurance companies in this country have received instructions

" to withdraw their risks from

000

of the death of

over twenty persons. The Pacific railroad track
was also considerably damaged by the floods
caused
the same rain storm to Which the
flood in ‘the mountains was due.

it contains

Roubaik

only

plant er

birds

at the

close

soil

forty-

is a city of 76,000

to a new

average

worth noting that more

than

year

two-thirds

falls

tural months,~that is during

during

April,

of

Advices from Spain state that a decree has
been issued that charges of sedition or conspira¢y shall be tried by court-martial.
In the British house of commons, Thursday, a
motion for an annual grant to Prince” Leopold

was carried almost unanimously.
In the French Assembly, Thursday, Perier’s
bill was rejected, and an unsuccesstul effort was
= made to dissolve the chamber.
The Spanish steamship Minerva exploded her
boilers in Havana harbor, Thursday.
Two persons were killed and sixteen wounded.
Advices

[rom

France

state

that

Baron

Chambord 1a Tour has been appointed

de

that

the

Mexican

upon him.

He lay quietly as if in sound

went

sleep

rapidly

started the miscreant peering into his desk.
Beeing he was taken at a‘ disadvantage, the intruder turned,

ican territory lying north of a line of latitude
drawn from she mouth ofthe Rio Grande to the
Pacific ocean.
‘

‘was for such an outburst. He replied, “ I was
thinking how extremely ridiculous it is for you

Advices from Spain annpunce a defeat of a
detachment of Don Alphonso’s army in the

am ungble to find any in the day time.”

officers ot Don

Alphonso’s staff

‘were

to be searching
for money in the

ecaptar-

during;

tence “of

ar
issued .aow

et,

i

gn

mo

tom
A pat
id

Morlone

was under discussion,

to

one-half times thut of the German navy, 1%

highly

prized.

date.— St. Nicholas.

of the

agricul-

May, June,

C—

years;

calved Just

year, and will come in again next winter,
The average yield per week ‘has been about

per cow, whoich would
if the animais had’ been
in full flow. My average
has been over 200 per cow,

of butter sold, besides selling nearly one day’s
milk per

week, one-half,of which stood

# representative gOVconciliatory propo-
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ex. 16810
Small andira
HE

The

repeat-

edly between the rows, When the plants begin to crowd, they are transplanted
in into
a colder bed, with eight-or ten inches
of
Thus they grow strong and stocky. The

mot -gllowed

Esurance,

en

Life Tnsurance
The

:
following

schedule,

to grow at all, and

HAY.

the

new

Contry

Haste

and
a

It is vot

wholesome

Health.
——

to

be

in

a hurry.

The

in 4 hurry

general

cu

twelve

hours before skimming, the other half sold new ;
-and besides what, milk, butter and. cream. bas
been used in my family, one quart of new milk

has been’ sold every morning, . The ‘feed has
been good pastire about four; weeks, green rye,
green corn. stalks and : the best of hay fedin the

up

with

a vehicle

or

ferry

boat

is ex-

tremely mjurious to every age and sex and condition of “life. It ought tobe the most pressing
necessity ‘which should: induce a person over
fifty to yum twenty yards, Those live longest
who are deliberate, whose' actions’ aré 'measared, who never ‘emburk ‘in any e
Five
without * Sleeping’ ‘over it?" and who,
form all the every day acts of life with cal
AA
Quakers ~ are proverbially calm, quiet people,
und Quakers are d Raving folk the world over.
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fourth of all the businessAlone in the State last

year.

The returns also show that the claims by

death paid*by the companies are yearly
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its advantages appreciated in Maine.
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very thorough airing in the night, but keep it ‘best protection,
pretty close during the day.
Tn that way I have
In the British army and navy they make the
kept my weekly supply of butter very even; wearing of flannel a point of discipline, Dyr-
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tie plants are well watered. The knife being
nsed as often as once a week, the roots become
short and numerous, and hold the soil when
they are set out. Capt. H. thus- secures a ripe
crop by the 1st of July, at Alton, lat. 39 degrees.
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be used in the same

a sufficient’ num
(Himes to contain ‘air fiMy milk is kept Hom a
fo’ nl pans, fore the settied hot weather: of ‘the ' “stpmer,
enotigh, wen inflated, to support the body when ‘setion racks; iy ‘room ig’ well protected | m | which in our Nefthern ‘States'ds rot’ Jnuch bein the water. The tube terminates. at. the neck "the sun on, the's
by a cov: Soa bli ded fore the’ middle of" June, and often ot before
with & mouth-plece; which is closed
BY, 8 metallic walk, and by tree
north window ‘the first of Nuily. ‘And the flantels for thie sum.
doi
chs
|
button; It is expected that:svhen a person goes: is proteetéd by blinds, the’ ‘sid "belug entirely ‘her must not be ‘three-quarters Cotton, bt they
near the
water he will wear this garment; and
tembved niost ofthe time. 1 ive’ ‘my room a must be ull’ woolen, if you ‘wold “hive the

then, if by ill<luck he stumbles in, all he will
have
to do will be to blow up his jacket and
| calmly float around “until lielp comes,
1
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upon Deér Island, Boston Harbor, by Thomas | Ulinols
and indians,

two are two years; and ‘the’ ‘other twenty always does more harm. than the preyious exone mouths at time of calving, ‘which ‘was ercise has dove good. All running up stairs to

four or five pounds
be a small quantity
of full age™ and were
for the pagt two years

as
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it would prove to be a great blessing; and it is

fattened and three oth-

three-year=olds
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have to do things twice over, The tortoise bea
the hare at last. ' Slow men seldom knock their
brains out against a post. Foot, races are injurious to health,as are all forms of competitive ex-:
ment of the trial. The cowsysold were twelve |ercise; steady labor in the fields is the best
years old. All the ofhers'were less than five at gymuasium in the world, Either labor or ex‘commencement of trial. ‘One isnow five years ercise, carried to exhaustion or prostration, or

two

inch in di-

green,
ly from the ocean; it is especially
adapted tofabbage and mangold wurzel Crops.
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This isa very valuable ma-

Fine crops of potatoes

that is of vast

calved since the commencement of the trial, and

July 16th.
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two of these calves were
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about

of meadow mud aud kelp, in alternaté layers of

from dates by

men who do things maturely, slowly, deliberately, are the men who oftenest succeed in life.

four years; “two ‘are

1 aul

d:d.eeas us.

greatest advantage. A gompost heap made up

When“ripe,

the roots are ‘doubled up on the stem,

is

a sample of 697 pounds sold during the past four
months, from an average of eight cows.
The
lirgest number milked during the. time of trial
was ten, Two, have been sold for beef, Four

old; two are

to lighten | Heavy

the compost heap; and can there be used ut the | Exira

to the Wk
to keep them in good work- both sexes; and all ages, in ‘all. countries, in all |
The grain has been about equal climatés, at every season of the year, for the
Yeon; wiflel, it id sald, will render drowning ing condition."
‘inexcusaple. It .congists of a double shirt-like quantities of corn ‘meal, cotton ‘seed meal and #ioky and the well ~~in brief, I ean not! goneeive |
"
that: reaches from the ‘knees to" ‘the | wheat bran,varying ftom four 6 eight quarts, ac- Of any circumstances, in’ which ‘flannel next to
at, and is fastened in front by a double row, cording to age and condition of the different ani: ‘the skiti ‘is not a ¢omfort ‘and A sour of health, |
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«Inside of this a rubber tube is toiled mls,
It Sliou)d wot be chynged from thick fo thin be-'
Paris has just sent out a new life-saving in-

oe

the British house of lords,Friday, the ques-

This marine fleet deyoted

“it béing three thonsand five hundred. The Cu_nard tonnage, it will be seen, is almost two and

| guaranteeing religious

: tio of recognition of the Spanish grveoment

thousand

seven thousand tons and eight thousand horsepower, the number of men required fo man

ag fronfod Gres Bfitiin ropoit an Hit
Tu

forty-two

consists of forty-one steamers, aggregating thirty-

Wide that Doi Cieios

outbreak of small-pox in Newmarket, .

year

trade far outstrips the German navy, for that

od es gredt’ vietory vy
Naviree,
taking 1600 CaroN

tie

pFevious

country’s fleet, according to the latest. report,

has been commuted to. ten

years’ ip:

the

dred horse-power.

presidential

the constitutional bill.

I

forty-nine steamers, aggregating ninety thousand
tonnage, and having engines. with, fifteen hun-

pay of a general of the Mexican army.

/ Advices
from Cuba state that the ‘eath-sen-

when

saflors; and that their fleet at this time consists of

President Tejada has refused the “application
of Santa Anna to be restored fo the rank and

Advices from France state that the govern‘ment will to-morrow announce: ‘its opposition) to

night

there

England, that the company employ about six
thousand men ; that they shipped and discharged

eight

A plot for the restoration of Baez was frustrated in San Domingo.

occasion

Mr. John Burns,of
the Canard steamship live,
testified recently beferc a naval commission,in

ed.

Advices from Hayti state that the
term will be changed to ten years,

what
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sues; thérefore .it becomes a powerful agent in | Lowell sup. 8-ply '@ 1 60 (GlU€...0ereeness 14

weeks and then féd with milk twelve hours old
for some three weeks
longer. Oue of these
calves was dropped just before the commence-

has offered-to cede to the United States,all Mex-

Lowwifey.

nure; when put in a heap,rapid fermentation en- | M ous.deLaines

ers have been raised on new niitk for about two

on.

government

and’ asked

cluding the stem.

neys across the deserts. This is date-flour,
made by drying the fruit in the sun, and’ after-

in Summer.
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another product of the date,~one

corn

the Massachusetts Agricultural Report:
The package of butter herewith presented

A correspondent of the Providence Journal
tells an amusing story of a man who saw a thief
enter his room when the moon shone brightly
for a time as the examination

any

importance to the poor Arabs in their long

are, of course,

Butter

Refined

rg

ameter, witha broad leaf six or eight inches | Cot n Flannel. 1 (

ignorant as many of them are, a drunken man
is never found
among
them. There is still

sufficient for the growth of all kinds of erops.

:

trin

widd, und from six to twenty feet in length, i= | itking orosses 00

to foreign traders. For the Arabs are exceedingly temperate in their habits; and poor and

The following is Mr.' A. W. Cheever’s meth.
od of making butter in the summer as given in

rial has been sent iQ Mr. Gladstone.’

province of Cuenea,in which 700‘prisoners taken

Jug

Power

At length he was convulsed with laughter,which

- at the siege of Cuenca were delivexed, and

'

Frances

Cobbe, Miss Thackeray, Miss Anna Swanwick,
and many other ladies eminent for their intel
lectual attainments and social position. The
premier, in his reply, expressed himself as much
honored by such an offering. A sintilar memo-

minister

of the interior.
It is reported

Lady Anna Gore Langton, Miss

in

Wine and spirits are also made

| praying that he will give his support to the bill
to remove the electoral disabilities of women.
The list is headed by Florence Nightingale, followed by Harriet Martineau, Mary Carpenter,

Pinaco AY
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little bosoms

distillation; but they are sold, for the most

July, August and September,—~which peculiarity
in climatology of the
State ensures
moisture

The London Daily News says a memorial signed by upwards of 18,000 women of the United
Kingdom has been presented to Mr. Disraeli,
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crop of the State is forty bushels
per acre;
but careful farming will achieve a much better
Tomatoes.
result, and in Cass county (where
thie. above
—
—
.
3
meteorological record was made) the premium
corn crop of the State grown in 1878, averaged
At a meeting of the Alton Horticultural So91 1-2 bushels to the acre. The soil and climate ciety (111), Captain Hollister gave an account of
also suit wheat and other smaller graius,
Ne- his successful method of raising tomatoes, which
braska wheat selling in St. Louis for b cents per. is briefly as follows: The seeds are: sown in a
bushel more than is given for the wheat of any hot-bed, thickly in drills, After the plants are
neighboring State. As regards the rain-fall, it up, they are root pruned by running a knife
is marvelously adépted to meet the require- between the rows. When rough leaves appear,
ments ‘of vegetation.
The figures represent the they are transplanted to another bed, two or
total quantities for the years named; but it is three inches apart.
If they become * drawn,”
rain-fall of any given
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hogs, but contajns

valuable

the sea plants, has a stem

the date is of a bitight golden color, fragrant and
luscious; and in the dry, hot countries where
palms grow, no better food for morning, noon,
or night can be found, while one never wearies
of the sweet pulpy fruit, gathered fresh from
the tree. But the trees do not bear all the year
round,
of course, and so the ‘Arabs make what
they call date honey, using tor this the juice of
the ripe fruit,-and those who can afford it preserve dates fresh through the year, by keeping
them in close vessels covered over with this
honey.

b

country, the

a

the soil for a potato crop. Kelp, the largest of | Metin tH

ward grinding it to powder,
Itis then packed
in tight sacks, and if stowed away from the
mer 76.22, Fall 48.79.
This is food in its
damp. will keep for years.
The rain and snow fall (12 inches of snow
equal one of rain,) for these eight years, was as most compact form, easily carried about, aml
follows: 1866, rain 47.53 und snow 11.56 inches ; needing no cooking: it has only to he moist
1867, rain 46.67 and
snow 25.55 inches; 1868, ened with a little water, and the meal is ready
How
wisely
has the
all-loving
rain 48.84 and snow 27.20 inches; 1869, rain 47.75 for eatiag.
and snow 80.00 inches; 1870, rain 46.61 and Father provided for these sons of a barren soil
suiting his mercies to their needs,—giving them
snow 22.00 inches; 1871, rain 46.82 and snow
18.00 inches; 1872,rain 45.69 and snow 12.80 inch- for their toilsome journeys the patient, hardy
camel, the only beastof burden that could bear
es; and 1878, rain 47.58 and snow 10.00 inches.
‘There is always sufficient sun to ripen corn the heat and drought of their deserts; and for
perfectly. With the impertect cultivation in- their own sustenance, th e wholesome, nutritious

Xx “well-dressed, ‘elderly woman goes to the
Paris morgue every morning, and drawing her
prayer-book from her pocket, recites a prayer or
two in a low tone of voice, then prostrates herself upon the pavement and remains for a few
moments, absorbed in silent prayer; she then
rises and departs, convinced that by this process
she has resuscitated all the dead. bodies in the
building.
Of course the poor old creature is
mad, but her madness is of 30 mild and harmless
a type that no one attempts to molest or interfere with her.

FOREIGN.

cultivate the

lagge and fine, are

Summer 70.00, Fall
47.64; 1871, Winter 22 28,
Spring 49.52, Summer 71.97, Fall 42.94; 1872,
‘Winter 22.81, Spring 37.80 Sammer, 74.22, Fall
47.71; and 1873, Winter 17.75, Spring 46.92, Sum-

cident

ad

bottom not uncovgr|, rales

tation; it is also sometimes

proving the size and flavor of the fruit, and
largely increasing the yield. In some varieties
they have succeeded in doing away with the hard
seed, and the so-called seedless dates, being very

47.00; 1869, Winter 21.81, Spring 47.75, Summer
72.44, Fall 45.105 1870, Winter 22.14, Spring 46.17,

of

iy

do. Muscovadc—

little fertilizing quality and no power of fermens | gooun oc ana Shiringe.— i , go
ground
In

upon, gathering the date where they can find
it growing wild; but the Arabs of the plains
cultivate it with great care and skill, thus im-

October and Novembér, Autumn, the following
were the mean temperatures of the seasons in
the above years : 1866, Winter 19.99, Spring 47.03,
Summer 72.78, Fall 49.75; 1867, Winter 20.15,
Spring 39.20, Summer 74.81, Fall 52.57; 1868,
Winter 20.85, Spring 51.53, Summer 75.13; Full

cities of 20,000 inhabitants which have but one
physician,
and he fot a graduate of a medical

Kansas.
An atrocious murder is reported from,
the neighborhood of Quebec, Canada.

songs, their

Calling December; January and February,
Winter; March, April and May, Spring; June,
July and August, Summer; and
September,

“ There are in France cities of 15,000 inhabitants
which have not one single physician; there are

school. There is always posted in the arcade

cat

nid

Marrow.
0 0g s 7]
Bea Nuts... 125 @8..8 27825 {[CCmperes
.Storm and cast upon the shore,are of about equal | Citron:
@
quivering with gladness.
value with kelp and for the same crops. Rock- | Figs common. ie 8: 009 one's
The Bedouins, or wild Arabs\of the desert,|.
1648..174
wernss
10
Bp
Mt
seasiessee
uncovare
that
-weed, which grows upon rscks
Lemons, ¥box
a10
Vt.and N. Y
Ha.
Is
who consider it bengath their dignity to- sow or ered at every low tide, is
LE JE {eile Te 2a: 1
An
bably of more val- | 0
morping and evening

in April;

middle of the month.

. ed, and then attempted to kill himself by cutting. ‘the Paris medical school the names of fifteen or
his throat." Several bloody stories comie from twenty towns or villages which have no physiKentucky, another from Ohio, and another fronr'[ Gish and wish one. Lille is a city with a popu-

“N

bors, on a muddy or sandy

from bough to bough,us they carol forth their

Nevertheless

April and the beginving of May; bobolinks ¢nd
swallows from the beginning of May to about the

county, Neb., have introduced a novel heating
apparatus into their houses.
It consists of a
large furnace, with a long,crooked flue construeted of masonry, the whole adapted to straw as
fuel. Large doors open direct from the furnace
into the rooms adjoining.
Fire is to be kept up
an hour or two in the morning, and it is .estimated that the masonry of the furnace and
smoldering embers will retain”heat enough to run all
day.

A number of recent tragedies were reported
Saturday.
In West Sheffield, Conn., on ThursLday night, a man attempted to kill his wife with
an axe, but instead killed a person who interfer-

the fall.
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uses
as manure. Eel-grass, which grows in har-

floor of costly mosaics. For, worshipers there
thousands of gay plamaged birds, flitting

ing order: The robin between the middle and end

The Russian Mennonites that settled in Clay

Illinois, has a
tem
thousand

Weed.
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several varieties, "I wilk endeavor “to ‘answer | fava# W..... 28
gy {Ameri can... ¢ 1 ads
your inquiries with regard to thew valug and
LY Domingo. , 0 @.. «00
Po. roll + Ng

bright green foliage, are more beautiful than any

and apples in bloom between May 1st and May
28th. Birds appeared in these years in the follow-

A copper piece, affecting to be of ten qentimes,
has got
ifito a certain circulation in
France, of which a note may be fittingly made.
It bears the head of Napoleon IIL in a Prussian
helmet.
Sagund the neck is a dog’s collar with
a ring. ‘Upon
it is inscribed * Sedan.”
The
circular legend is
Napoleon III., le Miserable;
£0,000 prisonnaires.”
On the reverse an owl
perched on a cannon; around *‘ Vampire Francaise, 3 Dec, 1851.
Septembr, 1870,”

ter to Mayor Havemeyer, refusing to sanction
the latter’s removal of the armory
commissioners created by the last legislature.

sooner in

ripe early in July; violets in bloom

by the city-hall elock.

Governor Dix, of New York has written a let-

York, that

reply’;

Friday night a package of mail matter was received at the New Haven- post-office from the
north, bound fog; Vineyard Haven, Mass.
The
curiosity of the
handlers thereof was awakened
by a ticking noise as if the matter were alive.
An investigation followed, when it was discovered that the package contained-a clock, which
was ticking as steadily as if it had heen upon
some staid mantlepiece.
The time indicatpd by
the hands was 9: 04, which was exactly the time

dent.

| board in New
natio
be established.

was

is

but then, you know, the Czar is young yet,”

The book publishers in ' convention at Put-in
Bay, have organized under the name of * The
American Book Trade Association,” and elected
Mr. A. D. F. Randolph, of New York, presi-

has

“Oh, to be sure,”

God

wither

CANDLES 8.
Molds..uveess
Sperm.iieess

\

endin

[} PET

wulJs are formed of far-reaching vines and creep-

increased rajn-

in the Nebraska climate, and especially in_the
Republican Valley and
the western counties,
the grasses cure on the stalk; and cattle will
browse upon them
and among the corn stalks
until late in the winter nd sometimes the winter through.
Takinga period of eight years,
to 1877,
—the prairie grass began to shoy
green from
about the middle of March to ahgut April 10th;
the same grass to support cattle from the middle of Aprilto May 10; willows were green before the end of April or at the beginning of May;
wild plum
during August; wild cherries

Emperor of Russia,kept pacing a steamer’s deck;
exclaiming: * The Czar is great! the Czar is

surance.

- The Chicago board of underwriters

they

not. left. off

Having had uth experience in the uge of the.

green in spring 'as early as the tame grasses, and ti

A John Bull, who had been introduced to the
great!” * Yes,” said a bystander;

Sea

For the week

is never touched with the hands; itis sometimes | ed at low water, is valuable for banking cellars,
from frost dur

wild grasses of the plains ~affopd rich nutriment
for live-stock and abundanti:hay,. these are not

the number of resorts and the variety of their

ds | stretch of sea-shore, to the whole mountain reGeorge - Simpson,
a planter residing fifteen’ gion of New England, as well as to the growing
miles from Shreveport, ‘La., was murdered by a attractions of the lakes and rivers of Maine.

M. L. Sulivant, of Ford Co.,
single
corn
field
containing

;

fall in the prairie regions, -and trees check ‘the ers that twine gracefully bout the tall, straight
winds which are now and again boisterous. It trunks, and the-ground beneath is dotted with timust also be’ borne in mind that though the ny wild-flowers that,with their rainbow tints and

none:

Central

bring an

BOSTON WHOLESALE
|-

Nor

sport)—

there are probably

which surpass the Eastern and Maine

have

salted in the churn, but always worked undet##-covering cabbages, &c.,to pro
that pe daitiens are not too hot nor the wim a lever on a hard wood table, set so inclined as ing winter, or for bedding for

Me

att]

very tolerable ‘par? of the

earth, has ‘prepared
the following article to show

All the railroads runuing out of Boston give
access
to many pleasant places for summer

convéntion at Conshatta, Louisiana, nominated
"George L. Smith, for Congress, and passed reso. lutions indorsing President Grant, for a third

term.

washa half
rath.
work

The Date.

The murderers
reason is assigned for the act.
are under arrest.
The aggregdte amount of bids for fthe balance

of the b per cent. funded loan
Secretary of the Treasury,

churning, t remove all the milk, ‘While
ing, work it dry, then salt with less than
ounce of salt per pound, Let it stand or
er hang in a cool wall a fow. ‘hours, then

Nebraska, --‘

hours to make sure that: they
their flannels—
St. Louis,

ters too cold, and that, at all events, the crops to allow the milk and brine to run off (reely.
Tt is too bad! Here I've been out all day’ and ripen and are haryested in” their season, He Temperature at churning from 62 to 64 de
:
grees.
not killed a single bare!”
Forester—* Pre- says:
.
The following fads are
0 from carefully recorded
seribe something for the hare, doctor; that will
observations
made
in
Cass’
County;
—a
county
fetch him, sure!”
»
[i
bd
lying south of the Platte river, and bordered on
Glpdstone’s wife has inherited a Propeity of
Sleee— i
the east by the Missouri.. The county is one of
£15,000 per annum by the death of her brother
Dates, to us’ merely an occasional luxury, sre
(Sir Stephen Richard Glynne, baronet of Hawar- the most flourishing in the State of Nebraska, to the Arab the very “ staff of life,” just as the
the Burlington and Missouri River Railroad,
den castle), and the London papers say that the
which runs through it, having greatly assisted camel is his “ ship of the desert.” The date
liberal party will lose their leader in ‘consein the development
of its fine
resources. trée, one of the large familyof palms, is a native
quence, Gladstone proposing to take his ease in
On the whole its climake is not so genial as that of both Asia and Africa, and will grow, readily
Italy.
of the Republican Vulley; but all that can be in any sandy soil where the climate is not tog,
King Kalakaua, of the Sandwich Islands has said in favor of Cass county is, at least, true of cold. It was long ago introduced into Spain by
requested an old woman namel Kalai, who sent "the whole south-eastern portion of Nebraska all the Moors, and a few are still found even in the
Butthe most extensive dute
him a mat into which she had woven a petition
the way to Fort Kearney. In considering the South-of France.
praying for the removal of taxes, to weave two
following figures and dates, however, the read- forests are those in the Barbary States, whee
mats, one with the American and the other with er must remember that ameliorating ‘influences they are sometimes miles in Jength.
Growing thus; the trees are very beautiful,
the English coat-of-arms, to be exhibited at the
are rapidly and continuously at work in NebrasTheir
towering crests touching each other, they
United States Centennial Exhibition as specika, Settlement modifies climate. The .planting
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